
OVERVIEW

We are a service provider and a key market player in the commercial automobile service
industry in China and one of the few value-added service providers in the industry that can
provide integrated and comprehensive solutions covering the commercial automobile industry
chain, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. Our business offerings integrate multiple
sections of the commercial automobile industry chain and cover the commercial automobile
product lifecycle. Our comprehensive business portfolio currently includes (i) logistics and
supply chain service sector, including supply chain business, automobile sales business and
aftermarket product business, (ii) supply chain financial service sector, including financial
leasing business, factoring business and insurance brokerage business, and (iii) IoV and data
service sector. There is synergy among the various business sector that we engage in, which
enables us to efficiently provide integrated and comprehensive value-added services to a broad
customer base. Since our establishment, we had received significant customer recognition as
a result of our quality products and services. Leveraging advanced technology, we are
committed to continue enhancing our service quality and expanding our business in order to
satisfy the diversified needs of our customers, so as to achieve long-term sustainable
development.

According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, the commercial automobile industry chain can
be divided into: (i) the upstream section of spare parts manufacturing and supply, (ii) the
midstream section of commercial automobile manufacturing and sales, and (iii) the
downstream section of end-customer services and commercial automobile aftermarket services.
Our integrated and comprehensive value-added services cover the various needs of our
customers along the commercial automobile industry chain and we have achieved strong
operating results in all three business sectors:

• Our logistics and supply chain service sector — we are able to provide (i) lean
logistics covering spare parts transportation and the distribution to the upstream
section of the industry chain, (ii) the automobile logistics to the midstream section
and (iii) supply chain management to the downstream section. In particular, we have
become a connecting hub for upstream spare parts suppliers and midstream
commercial automobile manufacturers through Tonghui, which ranked first among
the commercial automobile logistics and supply chain service enterprises in Western
China in terms of revenue in 2021, the total market size of which amounted to
approximately RMB15.3 billion, representing approximately 11.9% of the overall
commercial automobile logistics and supply chain service industry in China,
according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. In addition, we accounted for 1.1% and
9.5% market share of the fragmented commercial automobile logistics and supply
chain service market in China and that in Western China by revenue, respectively,
according the same source. We through Fargo also provide holistic logistics
solutions for our commercial automobile customers by exercising our ability to
dispatch nationwide with approximately 77 downstream carriers and transportation
fleets as at 31 December 2021.

• Our supply chain financial service sector — our financial leasing business
provides high-quality commercial automobile purchase financing solutions to a wide
range of downstream commercial automobile end-users. Deewin Financial Leasing
ranked fourth among all the commercial automobile manufacturer-connected
financial leasing enterprises in the PRC in terms of the number of newly leased
commercial automobiles in 2021, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. Deewin
Financial Leasing was also recognised by Commercial Automobile Professional
Committee of China Automobile Dealers Association* (中國汽車流通協會商用車專
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業委員會) as one of China’s Top Eight Commercial Automobile Financing
Enterprises* (2019年度中國商用車金融八強企業) in 2019. In addition, our
factoring business serves both the upstream spare parts suppliers and mid-
downstream logistics companies in order to meet their capital needs. According to
the Frost & Sullivan Report, Deewin Factoring is able to acquire stable customers
and business resources in the commercial automobile factoring market, with its
strong connection with the commercial automobile manufacturers, to maintain
competitiveness in the market.

• Our IoV and data service sector — Tianxingjian is an advanced information
technology solution service provider covering the commercial automobile industry
chain. We maintain a leading position in the IoV industry in China as the first-mover
in the commercial automobile IoV industry, according to the Frost & Sullivan
Report. We operated the largest commercial automobile manufacturer-connected
IoV platform for heavy commercial automobiles in China with a market share of
23.3% in 2021, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. As at the Latest
Practicable Date, the number of heavy commercial automobiles accessing our IoV
platform was approximately 976.4 thousand. In addition, we ranked third among the
commercial automobile IoV enterprises in China in terms of the number of
commercial automobiles accessing IoV platform in 2021, according to the same
source. For details, please refer to the section headed “Industry Overview —
Overview of China’s Commercial Automobile IoV Market” in this document.

For further details in relation to the operating results of our three business sectors, please
refer to the paragraphs headed “— Our Competitive Strengths” in this section.

During the Track Record Period, our business scale and operating performance grew
through leveraging our comprehensive and high quality customer services. For the years ended
31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, our revenue was approximately RMB2,892.0 million,
RMB3,261.7 million and RMB3,126.9 million, respectively, representing a CAGR of 4.0%
between 2019 and 2021. In addition, for the same periods, our profit was approximately
RMB241.1 million, RMB318.0 million and RMB368.7 million, respectively, representing a
CAGR of 23.7% between 2019 and 2021.

In particular, notwithstanding that the revenue generated from our IoV and data service
sector only accounted for 8.4%, 10.3% and 10.8% of our total revenue for the years ended 31
December 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, such revenue kept growing at a CAGR of 18.3%
between 2019 and 2021. In addition, the relevant gross profit accounted for 18.4%, 19.3% and
19.3% of our total gross profit for the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021. The
relevant gross profit margin was maintained at a relatively high level of 36.1%, 37.6% and
41.7% for the same periods. With IoV technology becoming more extensively used in the
commercial automobile industry, it is expected that the future expansion of our Group will be
driven by the rapid growth of our IoV and data service sector, which will play a more
strategically important role in our overall financial performance. For details, please refer to the
section headed “Financial information” in this document.
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OUR COMPETITIVE STRENGTHS

We believe that the following competitive strengths will enable us to achieve long-term
development:

We are a service provider and a key market player in the commercial automobile service
industry in terms of providing integrated value-added services to the industry chain in
China

We are a service provider and a key market player in the commercial automobile service
industry in China and one of the few value-added service providers in the industry that can
provide integrated and comprehensive solutions covering the commercial automobile industry
chain, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. We adhere to the business concept of
“encompassing the entire lifecycle of commercial automobile and the related process of
customer operation”. We are customer-centric and our business consisted of three major
business sectors including (i) logistics and supply chain service sector, (ii) supply chain
financial service sector, and (iii) IoV and data service sector, and we provide a comprehensive
coverage of the commercial automobile industry chain through the flow of goods, capital and
information:

• Flow of goods — our logistics and supply chain service sector provides convenient
and efficient supply chain solutions for customers along the commercial automobile
industry chain. We provided high-quality logistics and supply chain services to more
than 3,350 upstream and downstream customers during the Track Record Period. In
terms of the upstream industry chain, as the largest commercial automobile supply
chain service provider in Western China, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report,
we have become a connecting hub for spare part suppliers and commercial
automobile manufacturers. Through supply chain integration and the “just-in-time
goods delivery model”, we had provided lean and integrated logistics services for
approximately 110 spare parts suppliers where we assisted such suppliers to save
warehousing area and reduce supply chain inventory. In particular, we assisted two
core spare parts suppliers to save more than 50.0% warehousing area and reduce
more than 30.0% supply chain inventory. In particular, for the year ended 31
December 2020, we assisted commercial automobile manufacturers to increase their
efficiency by 17.0%. In terms of the midstream and downstream industry chain, our
logistics capability covers more than 31 provinces, municipalities and autonomous
regions across China. In 2021, we provided automobile logistics services in relation
to approximately 166.2 thousand automobiles and our third party logistics services
completed a total number of approximately 267.9 thousand waybill orders with a
total transport mileage of approximately 546.3 million kilometres;

• Capital flow — our supply chain financial service sector provides a wealth of
financial services to our customers. We, through our factoring business, serve the
upstream spare parts suppliers and the mid-downstream logistics companies to meet
their capital needs. In addition, we, through our financial leasing business, provide
high-quality commercial automobile purchase financing solutions to a wide range of
downstream commercial automobile end-users. During the Track Record Period, our
factoring business and financial leasing business collectively served a total of more
than 42,800 customers. We recorded a total amount of newly invested funds of
RMB8,830.9 million for the year ended 31 December 2021;
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• Information flow — our IoV and data service sector operated the largest
commercial automobile manufacturer-connected IoV platform for heavy commercial
automobiles in China, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. As at the Latest
Practicable Date, our Tianxingjian IoV System has covered approximately 976.4
thousand online automobiles with an average daily new data increase of
approximately 1.9 terabytes. For each automobile, we can collect more than 1.4
thousand types of data, covering seven main categories. We have built a wealth of
application scenarios for participants of the commercial automobile industry chain.
The revenue from our data application and service recorded a CAGR of 35.3% from
2019 to 2021.

Benefiting from our one-stop and convenient services, we have improved efficiency
significantly for our customers and built a loyal customer base. In 2019, 2020 and 2021, our
revenue amounted to RMB2,892.0 million, RMB3,261.7 million and RMB3,126.9 million,
respectively, at a CAGR of 4.0% between 2019 and 2021; our net profit amounted to
RMB241.1 million, RMB318.0 million and RMB368.7 million, respectively, at a CAGR of
23.7% between 2019 and 2021; our return on average net assets amounted to 13.3%, 14.5% and
15.8%, respectively.

With our first-mover and synergetic advantages, we are well positioned to seize the
growing opportunities in the commercial automobile service industry

China’s commercial automobile service industry has high development potential with
significant room for further penetration into the existing reserve market. In terms of
incremental market, such growth potential is primarily driven by new infrastructure-related
policies, development in logistics and transportation industry and overloading and emission-
related policies. As a result of the foregoing, the sales volume of new commercial automobile
is expected to remain at a high level, amounting to 4,615.4 thousand automobiles in 2026, of
which the sales volume of new heavy commercial automobiles is expected to amount to 1,277.5
thousand automobiles, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. In terms of the existing
reserve market, there is a huge existing volume of commercial automobiles in China and a
corresponding huge growth potential for development. According to the Frost & Sullivan
Report, the existing reserve market of commercial automobiles is expected to reach 36.3
million in 2026, of which the number of heavy commercial automobiles is expected to reach
8.3 million. In 2021, the market penetration rate of the aftermarket in the commercial
automobile industry chain, as measured by the related profit contribution, was as high as 67.0%
in developed countries, such as the US and Europe, whereas in the PRC it was only 32.0%,
which signifies tremendous growth potential in China. It is estimated that by 2026, the scale
of China’s commercial automobile industry chain service market will therefore increase from
RMB953.5 billion in 2021 to RMB1,331.0 billion, at a CAGR of 6.9%.
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We believe that with our comprehensive service offerings and the intra-group synergy, we
have significant advantages in collaborative customer base expansion, user experience
enhancement and business innovation. Accordingly, we believe that we are well positioned to
seize the opportunities for our business expansion arising from the continuous growth and
transformation in the commercial automobile service industry. In particular:

• The extensive and direct access to users in the industry chain derived from our
comprehensive business portfolio has provided us with advantages in collaborative
customer base expansion. During the Track Record Period, our three main business
sectors covered a total of more than 3,900 enterprises along the commercial
automobile industry chain, and more than 42,800 commercial automobile end-users.
Such extensive customer coverage has provided a solid foundation for our future
business growth. During the Track Record Period, our financial leasing business not
only achieved a good risk control through utilising IoV technology but also brought
in more than 60.4 thousand new automobiles to our automobile financial leasing IoV
service. Through interaction with spare parts manufacturers and logistics service
providers, our logistics and supply chain service sector brought in a total of newly
invested funds of RMB545.7 million and RMB1,097.1 million in the financial
leasing business and factoring business, respectively during the same period;

• Our one-stop convenient service capability enhances customer experience and
significantly improves user loyalty. Our service capabilities run through the key
processes of customer operations, covering automobile purchase, financial leasing,
insurance brokerage, IoV services, consumable spare parts-related services, supply
chain cooperation and logistics factoring. For instance, during the Track Record
Period, we provided supply chain services to key customers located in Western
China, for which we provided total freight amount of 2,678.0 thousand tonnes and
corresponding services of commercial automobile sales, aftermarket product sales
and factoring;

• Vast and diversified data and in-depth industry experience provided a solid
foundation for business innovation. The diversified needs for data application in
commercial automobile industry chain offer a tremendous potential for service
innovation and business expansion. As at 31 December 2021, the cumulative amount
of data of our Tianxingjian IoV System had exceeded 2.9 petabytes, and we have
accumulated in-depth experience in developing industry applications for the
upstream and downstream sections of the industry chain. During the Track Record
Period, we developed the SC-Cloud Data Analysis Platform* (陝康雲數據分析平台)
for Xi’an Cummins Engine Company Limited* (西安康明斯發動機有限公司) and
provided ongoing data services which covered over 45.7 thousand automobiles and
significantly improved its capabilities to conduct product research and development,
quality improvement and active service. The dump truck supervision platform
developed by us directly addressed the difficulties in the operation and supervision
of urban dump trucks. Among them, the dump truck platform for Xianyang achieved
4G-based video surveillance function in Shaanxi Province which assisted Xianyang
to be included as a national excellent case of Digital Urban Management* (數字化
城管).”
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Organic growth and strategic acquisition has enabled us to build strong commercial
automobile supply chain service capabilities

With extensive experience in the commercial automobile supply chain sector and through
the acquisition of Tonghui into in the Group, we have developed a full service capability to
provide (i) lean logistics covering spare parts transportation and distribution to the upstream
section of the industry chain, (ii) automobile logistics to the midstream section, and (iii) supply
chain management to the downstream section.

The acquisition of Tonghui has strategically complemented our business in the key area
of upstream spare parts supply chain during the Track Record Period. According to the Frost
& Sullivan Report, the Group was the largest provider of commercial automobile logistics and
supply chain service in Western China in terms of revenue in 2021. In addition, we accounted
for 1.1% share of the fragmented commercial automobile logistics and supply chain service
market in China by revenue, according the same source. Since its establishment for over 16
years, Tonghui has been, and will be, committed to continue streamlining redundant processes
in the supply chain and improving service quality. During the Track Record Period, we have
served more than 1.3 thousand spare parts suppliers and distributed approximately 108.7
thousand types of spare parts, with a total transportation mileage of 122.7 million kilometres.
By changing the “massive inventory storage and replenishment model” to the “just-in-time
goods delivery model”, we assisted two core spare parts suppliers to save more than 50.0%
warehousing area and reduce more than 30.0% supply chain inventory during the same periods.
At the same time, the new model also increased the production efficiency of one of the key
commercial automobile manufacturers by approximately 17.0% for the year ended 31
December 2020 and creating significant added value for its upstream and downstream
customers during the same periods.

In terms of midstream and downstream supply chain services, we directly cover a wide
range of automobile customer base through our automobile logistics business, third party
logistics business and automobile sales business. Our automobile logistics business and third
party logistics business have nationwide coverage and we have established close business
relationship with 77 downstream carriers and transportation fleets as at 31 December 2021. In
2021, we have completed the shipment of 166.2 thousand automobiles which generated
revenue amounting to RMB437.2 million, and a total of 267.9 thousand third party logistics
waybills which generated revenue amounting to RMB395.1 million in total.

By building a comprehensive supply chain service capability, we directly interact with
spare parts suppliers, commercial automobile manufacturers, logistics companies and
commercial automobile end users through our high-quality services, and therefore laid a solid
foundation for intra-group synergy, scenario construction and business expansion and we have
achieved substantial financial returns. In 2019 to 2021, our logistics and supply chain service
sectors achieved a revenue of RMB2,125.2 million, RMB2,252.7 million and RMB2,004.6
million, respectively, with the profit before income tax of RMB71.1 million, RMB110.1
million and RMB134.1 million, respectively.
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Quality supply chain financial services have laid a solid foundation for the Company’s
high-quality growth

Our supply chain financial services sector focuses on the commercial automobile
industry. Substantially all of our customers are sourced from the commercial automobile
industry chain and the commercial automobile end-users. As a result of our in-depth
understanding of the commercial automobile sector and the positive results brought about by
the intra-group synergies, our supply chain financial service sector is bolstered by strong
customer development capabilities, good risk control, and high asset quality. In particular:

• Our comprehensive business model brings about significant advantages in customer
base expansion. With extensive industry experience, we have direct interaction with
various participants of the commercial automobile industry chain through our three
major business sectors. By fully exploring the various financial needs in different
scenarios and providing customers with a full range of financial services, we have
achieved a rapid expansion of our customer base. In 2019 to 2021, our newly
invested funds for financial leasing business and factoring business in total reached
RMB8,166.4 million, RMB10,332.6 million and RMB8,830.9 million, respectively;

• Our well-defined customer screening policy effectively reduces business risks. We
have in-depth understanding of China’s commercial automobile industry, which
enables us to establish our customer screening standards. We have established a
mechanism to select the commercial automobile sales dealers that we work with.
Such dealers will, not only recommend high-quality customers who might be
eligible to receive our financial services, but also provide guarantee in our favour
for the repayment obligations of these customers. Meanwhile, we would screen the
recommended customers by reference to their business conditions and repayment
capabilities, which assists us to ensure the quality of our customers. In terms of
customer structure, our customer diversification strategy has effectively reduced our
business risks. As at 31 December 2021, more than 97.0% of our financial leasing
business customers are natural persons. Our factoring business also strives to control
the funding amount of each single factoring transaction without prejudice to the
overall transaction volume, while effectively reducing risks; and

• In-depth intra-group synergies have contributed to our advanced asset management
capabilities. Our IoV business and supply chain financial services have achieved
in-depth synergy. Installation of Tianxingjian IoV System on approximately 87.2%
of automobiles leased under our financial leasing businesses enables us to conduct
real-time collection of operational data. Through the analysis of automobile
operational data, we can calculate the risk of default in advance based on the vehicle
mileage and driving record. For the collection and disposal of overdue assets, we can
rely on the industry-leading MD5 remote automobile locking technology to lock
automobiles of the defaulting customers remotely pursuant to the service
agreements. We significantly improved our ability to recover overdue payments by
increasing the default costs of the lessees.

Benefiting from our excellent customer base expansion and risk control capabilities, our
supply chain financial service sector achieved rapid growth during the Track Record Period. In
2019 to 2021, the revenue of our financial service sector achieved RMB525.2 million,
RMB673.8 million and RMB784.0 million, respectively; our profit before income tax
amounted to RMB187.1 million, RMB210.8 million and RMB212.5 million, respectively. In
terms of asset quality, our financial leasing business had overdue rates of newly added financial
leases amounted to 0.03%, 0.03% and 0.18%, respectively, in 2019 to 2021, respectively, which
laid a solid foundation for our high-quality growth.
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The industry-leading IoV and data services is expected to stimulate the growth of the
Company

We are the first-mover in the IoV industry among all the commercial automobile
enterprises in China, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. Since the launch of our first IoV
platform in 2011, our IoV and data service business has accumulated unparalleled advantages
in terms of platform scale and significant technological leadership:

• Our large-scale platform. Our Tianxingjian IoV System has been the largest
commercial automobile manufacturer-connected IoV platform for heavy commercial
automobiles in China with a market share of 23.3% in 2021, according to the Frost
& Sullivan Report. In addition, we ranked third among the commercial automobile
IoV enterprises in China in terms of the number of commercial automobiles
accessing IoV platform in 2021, according to the same source. As at the Latest
Practicable Date, the number of heavy commercial automobiles accessing our IoV
platform was approximately 976.4 thousand;

• Our high-quality data. The type, frequency and accuracy of the data collected by
us are advanced. In terms of data types, as compared to third party IoV companies
which focus on post-automobile sales equipment installation, our IoV intelligent
terminal product can collect mass amounts of data through deep integration with
commercial automobile manufacturers. Our Tianxingjian IoV System can collect
more than 1.4 thousand types of high-quality data in total, covering seven categories
including but not limited to drivers’ behaviour, geographical location and engine
performance. The average daily new data of our Tianxingjian IoV System increased
by approximately 1.9 terabytes and the cumulative amount of data collected by our
Tianxingjian IoV System exceeded 2.9 petabytes as at 31 December 2021. In terms
of data collection frequency, the shortest data collection cycle is ten milliseconds.
The basic data is uploaded every five seconds, which is significantly faster than the
industry average performance of 30 seconds. In terms of accuracy, according to the
statistics released by China Transport Telecommunications and Information Centre
(中國交通通信信息中心) in January 2022, among the producers with more than 100
thousand online automobiles, the terminal product overall rating of Tianxingjian IoV
System was 99.60%, making us one of the top performers in China;

• Our strong research and development capabilities. We have a research and
development team consisted of 108 experienced research and development
personnel with diverse background as at 31 December 2021. We also actively
collaborate with top scientific research institutions by jointly setting up the Shaanxi
Commercial Automobile IoV Engineering Technology Research Centre* (陝西商用
車車聯網工程技術研究中心) with the School of Management of Xi’an Jiaotong
University. As a result of our strong research and development capabilities, we were
the first developer of MD5 remote automobile locking technology in China,
according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. As at 31 December 2021, Tianxingjian had
13 patents and 69 software copyrights, and had applied for 19 patents; and
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• Our broad range of application scenarios. Based on our advantages in the
platform scale and data quality, we have developed a wealth of application
scenarios. During the Track Record Period, we built a total of six types of IoV
application solutions including (i) automobile financial leasing IoV service,
(ii) Beidou System landing access IoV service, (iii) big data application IoV service,
(iv) dump truck supervision IoV service, (v) environmental protection supervision
IoV service, and (vi) transportation fleet management IoV service. As at 31
December 2021, our automobile financial leasing IoV service covered a total of
approximately 199.3 thousand automobiles; the usage of Beidou System landing
access IoV services covered approximately 605.8 thousand automobiles; the big data
application IoV service covered approximately 266.0 thousand automobiles; the
dump truck supervision services cover approximately 15.9 thousand automobiles;
the environmental protection supervision IoV service covered approximately 28.0
thousand automobiles, and the number of automobiles covered by the above five
types of application scenarios enables us to be one of the top performers among IoV
applications of the same kind in China.

We believe that we have set an entry barrier to potential competitors through our most
valuable assets which is the high-quality commercial automobile data collected by
Tianxingjian IoV System. With the continuous improvement of capabilities for data analysis,
application and monetisation, the profitability of our IoV and data service sector has gradually
become prominent. In 2019 to 2021, our IoV and data service sector generated revenue of
RMB241.6 million, RMB335.2 million and RMB338.3 million, respectively. Among them, our
IoV and related technologies application solution business generated revenue amounting to
RMB59.5 million, RMB81.6 million and RMB108.8 million, respectively. In 2019 to 2021, our
IoV and data service sector generated profit before income tax of RMB55.4 million, RMB87.4
million and RMB110.2 million, respectively. Through our first-mover advantages in
technology and platform scale, we believe that we are able to continue to create more
scenario-specific data services and products along the commercial automobile industry chain,
which would contribute to the Company’s future growth.

Experienced management team and strong support from our Controlling Shareholders

The in-depth industry experience of the management team and strong support from our
Controlling Shareholders are instrumental to our past success. Our core management team has
an average industry experience of over 24 years in the commercial automobile sector, which
is critical to our continued success in the future. Our chairman, Mr. Guo Wancai, has been
engaged in management work for key state-owned industrial enterprises since 1997. He has an
industry vision and professional financial background. Mr. Wang Runliang, our executive
director and general manager, has also been deeply rooted in the commercial automobile
industry with more than 26 years and has a great insight into the industrial trend.

Our Controlling Shareholder, Shaanxi Automobile, is a subsidiary controlled by Shaanxi
Automobile Holding. Shaanxi Automobile Manufacturing Plant (陝西汽車製造廠), the
predecessor of Shaanxi Automobile Holding, was founded in 1968, and have more than 50
years of operating history in the commercial automobile industry in China. In terms of
commercial automobiles, the total number of commercial automobiles manufactured by
Shaanxi Holding Group was 200,432 units in 2021, accounting for 4.3% market share and
ranking the ninth among all the commercial automobile manufacturers in China, according to
the Frost & Sullivan Report. In terms of heavy duty commercial automobiles, the total number
of heavy duty commercial automobiles manufactured by Shaanxi Holding Group was 193,144
units in 2021, accounting for 13.8% market share and ranking the fourth among all the heavy
duty commercial automobile manufacturers in China, according to the same source. Shaanxi
Holding Group was also the fourth largest heavy duty commercial automobile manufacturer
globally in terms of the number of units of heavy duty commercial automobile manufactured
in 2021, according to the same source.
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We believe that the synergies between our Controlling Shareholders and us in terms of
strategy and business development serve as an important foundation for us to maintain a
sustainable competitive advantage. At the strategic level, we actively assist in the
implementation of “Service-oriented Manufacturing” strategy of Shaanxi Automobile. At the
business level, we work closely with our Controlling Shareholders who are leading commercial
automobile manufacturers in the heavy commercial automobile industry in China. During the
Track Record Period, Shaanxi Automobile Group’s average annual sales of commercial
automobiles exceeded 170.0 thousand automobiles. By virtue of our integrated business model
throughout China’s commercial automobile industry chain, we have contributed to their
end-customers’ loyalty and their sales of new automobiles. Hence, the collaboration between
our Controlling Shareholders and us is complementary and mutually beneficial for both parties.

Benefitting from the rich experience of the management team and strong support from our
Controlling Shareholders since our establishment, we have rapidly grown into a service
provider and a key market player in the commercial automobile service industry in China.
Under the leadership of our senior management team and the support from our Controlling
Shareholders, we are expected to continue to strengthen our position in the industry.

BUSINESS STRATEGIES

In the future, we will continue to (i) adopt measures in response to the initiatives from
the PRC Government on promoting the cultivation of “new technologies, new products, new
business and new models”, and (ii) adhere to the leading model of “encompassing the entire
lifecycle of commercial automobile and the related process of customer operation” and the
customer-centric spirit. We continue to refine our business arrangement in order to proactively
develop service capabilities so as to realise our vision of growing from a service provider and
a key market player in provision of integrated value-added services to the commercial
automobile industry chain in China into the industry leader. Our main business strategies are
as follows:

We will adopt both offline and online measures to improve the commercial automobile
aftermarket service offerings in a comprehensive manner

Factoring the industry transformation in mature markets such as Europe and the US, we
believe that the profit of China’s commercial automobile industry generated from the existing
reserve market of commercial automobile will gradually increase. There is a huge existing
volume of commercial automobiles and, as a result, the demand for repair and maintenance
services is expected to create huge growth opportunities. In the next three to five years, we will
take both offline and online measures to improve the repair and maintenance service models
of the commercial automobile existing reserve market, promote the development of our online
service platform for commercial automobile aftermarket, and comprehensively develop our
active aftermarket service capabilities:

• Offline business development. (i) Offline digitalised warehousing and distribution
system for spare parts. We will actively explore the repair and maintenance business
in the existing reserve market of commercial automobile, and set up an offline
digitalised warehousing and distribution system for spare parts together with a repair
and service network in a comprehensive manner. (ii) Digital centralised warehouses.
In addition, based on our rich experience in spare parts transportation and
distribution and close cooperation with a wide range of spare parts manufacturers,
we will establish 15 digital centralised warehouses in major spare parts consumption
areas, and set up efficient offline network which enables direct purchase and fast
distribution of spare parts in order to meet the needs of spare parts for existing
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commercial automobiles. For further details regarding subsections (i) and (ii) above,
please refer to the section headed “Future Plans and [REDACTED] —
[REDACTED] — Offline business development — (i) Offline digital warehousing
and distribution system for spare parts and digital centralised warehouses” in this
document. (iii) Commercial automobile repair and service network. We will also
actively plan and develop a commercial automobile repair and service network.
Relying on the service foundation formed by the development of offline spare part
warehousing and distribution network system and close connections with
commercial automobile manufacturer, we intend to attract a wide range of service
stations to join us. Through the establishment and promotion of repair and
maintenance service standards, we intend to build a convenient and efficient repair
and maintenance network for the existing reserve market of commercial automobile,
effectively enhancing the overall commercial automobile end-users’ experience. For
further details, please refer to the section headed “Future Plans and [REDACTED]
— [REDACTED] — Offline business development — (ii) Commercial automobile
repair and service network” in this document;

• Online business development. (i) Unified online service programme. We will
promote the development and upgrade of our online service platform for commercial
automobile in a comprehensive manner. Based on our existing CLGG Online
Platform and relying on expertise derived from Tianxingjian IoV System data and
technology, we will develop a unified online service platform for users which we
believe can optimise and integrate internal platform and capabilities. (ii) New
projects under the unified online service platform. In addition, such a platform will
also promote the development of new projects such as (a) comprehensive service
platform for aftermarket business, (b) online digital warehousing system for spare
parts centralised warehouses, which provides online support for the aforementioned
15 high-standard digital centralised warehouses for spare parts of commercial
automobiles, (c) online service and franchise management platform, and (d)
intelligent repair and training platform, which we believe will comprehensively
improve the integrated online service capabilities of CLGG Online Platform. For
further details, please refer to the section headed “Future Plans and [REDACTED]
— [REDACTED] — Online business development” and the relevant subsections in
this document; and

• User base of CLGG Online Platform. Through the high degree of cooperation
between the offline and online platforms together with further development of the
spare parts and repair and maintenance services as our strategic direction, we intend
to rapidly expand the user base of CLGG Online Platform. We will also take this
opportunity to continuously expand (i) the sales of major aftermarket products such
as consumable spare parts, ETC, tyres, oil products and insurance, and (ii) the
business scale of commercial automobile repair and maintenance services. In
addition, we will dedicate to convert online users into offline purchasers for our
customised commercial automobile sales business, financial leasing business and
factoring business. In the future, we intend to integrate our comprehensive service
solutions throughout the lifecycle of commercial automobile products and provide
customers with active service capabilities along the process of customer operation.
We believe such strategy will ultimately provide opportunities for further organic
business growth.
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We will focus on improving the core IoV technical and data service capabilities in order
to consolidate our industry-leading advantages

IoV is becoming indispensable in the development of the commercial automobile
industry. We will continue to expand the number of users and volume of data in the IoV and
data service sector by continually improving our data analysis capabilities. We will also
upgrade the core technologies and algorithms of our platform, and create more diversified data
services and products which cater to more scenarios, thereby strengthening our advantages in
a comprehensive manner. In particular:

• Our IoV platform. We will actively strengthen our advantages in terms of the IoV
platform scale and achieve continuous growth in the number of users, online
automobiles and data scale with respect to the IoV platform. In particular, we will
improve the security and exclusivity of our IoV data through the IoV private cloud
and hardware system upgrade. In addition, to further expand and consolidate our
market share in pre-installation market in relation to commercial automobiles
manufactured by Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile and Shaanxi Commercial
Automobile, we will adopt active measures to explore pre-installation market
opportunities of IoV terminal products for other commercial automobile
manufacturers, and continue to increase the number of users of our Tianxingjian IoV
System. For further details, please refer to the section headed “Future Plans and
[REDACTED] — [REDACTED] — Our core IoV technical and data service
capabilities — (i) IoV base facility — IoV private cloud and hardware system” in
this document;

• Data analysis capabilities. Through combining both internal and external
initiatives, we can improve data analysis capabilities in a comprehensive manner,
including: (i) expansion of office place. We will expand the office place for IoV
research and development. (ii) expansion of our research and development team. We
will extensively recruit outstanding talents to build up a professional IoV research
and development team with diverse backgrounds. (iii) upgrade of our software and
hardware research and development team. We will focus on the middle research and
development platform and also establish big data research centre. By increasing our
investment in internal research and development as well as talents training in order
to maintain a technology-driven core development team, and through external
strategic cooperation with outstanding internet companies and information
technology companies, we can fully enhance our core capabilities in data analysis
and convert data assets into productivity. For further details, please refer to the
sections headed “Future Plans and [REDACTED] — [REDACTED] — Our core
IoV technical and data service capabilities — IoV base facility — Expansion of
office place” and “Future Plans and [REDACTED] — [REDACTED] — Our core
IoV technical and data service capabilities — (ii) Research and development
capabilities” in this document;
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• Diversified data products and data services. We will actively develop and create
diversified data products and data services by focusing on the specific scenarios of
the commercial automobile industry chain to facilitate and provide better experience
to participants along the upstream and downstream industry chain, including but not
limited to the following:

(i) development of data service products. We will actively create data service
products with a focus on spare parts suppliers, commercial automobile sales
dealers and service stations, by emphasising on developing big data service
system for suppliers, which enables suppliers to directly inquire about the
production arrangements with commercial automobile manufacturers, repair
and failure data statistics, comparison on competitors, identification of false
repairs, reduction of the litigation risk and many other types of value-added
data services. In particular, we will develop data quality inspection platform
for electronic spare parts to assist the relevant spare parts suppliers. We will
also provide dealers with market forecasts, customer tracking, smart
automobile selection, risk control management and other value-added data
services. We will provide value-added data services to service stations
including accurate spare parts inventory management, customer conversion
and technical support;

(ii) over-the-air (OTA) platform development and operation. We will develop new
services such as OTA remote update and spare parts data monitoring. These
will enable our suppliers to achieve mass and efficient remote update of
embedded software, which will greatly reduce the renewal costs of spare parts
for suppliers, while improving user experience. We will also provide suppliers
with data tests for new products before mass supply in order to exercise control
over product quality from the beginning; and

(iii) development of comprehensive IoV and data solutions. We will develop
comprehensive IoV and data solutions through continuous development and
upgrade of IoV products and terminal products adaptive to 5G communication
environment. In addition, by leveraging, including but not limited to the
advantages of IoV technology and data integration capabilities, we aim to
develop (a) data assets trading platform to integrate various internal and
external data resources, and (b) customised “automobile intelligent
monitoring” services for digital management by government departments,
including traffic management department and environmental protection
department. We will provide comprehensive solutions meeting various industry
needs, covering coal logistics, cold chain transportation and other industries.

For further details, please refer to the section headed “Future Plans and
[REDACTED] — [REDACTED] — Our core IoV technical and data service
capabilities — (iii) Diversified data products and data services” in this document.
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We will continue to consolidate our industry advantages in supply chain financial services
and third party logistics services to optimise our business structure

We will continue to consolidate our industry advantages in supply chain financial services
and third party logistics services, including the following:

• We will continue to strengthen our influence in the commercial automobile sector
and consolidate our advantages in providing customised services in the supply chain
financial service sector. In terms of the financial leasing business, we will actively
strengthen our existing businesses, and continue to provide financial leasing
services to well-known commercial automobiles brands. At the same time,
considering the advantages of the high entry barrier, good returns and our
customers’ high risk tolerance in the special-purpose automobile market, we will
accelerate the expansion of special purpose automobile financial leasing business
and gain new growth momentum based on our current advantages, and continue to
develop and provide customised financial services. In terms of commercial factoring
business, we will provide services by closely targeting spare parts suppliers of
commercial automobile manufacturers, and make great efforts to penetrate into the
second-tier and third-tier upstream supplier market to develop new business
opportunities through first-tier suppliers. In terms of downstream logistics
customers, we will continue to develop relationships with large-scale customers and
leading companies in industries such as bulk cargo logistics, express logistics and
less-than-truck-load transport, and expand the scope of high-quality customers, so as
to continually optimise the structure of our factoring business;

• We will focus on improving the information technology infrastructure of supply
chain financial services to continuously enhance the customer experience. We will
also make efforts to build information-based financial services. Based on the new
generation of information technology such as big data and cloud computing, we will
continue to upgrade and optimise various areas, including business system, risk
control and credit review system, improve our business efficiency by standardising
business process, strengthen risk control capabilities, improve customer experience
and reduce overall costs; and

• We will continue to diversify our customer base as well as exploring business
opportunities with more independent customers through the expansion and
development of our third party logistics services in relation to raw materials (such
as coal and ore), commodities and express couriers.

We will continuously improve employees’ career prospects and enhance incentive schemes
to attract and cultivate industry-leading talents

We believe that a stable and professional workforce, which is in line with the strategies
of the Company, is the key for the Company to reach its new height and realise its long-term
visions. We plan to take the following measures to strengthen talent recruitment and
development:

• Through the international capital market, we will strengthen the Company’s brand
and increase our influence to attract more high-quality talents;
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• We will actively explore long-term incentive measures, including but not limited to
exploring equity incentive plans after the completion of our [REDACTED],
aligning the long-term interests of employees, in particular the middle and senior
management team, with shareholders, thereby incentivising employees and
increasing employees loyalty;

• We will increase our investment in employee training and increase regular and
diversified skills training to provide an outstanding platform for their career
development; and

• We strengthen the sense of mission and honour of our employees by advocating our
vision.

For further details regarding our intended use of [REDACTED] of the [REDACTED] for
our business strategies, please refer to the section headed “Future Plans and [REDACTED]”
in this document.

AWARDS AND TITLES

We have received numerous significant awards and titles from industry associations and
relevant organisations. The table below sets forth our awards received as at the Latest
Practicable Date:

Award/Title Granting Entity Group Entity
Granting

Year

2020 Enterprise with the
Highest Potential for
Investment in the
Logistics Industry*
(2020年度物流行業最具
投資價值企業)

Logistics Investment and
Financing Committee of
China Communications
and Transportation
Association* (中國交通運
輸協會物流投融資協會)
and Chengdu Supply
Chain Association* (成都
市供應鏈協會)

Company 2021

China Logistics Financial
Innovation Award*
(2018年度中國物流金融
創新獎)

China Communications and
Transportation
Association
(中國交通運輸協會)

Company 2018

Outstanding Logistics
Service Provider in
China 2021* (2021中國
物流優秀服務商)

China Federation of
Logistics and Purchasing*
(中國物流與採購聯合會)

Tonghui 2021

Automobile Logistics
Industry Innovation
Award 2021* (2021年度
汽車物流行業創新獎)

Automobile Logistics Sub-
committee of China
Federation of Logistics
and Purchasing* (中國物
流與採購聯合會汽車物流
分會)

Tonghui 2021
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Award/Title Granting Entity Group Entity
Granting

Year

National 5A Grade
Logistics Enterprise*
(國家級5A級物流企業)

China Federation of
Logistics and Purchasing*
(中國物流與採購聯合會)

Tonghui 2022

National 4A Grade
Logistics Enterprise*
(國家級4A級物流企業)

China Federation of
Logistics and Purchasing*
(中國物流與採購聯合會)

Tonghui 2020/2017/
2014

China Logistics Innovation
Award 2020*
(2020中國物流創新獎)

China Federation of
Logistics and Purchasing*
(中國物流與採購聯合會)

Tonghui 2020

Outstanding Contribution
Enterprise in Logistics
Industry of Shaanxi
Province over the 40
Years of Reform and
Opening Up in China*
(改革開放40年陝西省物
流行業傑出貢獻企業)

Shaanxi Province Federation
of Logistics and
Purchasing*
(陝西省物流與採購聯合
會)

Tonghui 2019

2020 China Outstanding
Solution Service
Provider for Intelligent
Logistics* (2020中國智
慧物流優秀解決方案服務
商)

The 11th China Conference
for Logistics Investment
and Financing* (第十一屆
中國物流投融資大會)

Fargo 2021

2020 Enterprise with the
Highest Potential for
Growth in the Logistics
Industry* (2020年度物流
行業最具成長潛力企業)

The 11th China Conference
for Logistics Investment
and Financing* (第十一屆
中國物流投融資大會)

Fargo 2021

Enterprise with the Highest
Investment Potential in
China Logistics
Industry* (中國物流行業
最具投資價值企業)

Logistics Investment and
Financing Sub-committee
of China Communications
and Transportation
Association*
(中國交通運輸協會物流投
融資分會)

Fargo 2019

2020 Top 10 Commercial
Automobile Financial
Service Organisation*
(2020十佳商用車金融服
務機構)

2021 China Commercial
Automobile Finance
Industry Chain Summit
Committee* (2021中國商
用車金融產業峰會組委會)

Deewin
Financial
Leasing

2021
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Award/Title Granting Entity Group Entity
Granting

Year

Award for Outstanding
Contributions to
Economy in Pudong
New District 2020*
(2020年度浦東新區經濟
突出貢獻獎)

People’s Government of
Pudong New District of
Shanghai* (上海市浦東新
區人民政府)

Deewin
Financial
Leasing

2021

Financial Leasing Business
Innovation Award – West
Lake Forum 2021*
(2021年度西湖論壇杯融
資租賃業務創新獎)

China Financial leasing
(West Lake) Forum* (中
國融資租賃(西湖)論壇)

Deewin
Financial
Leasing

2021

China’s Top Eight
Commercial Automobile
Financing Enterprises*
(2019年度中國商用車金
融八強企業)

Commercial Automobile
Professional Committee
of China Automobile
Dealers Association*
(中國汽車流通協會商用車
專業委員會)

Deewin
Financial
Leasing

2019

The Second Prize for the
Final of The Third China
AI+ Innovation and
Start-up Competition –
Industrial Internet
Technology Innovation
and Application
Competition* (第三屆中
國AI+創新創業大賽工業
互聯網技術創新與應用大
賽決賽二等獎)

The Third China AI+
Innovation and Start-up
Competition – Industrial
Internet Technology
Innovation and
Application Competition
Committee* (第三屆中國
AI+創新創業大賽工業互
聯網技術創新與應用大賽
組委會)

Tianxingjian 2021

2021 China Commercial
Automobile Internet of
Vehicle Top 10
Operation Service
Provider* (2021中國商用
車車聯網十佳運營服務
商)

China Industrial Alliance Of
Satellite Application* (中
國衛星應用產業聯盟),
China Brand Strategy
Research Centre* (中國品
牌戰略研究中心),
Commission for China
Internet of Vehicles
Conference* (中國車聯網
大會組委會)

Tianxingjian 2021

Shaanxi Province First
Batch Service-oriented
Manufacturing
Demonstration Platform
(陝西省第一批服務型製
造示範平台)

Industry and Information
Technology Department
of Shaanxi Province* (陝
西省工業和信息化廳)

Tianxingjian 2021
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Award/Title Granting Entity Group Entity
Granting

Year

China Top Ten Famous
Brands of Innovative
Technology and
Outstanding Quality in
2020*
(2020年中國科技創新品
質創優十佳知名品牌)

Brand and Strategy Expert
Working Commission of
China High-Tech
Industrialisation
Association*
(中國高科技產業化研究會
品牌戰略專家工作委員會)

Tianxingjian 2020

Gold Quality Award for
City Engineering
Automobile Product and
Solution in 2020*
(2020城市工程車輛產品
與方案金質獎)

Innovation Alliance for City
Engineering Automobile
Management and Service*
(城市工程車輛管理與服務
創新聯盟)

Tianxingjian 2020

OUR BUSINESS MODEL

We are a service provider and a key market player in the commercial automobile service
industry in China and one of the few value-added service providers in the industry that can
provide integrated and comprehensive solutions covering the commercial automobile industry
chain, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. Our business offerings integrate multiple
sections of the commercial automobile industry chain and cover the commercial automobile
product lifecycle. Our business can be principally classified into three main sectors, including:

(i) logistics and supply chain service sector, which includes supply chain business,
automobile sales business and aftermarket product business;

(ii) supply chain financial service sector, which includes financial leasing business,
factoring business and insurance brokerage business; and

(iii) IoV and data service sector.

Our comprehensive logistics and supply chain service sector consists of an extensive
business network that enables us to establish close business relationship with our customers
along the commercial automobile industry chain. We also provide comprehensive supply chain
financial services to a large customer base with a long-term service record, which contributes
a stable source of revenue and forms a solid basis for our high-quality business growth. In
addition, we also explore the IoV and data service market, which solidifies our market position,
creates positive synergies with our other businesses and creates opportunities for sustainable
business growth in the future.
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We have achieved strong operating results in all three business sectors during the Track
Record Period. The following table sets forth a breakdown of revenue by our service sectors
for the years indicated:

Year Ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Revenue Percentage Revenue Percentage Revenue Percentage

(RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%)

Logistics and Supply
Chain Service Sector 2,125,248 73.5 2,252,652 69.0 2,004,585 64.1

Supply Chain Financial
Service SectorNote (1) 525,201 18.1 673,783 20.7 783,953 25.1

IoV and Data Service
Sector 241,582 8.4 335,238 10.3 338,312 10.8

Total 2,892,031 100.0 3,261,673 100.0 3,126,850 100.0

Note:

(1) The revenue generated from our insurance brokerage business (which is part of our supply chain
financial service sector offerings) is not consolidated since 1 July 2019 as a result of transfer of 25.00%
equity interests of Meixin by the Company to a third party, after which the percentage of equity interests
in Meixin held by the Company decreased from 55.00% to 30.00%. The Directors did not treat the
disposal as a discontinued operation in the Group’s financial statement of 2018 due to the reasons that
(i) as at 31 December 2018, the management of the Group was not committed to a plan to sell Meixin
which meant Meixin was not available for immediate sale in its present condition and the sales was not
highly probable, and (ii) the business of Meixin was not a separate major line of business of the Group
which meant Meixin could not meet the definition of discontinued operation in line with IFRS.

The aforementioned third party is a professional investment management company based in Shanghai
with substantial experience in the areas of life science and health and medical service. In terms of the
impact of such equity transfer, it brought in new shareholder for Meixin, which enhanced Meixin’s
business resources, expanded the Group’s business connections, enabled Meixin to undertake further
business expansion and development and promoted the synergies between Meixin and the Group’s
existing business sectors. The equity transfer of Meixin followed the prescribed equity transfer
procedures for state-owned enterprises under the relevant PRC laws and regulations, including (i)
undertaking a fair asset evaluation by an accredited organisation, which is an independent third party,
and (ii) publishing equity transfer information on and asking transfer price through Western China
Equity Exchange. The consideration was determined at 25.00% of the evaluated value set out in the asset
evaluation report, which is approximately RMB9.7 million. In addition, pursuant to the audited financial
statements of Meixin for the year ended 31 December 2018, Meixin recorded a revenue of
approximately RMB24.8 million and a net profit of approximately RMB9.4 million. The purchaser has
no past or present relationships (including without limitation to family, business, employment, trust,
financing or otherwise) with the Group, their shareholders, directors or senior management, or any of
their respective associates. Meixin and our Deewin Financial Leasing enter into service agreement
annually where Meixin provides insurance policy management service in relation to the insurance
policies for the commercial automobiles being subject to our financial leasing service. Meixin will assist
with claim settlement in relation to the aforementioned commercial automobiles, where Deewin
Financial Leasing is the first beneficiary under the relevant insurance policies, and provide ancillary
services. As such, we will pay service fees to Meixin pursuant to the aforementioned service agreements.
In addition, we did not receive any referral fee from Meixin and/or commission/advisory fee from
insurance policy purchasers thereafter. In particular, Deewin Financial Leasing as the first beneficiary
under the relevant insurance policies is prohibited to receive the aforementioned fees and/or commission
from Meixin.

In addition, upon the confirmation by Meixin and to the best knowledge, information and belief of our
Directors, Meixin was not the subject of any material non-compliant incidents, claims, litigations or
legal proceedings (whether actual or threatened) during the Track Record Period and up to the Latest
Practicable Date.

For further details, please refer to the section headed “Appendix I — Accountant’s Report — II Notes
to the Financial Information — 6. Other Gains/(Losses)-Net” in this document.
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LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICE SECTOR

With our extensive industry experience and resources in the field of commercial
automobile supply chain and through the integration with Tonghui, we have developed
comprehensive service capabilities to offer upstream commercial automobile manufacturing
supply chain service, midstream commercial automobile logistics service and downstream
commercial aftermarket product sales. Our ability to connect with spare parts suppliers,
commercial automobile manufacturers, commercial automobile sales dealers, logistics
companies and commercial automobile end users through our logistics and supply chain service
sector places us at a strategically advantageous position. This also provides us with a solid
foundation to accomplish internal collaboration, scenario building and business development.
During the Track Record Period, we provided high-quality logistics and supply chain services
to more than 3,350 upstream and downstream customers.

We provide a wide range of logistics and supply chain services to our customers, which
could be largely categorised into three categories, namely (i) supply chain business, (ii)
automobile sales business, and (iii) aftermarket product business. The following table sets forth
a breakdown of revenue by our offerings for the years indicated:

Year Ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Revenue Percentage Revenue Percentage Revenue Percentage

(RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%)

Supply chain business 1,387,710 65.3 1,477,549 65.6 1,459,858 72.8
Automobile sales

business 651,554 30.7 665,287 29.5 441,237 22.0
Aftermarket product

business 71,216 3.3 91,136 4.1 84,917 4.2
OthersNote (1) 14,768 0.7 18,680 0.8 18,573 1.0

Total 2,125,248 100.0 2,252,652 100.0 2,004,585 100.0

Note:

(1) Including the revenue generated from (i) financial leasing assistance service and (ii) provisional
automobile plate service. For further details, please refer to the section headed “Financial Information
— Description of Major Components of Our Results of Operations — Revenue” in this document.

As shown in the table above, our logistics and supply chain service sector had developed
during the Track Record Period. Our logistics and supply chain service sector achieved a
revenue of RMB2,152.2 million, RMB2,252.7 million and RMB2,004.6 million, respectively,
during the Track Record Period.
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We engage in logistics and supply chain business through Tonghui and Fargo during the
Track Record Period. According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, other than our Company, there
is currently no other comparable platform with automobile manufacturing-related background
to provide commercial automobile supply chain and aftermarket services in the PRC market.
According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, Tonghui ranked first among the commercial
automobile logistics and supply chain service enterprises in Western China in terms of revenue
in 2021, the total market size of which amounted to approximately RMB15.3 billion,
representing approximately 11.9% of the overall commercial automobile logistics and supply
chain service industry in China. In addition, we accounted for 1.1% and 9.5% market share of
the fragmented commercial automobile logistics and supply chain service market in China and
that in Western China by revenue, respectively, according the same source.

With the steady demand for commercial automobiles, the continuous improvement in the
national transportation infrastructure as well as the growing potential in the commercial
automobile industry chain service in the PRC, our logistics and supply chain service sector will
face abundant business opportunities in the forthcoming years for rapid development. By
taking advantage of our in-depth industry experience, we believe we are well positioned to
capture new opportunities and face challenges which will arise in the future.

We have been implementing the business strategy of diversifying our customer base as
well as exploring business opportunities with more independent customers during the Track
Record Period and, in particular, we have been actively expanding and developing the third
party logistics services for independent third parties in relation to raw materials (such as coal
and ore), commodities and express couriers for the year of 2021.
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Supply Chain Business

According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, from 2015 to 2020, the market size of the
supply chain industry of commercial automobiles (which involves the logistics-related services
such as transportation and warehousing of commercial automobiles and their spare parts) in the
PRC increased from RMB74.3 billion to RMB127.4 billion with a CAGR of 11.4%, and from
2020 to 2025, it is expected to increase from RMB127.4 billion to RMB156.3 billion with a
CAGR of 4.2%. The table below sets forth the number of commercial automobiles
manufactured by Shaanxi Holding Group for which the Group provided supply chain services
for the years indicated:

For the year ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Units

Percentage
against the

total shipping
volume of the

respective
companies Units

Percentage
against the

total shipping
volume of the

respective
companies Units

Percentage
against the

total shipping
volume of the

respective
companies

% % %

Automobile
manufacturing supply
chain services
Shaanxi Heavy Duty

Automobile 116,489 100.0 114,524 100.0 96,924 100.0
Shaanxi Commercial

Automobile 22,250 100.0 40,023 100.0 38,561 100.0

Automobile logistics
services
Shaanxi Heavy Duty

Automobile 134,752 100.0 165,379 100.0 143,435 100.0
Shaanxi Commercial

Automobile 1,803 11.6 35,038 100.0 22,721 100.0

We provide comprehensive supply chain service to various types of customers. We
primarily assist our customers by providing the following supply chain services in our supply
chain business:

• Automobile manufacturing supply chain service. We provide supply chain
management and “integrated logistics*” (一體化物流) services on commercial
automobile spare parts and are committed to solving problems arising from high
inventory, slow turnover, and redundant processes in the supply chain logistics.
Through seamless integration with the manufacturing plan of commercial
automobile manufacturers, we provide closed-loop management for our customers,
including collecting spare parts from suppliers, transportation, warehousing, sorting,
packaging, just-in-time distribution and other supply chain logistics processes,
which strives for streamlining redundant processes and achieves a low logistics cost
while maintaining high service quality. For the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020
and 2021, we provided automobile manufacturing supply chain services for the
actual production of approximately 138.7 thousand units, 154.5 thousand units and
135.5 thousand units of commercial automobiles, respectively. We also provide
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module assembly service for spare parts, including tyres, cooling system and
steering tanks, in order to enhance the efficiency of assembly lines of commercial
automobile manufacturers and to reduce transportation costs incurred in the inbound
logistics by increasing loading rates of supply assembly.

• Automobile logistics service. In respect of commercial automobile distribution, we
as a carrier enter into agreement with the commercial automobile sales dealers to
engage in transporting commercial automobiles from Shaanxi Heavy Duty
Automobile and Shaanxi Commercial Automobile to pick-up points designated by
the commercial automobile sales dealers. We then outsource the commercial
automobile transportation work to independent third party subcontractors, who are
selected through our bidding process and who actually carry out such work. During
the Track Record Period, the automobiles that we transport mainly include
commercial automobiles manufactured by Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile and
commercial automobiles manufactured by Shaanxi Commercial Automobile. For the
years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, we provided automobile logistics
services to approximately 136.6 thousand units, 200.4 thousand units and 166.2
thousand units of commercial automobiles, respectively.

• Third party logistics service. In respect of goods pending shipment, we as a carrier
enter into agreement with the shippers to have the goods consigned to the places
designated by the shippers. We then outsource the work of goods transportation to
independent third party subcontractors, who actually carry out such work. During
the Track Record Period, the goods subject to third party logistics service mainly
included ores, steels, raw materials and commodities. For the years ended 31
December 2019, 2020 and 2021, we provided third party logistics services with the
revenue of approximately RMB332.8 million, RMB189.7 million and RMB395.1
million, respectively. Our Group has been actively expanding its third party logistics
service during the Track Record Period, however it does not materially differentiate
from the Group’s other business segments within the supply chain business in terms
of business model, customer profile, risk exposure and profitability. It is indeed part
and parcel of the overall business and well strategically positioned in the Group by
taking into account the following factors: (i) although our third party logistics
service has a relatively low gross profit margin during the Track Record Period, the
rationale for us to engage in such business is to create synergies and customer
stickiness for our Group’s other business segments through inducing demand from
relevant customers or service providers for products/services offered by other
business segments of our Group, for instance, sales of commercial automobiles and
aftermarket products, financial leasing and factoring services, and IoV and data
services, thereby increasing revenue generated from these other business segments
and improving the overall profitability of our Group as a whole; (ii) the business
model of our third party logistics service is essentially similar to that of inbound
logistics under our automobile manufacturing supply chain services and automobile
logistics services, which involve the transportation of goods or cargos pursuant to
the requirements of the relevant customers. By leveraging our know-how on the
logistics service industry and our transportation capability, our third party logistics
services do not only serve customers in the automotive industry but also outside of
the industry as to attract and convert more commercial automobile end-users to
become our Group’s customers and enhance the customer stickiness; and (iii) save
for the year ended 31 December 2020 when we recorded a decrease in revenue
contributed by our third party logistics service primarily due to termination of
engagement with a major customer in August 2020, we have achieved a steady
increase in revenue generation from such business segment from approximately
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11.5% for the year ended 31 December 2019 to approximately 12.6% for the year
ended 31 December 2021. Please refer to the section headed “Risk Factors — Risks
relating to our Business — Our historical financial conditions and operating results
are not indicative of future performance and implementing our growth strategy may
expose us to certain risks and we may not sustain our growth rate” in this document
and paragraphs headed “— Supply Chain Business — Automobile Logistics Service
and Third Party Logistics Service” in this section for further details.

The following table sets forth a breakdown of revenue derived from supply chain business
by type of services for the years indicated:

Year Ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Revenue Percentage Revenue Percentage Revenue Percentage

(RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%)

Supply Chain Business
Automobile

manufacturing supply
chain service 617,851 44.5 796,847 53.9 627,569 43.0

Automobile logistics
service 437,012 31.5 491,012 33.2 437,233 30.0

Third party logistics
service 332,847 24.0 189,690 12.9 395,056 27.0

Total 1,387,710 100.0 1,477,549 100.0 1,459,858 100.0

Automobile Manufacturing Supply Chain Service

We provide supply chain management and “integrated logistics” consolidated services on
commercial automobile spare parts. Leveraging our nation-wide logistics network that enables
us to provide automobile manufacturing supply chain services to commercial automobile
manufacturers and spare parts suppliers, we cumulatively served more than 1.3 thousand spare
parts suppliers on their supply chain and distributed approximately 108.7 thousand types of
spare parts to the warehouses and production lines, with a total transportation mileage of 122.7
million kilometres during the Track Record Period. According to the Frost & Sullivan Report,
Tonghui focuses on the sub-division of commercial automobile inbound logistics and is in a
good position in such field.

“Integrated logistics” refers to the mode of logistics that is devised based on the supply
chain plan and interacts with various core logistics stages, including transportation,
warehousing, sorting and distribution, in order to (i) streamline redundant processes along the
supply chain from the spare parts suppliers to the commercial automobile manufacturers, (ii)
reduce the aggregate supply chain costs, and (iii) enhance the experience of our customers. A
mismatch in the procurement plans and the actual manufacturing plans of the commercial
automobile manufacturers may sometimes result in excessive or insufficient spare parts
inventories – if there are too many spare parts, the spare parts suppliers will need to pay higher
inventory costs and experience inefficiencies in the supply of spare parts, including the extra
time spent in queuing or waiting for unloading at the warehouses; if there are too few spare
parts, the production of commercial automobiles may be disrupted and the commercial
automobile manufacturers may suffer a loss.
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We set ourselves apart from our competitors by facilitating the manufacturing process of
these commercial automobile manufacturers. By doing so, we can keep the inventory of various
spare parts required for production at the optimal level based on the specific production
situation every day in carrying out the transportation of spare parts. We are also able to analyse
and refine the requests for spare parts from the commercial automobile manufacturers after
taking into account the specific conditions of each production cycle, so as to arrange for the
logistics processes involved and make timely adjustments correspondingly. This can effectively
shorten the cycles required to transport the spare parts for producing each commercial
automobile, and alleviate the concerns of (i) inadequate supply to, or excessive bulk purchase
by the commercial automobile manufacturers, and (ii) over supply, prolonged queuing process,
excess storage and material return for the spare parts suppliers, respectively, which would have
occurred without integrating the manufacturing plans of the commercial automobile
manufacturers with the logistics processes. We believe that our ability to resolve these
transportation issues would effectively reduce the logistics costs incurred by the commercial
automobile manufacturers and the spare parts suppliers. As such, the inventory levels of the
spare parts suppliers are also optimised whilst the production cycle of the commercial
automobile manufacturers are not disrupted.

The spare parts suppliers would only need to take care of the manufacturing and supply
of spare parts, whereas we would be responsible for the remaining transportation, warehousing,
sorting and distribution processes until the spare parts are delivered to the commercial
automobile manufacturers in accordance with their procurement plans and manufacturing
plans. Even though we were the sole services provider of automobile manufacturing supply
chain services for Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile and Shaanxi Commercial Automobile
during the Track Record Period, it is not mandatory for the relevant spare part suppliers to
engage us as their automobile manufacturing supply chain service provider. The spare part
suppliers have discretion to select their own service providers based on their business needs,
and thus our business relationship was commercially reasonable through market-driven
process. Based on the above reasons (including, without limitation, our “integrated logistics”
operation model and our ability to reduce the logistics costs incurred by the spare part
suppliers), the spare part suppliers would engage us as their logistics service providers instead
of engaging their own, or using other third party, transportation fleets.

Compared with other independent third party logistics companies in the industry, we have
our own core advantage of developing unique manufacturing plan management and control
system and material kitting analysis system, which is supported by our team of more than 150
people who is responsible for decomposing manufacturing plans and deployment of lean
planning and control management to support the supply chain of commercial automobile
manufacturers. We also conduct three rounds of analysis of the material kitting for the
commercial automobile manufacturers in each production cycle to facilitate their production.

As at 31 December 2021, we provided lean and integrated logistics service for
approximately 115 spare parts suppliers, where we assisted such suppliers to save warehousing
area and reduce supply chain inventory. In particular, we assisted two core spare parts suppliers
to save more than 50.0% warehousing area and reduce more than 30.0% supply chain
inventory. Also, for the year ended 31 December 2020, we effectively improved the production
efficiency of one of the key commercial automobile manufacturers by approximately 17.0%.
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Workflow of Our Automobile Manufacturing Supply Chain Service

Our automobile manufacturing supply chain service can be divided into three phases: (i)
inbound logistics, (ii) warehousing and inventory management, and (iii) sorting and outbound
distribution. We have adopted a systematic operational workflow to provide our automobile
manufacturing supply chain service which is set out below:

  R
elease of purchasing inform

ation 

Spare Parts
Supplier

Inbound logistics
Warehousing and
inventory management

Sorting and outbound
distribution

notes (2)
and (3)

SCM system
note (5)

Logistics service
providers

Transportation
Arrival in

queue
Materials

receipt
Warehouse

management
Picking

work
Distribution

work

Commercial automobile
manufacturers (including
Shaanxi Holding Group)

Distribution
plan

  R
elease of m

anufacturing plans

MES system
note (5)

TMS system
note (5)

TDS system
note (5)

WMS system
note (5)

Release of logistics plan

Tonghui’s core business

Legend: Flow of goods 

Fund flow

Information flow

Material
kitting

calculations
note (6)

1 2 3

Signboard scheduling
distribution
Sequential distribution 
Timeframe distribution

notes (2)
and (3)

note (1) note (4)

Service fees Service fees

Logistics fees

Notes:

(1) Inbound logistics is supported by our own transportation fleet as well as independent third parties logistics
service providers under outsourcing agreements. Please refer to the paragraphs headed “– Automobile
Manufacturing Supply Chain Service – Our Transportation Fleet” and “– Automobile Manufacturing Supply
Chain Service – Our Suppliers and Key Terms of the Agreements with Third Party Logistics Service Providers”
in this section for further details.

(2) We receive service fees from our customers (including both the commercial automobile manufacturers and the
spare parts suppliers), who are the receivers of our automobile manufacturing supply chain service. Such
service fees comprise our logistics costs, warehousing and management costs, distribution costs and a
reasonable profit. Please refer to the paragraphs headed “– Automobile Manufacturing Supply Chain Service
– Our Customers and Key Terms of the Agreements with Customers” and “– Automobile Manufacturing Supply
Chain Service – Pricing Policy” in this section for further details.

(3) The operational workflow of processing and settling service fees from the spare parts suppliers and/or the
commercial automobile manufacturers involve the following steps: (i) after we have completed the outbound
distribution, the spare parts suppliers and/or the commercial automobile manufacturers will be requested to
confirm the billing information and then return it to the system for posting; (ii) the finance and accounting
department will extract the billing data and calculate the service fees according to the settlement standard in
the service agreements; (iii) upon completion of internal verification, the business department will send the
detailed accounting statements to the spare parts suppliers and/or the commercial automobile manufacturers,
who shall complete their verification within seven working days of receipt of the accounting statements and
sign on them for confirmation; (iv) we will then issue the bill to the spare parts suppliers and/or the commercial
automobile manufacturers for settlement; (v) the service fees shall be settled within a stipulated period
pursuant to the issued bills.
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(4) The operational workflow of processing and settling logistics fees payable to the logistics service providers
involve the following steps: (i) upon the completion of the transportation of spare parts by transportation fleets,
the transportation receipts shall be submitted to the transportation business department, which will conduct the
reconciliation and verification of the transportation records; (ii) the transportation business department will
submit the verified transportation records and receipts to the finance and accounting department, which will
calculate the freight costs according to the stipulated contract price; (iii) after the finance and accounting
department confirms the freight details with the logistics service providers, the logistics service providers will
then issue bill to us; and (iv) logistics fees shall be settled within a stipulated period pursuant to the issued
bills.

(5) Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Automobile Manufacturing Supply Chain Service — Information
Technology System of Our Automobile Manufacturing Supply Chain Service” in this section for further
details.

(6) Material kitting calculations refer to the process of sorting and counting the spare parts available to ensure that
the relevant spare parts required for commercial automobile assembly are adequate. We carry out three rounds
of material kitting calculations during the process: (i) after the release of assembly plans by the commercial
automobile manufacturers (i.e., four to seven days before the commercial automobile assembly), we compile
a list of spare parts required for the assembly and identify the deficient spare parts by checking against the
MES and report to the spare parts suppliers for replenishment; (ii) after the determination of manufacturing
plans by the commercial automobile manufacturers (i.e. three days before the commercial automobile
assembly), we will counter-check the spare parts required pursuant to the manufacturing plan against the MES
to match the actual production needs and report to the spare parts suppliers for replenishment (if necessary);
and (iii) the day before the commercial automobile assembly, we will conduct a final check on the availability
of the spare parts and report to the spare parts suppliers for further replenishment (if necessary) to ensure the
adequacy of spare parts.

Stage 1: Inbound logistics

The transportation business department first receives freight pick-up request from the
spare parts suppliers about their incoming spare parts, and then the inbound logistics
department will verify the inventory stock and time of delivery of the supplies. Our
transportation fleet will be assigned and scheduled to collect the spare parts from the suppliers
and deliver them to production bases centred in Xi’an of the PRC. If the transportation business
department believes that the demand for such logistics service exceeds our capacity, external
transportation fleet from third party service providers will also be arranged to support the
inbound logistics.

We have three modes of inbound logistics: (i) long-distance logistics. Our transportation
fleet will collect and transport the spare parts from the suppliers over a long distance and have
them stocked before distributing the same to the commercial automobile manufacturers in
accordance to their procurement plans, (ii) short-distance logistics. We extend the outbound
distribution plan to the suppliers that are located close to the commercial automobile
manufacturers, and through our lean matching plan, we collect and transport the spare parts
from the suppliers to the commercial automobile manufacturing, with our warehouses being a
temporary storage buffer (approximately two to twelve hours), and (iii) transit logistics. We
have set up transit logistics centres in spare parts supplier-intensive areas (such as Danyang
and Shiyan in the PRC) for local interim collection and will adopt dedicated shuttle system for
transportation to the commercial automobile manufacturers.

Where the materials to be transported by us belong to, or are requested to be transported
by, the spare parts suppliers (or the commercial automobile manufacturers), the spare parts
suppliers (or the commercial automobile manufacturers) shall generally be charged logistics
fees according to the service agreements signed with the spare parts suppliers (or the
commercial automobile manufacturers). The fees of inbound logistics will be charged per unit
(generally in tonnes, cubic metres or number of automobiles, depending on the types of the
spare parts) service fee in respect of the materials to be transported. The main driving factors
of pricing for logistics fee include, without limitation, the historical average market price of
the specific transportation route, toll fee policies and oil price fluctuations.
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Stage 2: Warehousing and inventory management

Our logistics centres will accept, process and warehouse the incoming spare parts as
inventory, the level of which will be managed according to the production cycle of commercial
automobile manufacturers, location of suppliers, quality inspection cycle and warehousing
utilisation. Before warehousing, quality of the incoming spare parts will be inspected, and
those that are falling short of quality will be returned. Stocking of each type of spare parts will
then be labelled and monitored both manually and electronically. Further supply will be
requested from time to time based on the outbound delivery and inventory accounting
management in order to maintain an appropriate inventory level at our warehouses.

We generally only charge the spare part suppliers for the warehousing and inventory
management service in respect of the spare parts according to the service agreements signed
with the spare parts suppliers. Such fees will be charged per square metre of the storage area
required each month in accordance with our rental costs, warehouse maintenance costs and
spare parts management costs.

Stage 3: Sorting and outbound distribution

We sort, pack and transport the required spare parts to assembly plants in Xi’an, Baoji,
Wuhai, Urumqi, Datong and Huainan in the PRC and other assembly plants according to the
manufacturing plans of commercial automobile manufacturer. In our sorting and outbound
distribution phase, we adopt different sorting and distribution strategies according to the
manufacturing plan of the commercial automobile manufacturers to distribute the spare parts
to their assembly lines.

Relying on our unique logistics planning and control system and based on the
characteristics of spare parts, we have established a set of sorting and distribution standards
that organically combine signboard scheduling distribution (i.e., a distribution method that uses
visual clues, including signboards, to signal the requests from, and response to, various
segments of the distribution system to facilitate its scheduling and work flow), sequential
distribution, timeframe distribution, planned distribution and other distribution methods, which
will continue to be adjusted and optimised so as to achieve an efficient, orderly and flexible
logistics distribution of the spare parts to the production lines designated by the commercial
automobile manufacturers. At the same time, three rounds of material kitting calculations are
carried out before the commercial automobiles are being assembled so as to assist the
commercial automobile manufacturers in carrying out their manufacturing plans. Please also
refer to note 6 to the diagram under the paragraph headed “— Automobile Manufacturing
Supply Chain Service — Workflow of Our Automobile Manufacturing Supply Chain Service”
in this section for further details.

Under this stage, the commercial automobile manufacturers shall pay for the sorting and
distribution fees in respect of mainly engines, gearboxes and other materials that belong to the
commercial automobile manufacturers, which are charged per unit of automobile on a stepped
cost basis according to the shipping volume, the distribution characteristics of such materials
and the specific requests on the delivery methods (if any). The spare parts suppliers shall pay
for a fixed rate of the value of the other spare parts supplied to the commercial automobile
manufacturers in respect of the sorting and distribution service.
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Information Technology System of Our Automobile Manufacturing Supply Chain Service

We provide automobile manufacturing supply chain service through the advanced and
integrated information technology system, which we believe enhances the operation visibility
of our customers. The information technology system can display many crucial parameters
related to our automobile manufacturing supply chain service, including commercial
automobile transportation volume, spare parts inventory level, regional transportation capacity
and delivery status, which are updated on a real-time basis. We have adopted electronic
transport document, which we believe can expedite the payment and settlement process. This
also solves the problems associated with paper transport document, such as long circulation
time, high cost, slow reconciliation, risk of loss and damage and lack of settlement efficiency.
As at the Latest Practicable Date, our information technology system consists of the following
components:

• supply chain management system (“SCM”) — orders for spare parts will be sent to
the suppliers through this system and the suppliers will issue their shipping
instructions correspondingly onto the SCM;

• transportation management system (“TMS”) — the shipping instructions from the
suppliers will be channelled to the TMS to initiate a transportation plan. Personal
computers, website and mobile applications are available on the TMS, which
provides monitoring and processing functions for the spare parts transportation,
including but not limited to contract management, route management, carrier
management, transportation route planning, fleet scheduling and tracking, automatic
bill verification and settlement functions. The TMS also tracks the real-time location
of our own transportation fleet during the delivery of the spare parts from the
suppliers to our warehouses;

• truck dispatching system (“TDS”) — fleet arrival registration, entry and exit of
unloading area, parking space and queue management and unloading operation
monitoring can be achieved through the TDS;

• warehouse management system (“WMS”) — the WMS is a self-developed,
copyrighted system that provides warehouse management functions, including but
not limited to receipt and storage, inter-warehouse allocation, batch management,
multi-supplier management, barcode and scanning management. The WMS has a
management function module that can decompose the distribution plans of the
commercial automobile manufacturers, including Shaanxi Commercial Automobile;
and

• manufacturing execution system (“MES”) — the MES is an information system at
the execution level of the commercial automobile manufacturers. It provides
functions of manufacturing plan control and execution, order scheduling, process
management and feedback, work-in-process management, data collection, quality
management and manufacturing monitoring.
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Our IoV and Data Service and Automobile Manufacturing Supply Chain Service

In addition to our advanced information technology system, we also take advantage of our
IoV and data service and strive to build an online transportation platform to facilitate our
automobile manufacturing supply chain service. For instance, we install the Tianxingjian IoV
System on the automobiles in our transportation fleet for real-time data collection and analysis.
In the forthcoming years, we plan to further develop an online freight platform that builds on
our existing TMS and leverages our IoV applications to provide the carriers and transport
service with real-time information on the supply level and transportation capabilities. This also
provides our customers with enhanced visibility on management of commercial automobile
production through such enhanced technological integration.

Our Transportation Fleet

As at 31 December 2021, for our inbound logistics service, we owned a transportation
fleet of 85 commercial automobiles. We also engaged 41 independent third parties logistics
service providers under outsourcing agreements, which enables us to deploy transportation
capacity of more than 6,500 additional commercial automobiles per year. In particular, we have
incorporated the transportation capabilities of these strategic cooperative partners with those of
our own transportation fleet. As at 31 December 2021, for our outbound distribution service,
we owned a transportation fleet of 137 forklifts and 34 trailers and leased 62 forklifts and 22
trailers.

Our Warehouses and Logistics Centres

In addition to our large transportation fleet, we also operate a number of warehouses and
logistics centres throughout the PRC. Our warehouses are generally located within ten
kilometres of the manufacturing plants, in particular the assembly halls, of the designated
commercial automobile manufacturers we serve. This enables us to deliver the spare parts to
the commercial automobile manufacturers conveniently and make swift adjustment pursuant to
the latest manufacturing arrangement. As at 31 December 2021, we had 11 warehouses and
logistics centres.
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Our Logistics Network

With support of our large transportation fleet and warehouses, our nation-wide logistics
network enables us to maintain our position in the commercial automobile manufacturing
supply chain market. The map below illustrates the geographic coverage of our automobile
manufacturing supply chain services as at 31 December 2021:
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Supply Chain Management Value-Added Service

To enhance the manufacturing efficiency of the commercial automobile manufacturers,
we also provide supply chain management value-added service during the Track Record Period
as part of our automobile manufacturing supply chain service. The value-added service we
provide is modularised assembly of spare parts, in the sense that we specifically design,
prepare and arrange for the assembly of spare parts pursuant to the manufacturing needs of the
assembly lines of commercial automobile manufacturers. The spare parts covered by our
supply chain management value-added service include tyres, cooling system and steering
tanks. In particular, we focus on optimising the assembly of tyres for Shaanxi Holding Group
and, with the support of our autonomous transformation and configuration capability, we are
able to satisfy such demand in respect of approximately 1.2 million tyres for the year ended 31
December 2021.
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Our Customers and Key Terms of the Agreements with Customers

Customers of our automobile manufacturing supply chain services are primarily
commercial automobile manufacturers and spare parts suppliers. In addition to the provision of
automobile manufacturing supply chain services to Shaanxi Commercial Automobile and
Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile, our connected persons, we also provide automobile
manufacturing supply chain services to various other commercial automobile manufacturers,
including our connected persons and an independent third party. For details of our transactions
with connected persons, please refer to the section headed “Connected Transactions —
Non-exempt Continuing Commercial Transactions — Supply of Products and Services
Framework Agreement” in this document.

The major customers of our automobile manufacturing supply chain services which
contributed (a) more than 5.0% of the total revenue of this business segment and (b) more than
1.0% of the total revenue of the Group, for one or more relevant year during the Track Record
Period, respectively, included:

(i) Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile, who is an associate of Shaanxi Automobile, our
Controlling Shareholder, and is thus our connected person and contributed revenue
in the sum of RMB196,998.6 thousand, RMB220,547.1 thousand and
RMB147,534.1 thousand in 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for
31.9%, 27.7% and 23.5% of the total revenue of our automobile manufacturing
supply chain services, and 6.8%, 6.8% and 4.7% of the total revenue of the Group,

(ii) Shaanxi Commercial Automobile, who is our Controlling Shareholder and is thus
our connected person, and contributed revenue in the sum of RMB34,950.7
thousand, RMB79,272.7 thousand and RMB68,398.6 thousand, in 2019, 2020 and
2021, respectively, accounting for 5.7%, 9.9% and 10.9% of the total revenue of our
automobile manufacturing supply chain services, and 1.2%, 2.4% and 2.2% of the
total revenue of the Group,

(iii) Shaanqi Datong Special Purpose Automobile Co., Ltd. (陝汽大同專用汽車有限公
司), a commercial automobile manufacturer who is an associate of Shaanxi Heavy
Duty Automobile, and is thus our connected person and contributed revenue in the
sum of RMB62,819.9 thousand, RMB85,646.1 thousand and RMB37,317.8
thousand in 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for 10.2%, 10.7% and
5.9% of the total revenue of our automobile manufacturing supply chain services,
and 2.2%, 2.6% and 1.2% of the total revenue of the Group,

(iv) Shaanqi Automobile Huainan Special Purpose Automobile Co., Ltd.* (陝汽淮南專
用汽車有限公司), a commercial automobile manufacturer who is an associate of
Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile, and is thus our connected person and contributed
revenue in the sum of RMB48,840.2 thousand, RMB81,359.4 thousand and
RMB38,678.0 thousand in 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for 7.9%,
10.2% and 6.2% of the total revenue of our automobile manufacturing supply chain
services, and 1.7%, 2.5% and 1.2% of the total revenue of the Group,
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(v) Shaanxi Hande Axle Co., Ltd.* (陝西漢德車橋有限公司) together with its Xi’an
branch company, who is an associate of Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile, and is
thus our connected person and contributed revenue in the sum of RMB23,008.2
thousand, RMB40,633.8 thousand and RMB41,386.5 thousand, in 2019, 2020 and
2021, respectively, accounting for 3.7%, 5.1% and 6.6% of the total revenue of our
automobile manufacturing supply chain services, and 0.8%, 1.2% and 1.3% of the
total revenue of the Group, and

(vi) Shaanqi Xinjiang Automobile Co., Ltd.* (陝汽新疆汽車有限公司), a commercial
automobile manufacturer who is an associate of Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile,
and is thus our connected person and contributed revenue in the sum of
RMB24,134.7 thousand, RMB29,638.8 thousand and RMB33,861.4 thousand, in
2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for 3.9%, 3.7% and 5.4% of the total
revenue of our automobile manufacturing supply chain services, and 0.8%, 0.9% and
1.1% of the total revenue of the Group.

The total revenue contributed by the aforementioned major customers amounted to
RMB390,752.3 thousand, RMB537,097.9 thousand and RMB367,176.4 thousand in 2019,
2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for 63.3%, 67.3% and 58.5% of the total revenue of
our automobile manufacturing supply chain services, and 13.5%, 16.4% and 11.7% of the total
revenue of the Group.

Except for the customers disclosed above, no other customer contributed (a) more than
5.0% of the total revenue of our automobile manufacturing supply chain services and (b) more
than 1.0% of the total revenue of the Group, for one or more relevant year during the Track
Record Period, respectively. In addition, the aforementioned other customers were dispersed
and therefore not regarded as major customers of our automobile manufacturing supply chain
services during the Track Record Period.

In addition, for further details of our transactions with our major customers who are our
connected persons, please refer to the section headed “Connected Transactions — Non-exempt
Continuing Commercial Transactions — Supply of Products and Services Framework
Agreement” in this document.

For the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, we provided automobile
manufacturing supply chain service to five, six, six and six commercial automobile
manufacturers, respectively. There was no material fluctuation in terms of the number of
commercial automobile manufacturers served by our automobile manufacturing supply chain
service during the Track Record Period.
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In relation to the spare parts suppliers, we are not responsible for purchasing the spare
parts since the commercial automobile manufacturers will purchase the spare parts directly
from the spare parts suppliers. For further details, please see the key terms of our agreements
with customers set out below. As such, the change of the spare parts suppliers is primarily due
to the purchase policies and business decisions of the relevant commercial automobile
manufacturers. The following table sets forth the movement in the number of spare parts
suppliers served by our automobile manufacturing supply chain business during the periods
and as at the dates indicated:

For the Year Ended and
As at 31 December

For the
Period From
31 December

2021 Ended and
As at the Latest
Practicable Date2019 2020 2021

Number of spare parts suppliers at
the beginning of the period 853 806 702 784

Number of new spare parts suppliers
engaged during the period 89Note (2) 98Note (3) 179Note (4) 46Note (6)

Number of existing spare parts
suppliers ceased to be engaged
during the period (136)Note (1) (202)Note (3) (97)Note (5) (130)Note (6)

Number of spare parts suppliers at
the end of the period 806 702 784 700

Notes:

(1) There was a material change in the number of existing spare parts suppliers ceasing to be engaged for
the relevant period(s), which was primarily due to (i) the quality and/or price of the spare parts provided
by the relevant spare parts suppliers, and/or (ii) the relevant spare parts suppliers’ failure to supply spare
parts on timely basis.

(2) There was a material change in the number of new spare parts suppliers engaged for the year ended 31
December 2019, which was primarily due to the relevant commercial automobile manufacturers’
commencement of new model commercial automobiles manufacturing in response to the increasing
market demand of natural gas-driven commercial automobiles. As a result, 89 new spare parts suppliers
were engaged to provide more than 50 types of spare parts.

(3) There was a material change for the year ended 31 December 2020 in terms of (i) the number of new
spare parts suppliers engaged, and (ii) the number of existing spare parts suppliers ceasing to be
engaged, which was primarily due to the strategic change of product composition and the launch of new
model commercial automobiles by the relevant commercial manufacturers. As a result, (i) 98 new spare
parts suppliers were engaged to provide more than 50 new types of spare parts, and (ii) 202 existing
spare parts suppliers ceased to be engaged, which terminated the supply of more than 80 types of spare
parts.

(4) There was a material change in the number of new spare parts suppliers engaged for the relevant period,
which was primarily due to the continuing change of product composition by the relevant commercial
manufacturers in 2021.

(5) There was a material change in the number of existing spare parts suppliers ceasing to be engaged for
the year ended 31 December 2021, which was primarily due to the further cost control measures adopted
by a commercial automobile manufacturer. Such commercial automobile manufacturer arranged bidding
by its spare parts suppliers, through which 97 existing spare parts suppliers ceased to be engaged.

(6) There was a material change in both the number of existing spare parts suppliers ceasing to be engaged
and new spare parts suppliers engaged for the relevant period, which was primarily due to the
adjustment of procurement cost by the commercial automobile manufacturers.
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We adopt the following measures to expand our customer base: (i) understanding the
spare parts suppliers’ supply needs by actively arranging personnel to visit them. In
consideration of their needs for supply chain cost control, we formulate customised service
plans and quotations for them, (ii) establishing logistics service points in spare parts suppliers
concentrated localities to integrate with regional resources, and (iii) pursuing to solve logistics
problems of commercial automobile manufacturers and spare parts suppliers and extending our
scope of services in accordance with the strategic plan of our Group.

During the Track Record Period, we entered into integrated logistics service agreements
with customers, including both commercial automobile manufacturers and spare parts
suppliers. The typical terms are set out below:

Term: Typically one year

Payment terms: The customer shall work with us to complete the reconciliation and
invoicing of the logistics and transportation services that accrued
in the previous month on or before the 15th of each month, and
complete the payment to us within 60 days from the date of issuing
the invoice through bank transfer.

The customer shall work with us to verify the warehousing and
distribution service fees and confirm within seven working days
after we have issued the final accounts, and complete the payment
to us within 30 days after we have issued the value-added tax
invoice through bank transfer.

Liability: • Both parties shall strictly follow the steps and timing of the
precise planning as agreed, and if one party causes the other
party’s automobile or cargo to wait and affects the normal
production of the relevant commercial automobile
manufacturers, that party shall bear the liability in
accordance with the rules provided by the relevant
commercial automobile manufacturers.

• Upon the provision of logistics and warehousing services, if
it is determined by both parties in writing that we are
responsible for the cargos being stolen, lost, contaminated or
damaged, we are liable for damages. However, we shall not
be liable if the cargos are stolen, lost, contaminated or
damaged due to the following reasons: (i) natural attributes of
the cargos themselves, (ii) reasonable depreciation of the
cargos (such as the packing and unpacking of vulnerable
materials), or (iii) fault of the customer.

• If we issue a high-inventory notice to the customer, that
customer shall, after receiving our notice, adjust the delivery
plan or re-assign the storage area in accordance with the
actual inventory level without undue delay, or otherwise we
have right to refuse to accept and deliver the excess spare
parts.
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We are not responsible for purchasing spare parts since the commercial automobile
manufacturers will purchase the spare parts directly from the spare parts suppliers, and the
costs of purchasing such spare parts are borne by the commercial automobile manufacturers.
We may be liable for the loss or damage of the inventories pursuant to our agreements with the
commercial automobile manufacturers and the spare parts suppliers, otherwise we do not
normally bear the inventory risk of the commercial automobile manufacturers nor the spare
parts suppliers. In fact, our inventory risk is lower than that of our competitors in the logistics
industry as we are able to optimise our inventory level by virtue of our “integrated logistics”
planning. Also, we do not have the discretion to select the spare parts suppliers for the
commercial automobile manufacturers since we follow the procurement and manufacturing
plans of the commercial automobile manufacturers to transport the materials from the spare
parts suppliers selected by them.

Our Suppliers and Key Terms of the Agreements with Third Party Logistics Service Providers

In addition, during the Track Record Period, we entered into agreements with third party
logistics service providers. The typical terms are set out below:

Term: Typically one year

Operational
workflow:

(i) we request the logistics service provider to provide logistics
services, (ii) the logistics service provider provides affirmative
response within an hour after the receipt of such demand, (iii) we
arrange to coordinate with the loading of cargos onto the
transportation automobile provided by the logistics service
provider, (iv) we and the logistics service provider both inspect
and approve the cargo to be delivered, the amount of which is
subject to the confirmation by both parties, (v) the logistics service
provider delivers the cargos to the destination, (vi) the receiving
unit inspects and approves the cargos delivered, (vii) the logistics
service provider sorts and verifies the receipt form and returns it to
us, and (viii) we pay the freight charge in accordance with the
receipt form.

Liability: After the handing of goods over to the logistics service provider,
the logistics service provider shall ensure the safety and
completeness in the amount of cargos, and not cause any damage
to/loss of the packaging of the products or to the parts therein,
otherwise the logistics service provider shall be liable for
compensating for the loss and the joint economic responsibility.
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Pricing Policy

Our pricing for automobile manufacturing supply chain service is determined by
reference to the specific service model, the prevailing market price and the relevant costs
incurred. Upon signing the logistics service agreements with our customers, we will stipulate
the service fees to be collected from our customers, who are the receivers of our automobile
manufacturing supply chain service (including both the commercial automobile manufacturers
and the spare parts suppliers). Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Workflow of Our
Automobile Manufacturing Supply Chain Service” in this section for details of our pricing
policy in respect of different stages of our automobile manufacturing supply chain service.

The time for provision of automobile manufacturing supply chain service ranges from
four to 72 hours after we receive an order from our customer, depending on a number of
factors, including our inventory level and the delivery cycle of spare parts. Upon completion
of our logistics service, we will issue invoice to our customers to collect the payment sum. We
usually grant a credit term of around 30 to 90 days, starting from the receipt of the invoice by
the customer, to our customers.

Automobile Logistics Service and Third Party Logistics Service

We provide automobile logistics services to commercial automobile sales dealers of
Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile and Shaanxi Commercial Automobile. The table below sets
forth the shipping volume of commercial automobiles that were transported through our
automobile logistics services for the years indicated:

Years ended 31 December
2019 2020 2021

Commercial automobile manufactured by Shaanxi
Heavy Duty Automobile (in thousand) 134.8 165.4 143.5

Commercial automobile manufactured by Shaanxi
Commercial Automobile (in thousand) 1.8 35.0 22.7

Total 136.6 200.4 166.2

During the Track Record Period, we provided third party logistics services to the relevant
shippers for transporting ore, coal and steels and generated revenue of approximately
RMB332.8 million, RMB189.7 million and RMB395.1 million for the years ended 31
December 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively. The decrease in revenue for the year ended 31
December 2020 was due to suspension of a logistics project with a major customer in August
2019 for commercial reasons, thereby resulting in a decline in revenue generated from our third
party logistics services. We also maintain close business relationship with logistics service
providers and transportation fleets.
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In 2018, Fargo successfully passed the non-truck operating common carrier pilot
enterprises comprehensive assessment of the Ministry of Transport and became one of the 229
national non-truck operating common carrier pilot enterprises recognised by the Ministry of
Transport. Since obtaining the qualification, as at the assessment date on 15 November 2019,
Fargo reported approximately 85.9 thousand units of waybills with shipping volume of
approximately 175.6 million tonnes and realised a total freight value of approximately
RMB401.4 million in the aggregate. As at 31 December 2019, Fargo ranked first in terms of
fleet qualification compliance rate* (車輛資質符合率), percentage of normal order access* (單
據接入正常率) and matching rate of waybill and capital flow orders* (運單與資金流水單匹配
率) against Comprehensive Monitoring and Evaluation Standards for Pilot Operation of
Non-Truck Operating Common Carrier* (《無車承運人試點運行綜合監測評估標準》).

The standard operational workflow to provide our automobile logistics and third party
logistics services is set out below:

Automobile logistics service

Upstream shippersNote (1)

(1) Request for
logistics services

(3) Provision of logistics services to upstream shippers pursuant to our Group's requests

(4) Payment
for services feesNote (3)

(3) Direct provision of 
logistics services

(2) Assign 
transportation tasks

(5) Payment
for services fees

Our Group Logistics companiesNote (2)

Information/logistics flow

Fund flow

Notes:

(1) Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Customers of Our Automobile Logistics Service and Third Party
Logistics Service” in this section for further details. Customers of our automobile logistics service are
primarily national and regional commercial automobile sales dealers throughout China that have cooperative
relationship with Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile and Shaanxi Commercial Automobile.

(2) We will take charge of the scheduling, planning and arrangement of transportation capacity of the carrier
pursuant to the logistics transportation needs of the upstream shippers. We will engage downstream logistics
companies to complete the transportation tasks. We arrange the performance of logistics service for the
upstream shippers and bear the risks involved in transportation. We manage such risks through contractual
arrangement with downstream logistics companies. Downstream logistics companies will be accountable to us
for the specific performance of logistics service.

(3) In respect of the automobile logistics service provided to commercial automobile sales dealers, the purchasers
of the commercial automobiles would first pay Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile/Shaanxi Commercial
Automobile (as the case may be) for the commercial automobile sales price together with the transportation
service fee, and entrust Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile/Shaanxi Commercial Automobile (as the case may
be) to pay the transportation service fee to us (or our subsidiary) for the automobile logistics service provided
by us. In respect of the automobile logistics services provided to Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile/Shaanxi
Commercial Automobile, Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile/Shaanxi Commercial Automobile would directly
pay for the transportation service fee to our Group.
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Third party logistics service

Upstream shippersNote (1)

(1) Request for
logistics services

(3) Provision of logistics services to upstream shippers pursuant to our Group's requests

(4) Payment for services
fees

(3) Direct provision of 
logistics services

(2) Assign 
transportation tasks

(5) Payment
for services fees

Our Group
Downstream carriers/

logistics companiesNote (2)

Information/logistics flow

Fund flow

Notes:

(1) Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Customers of Our Automobile Logistics Service and Third
Party Logistics Service” in this section for further details. Customers of our third party logistics service
are typically various manufacturing enterprises and large logistics companies, all of which are
independent third parties.

(2) Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Engagement of Downstream Carriers — Stage 1: Initiation of
business” in this section for difference in the tripartite subcontracting arrangement and direct provision
of service to our upstream shippers in handling dispatch of transportation fleet.

Engagement of Downstream Carriers

To ensure quality and efficiency of our service, we closely monitor the process of, and has
established standardised operational flow for, our engagement for providing automobile
logistics service and third party logistics service. We set forth our typical systematic operation
workflow for the engagement of downstream carriers (who are generally required by us to have
their own transportation fleet) in respect of our automobile logistics service and third party
logistics service as follows:
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Stage 1: Initiation of business

We will sign freight transportation agreements with upstream shippers and downstream
carriers separately in terms of liability and default provisions. We generally select upstream
shippers (where applicable) that possess good operating capability, financial strength and
ability to perform their obligations under the agreement and to repay the debt. We set out in
the below table our two sources and models of business, namely (i) the tripartite subcontracting
arrangement and (ii) the direct provision of service to upstream shippers, and their respective
features:

Tripartite subcontracting
arrangement

Direct provision of service
to our upstream shippers

Transportation fleet dispatch
planning and arrangement

Based on the logistics
demand of the upstream
shippers, we integrate and
utilise the transportation
capabilities of downstream
carriers by engaging them
mainly through our online
freight system, namely
Huoefa (貨翼發) Network
Freight Forwarder System.
We are primarily
responsible for
transportation fleet dispatch
planning and arrangement,
however, we engage the
downstream carriers to
complete the specific
transportation. The
downstream carriers are
generally required to have
their own transportation
fleets and a good business
operation with certain level
of risk management
capacity and fleet
dispatching ability.

We directly provide logistics
service to upstream
shippers mainly through
our own transportation
capability, where we are
principally responsible for
transportation fleet dispatch
planning and arrangement.
Where necessary, we may
engage independent
logistics service providers
offline to provide relevant
logistics services.

Transportation risks We are accountable to the
upstream shippers for the
due performance of
logistics service and
assume the transportation
risks. We through
contractual arrangement
with the downstream
carriers manage such risks,
under which they are
accountable to us for the
due performance of their
specific logistics service.

We are accountable to the
upstream shippers for the
due performance of the
logistics service and
assume the transportation
risks. Where we engage
other independent logistics
service providers to provide
relevant logistics services,
they are accountable to us
under such stipulated
service scope.
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We provide most of our automobile logistics services through the latter model, whilst we
provide our third party logistics services through both models. We maintain a close
collaborative relationship with downstream carriers (where applicable) and provide them with
comprehensive logistics management solutions, including business assignment, transportation
route collaboration, transportation resources integration, automobile purchase and financing,
logistics financing and aftermarket products (e.g. ETC cards, tyres and lubricants) purchase
catered for their daily operations. This solves the difficulties of downstream carriers and
increases the scope of cooperation between the carrier and us that further synergises with our
commercial automobile and aftermarket product sales. It also increases our transportation
capacity and logistics resource reserves for business from upstream shippers.

The upstream shippers engage our Group for third-party logistics services, instead of
engaging the downstream carriers directly, primarily because, in terms of qualifications, (i) we
have adopted quality management system with ISO 9001:2015 certificate and have been rated
as a national 5A grade logistics enterprise, and we maintain systems to integrate and manage
the transportation capabilities of downstream carriers, (ii) we generally purchase sufficient
amount of logistics enterprises liability insurance to protect against the transportation risks,
and (iii) our registered capital meets the requirements of the upstream shippers. These qualities
demonstrated our financial and operational capabilities which outperform other downstream
carriers in the bidding process of the upstream shippers for the selection of logistics service
providers.

Stage 2: Selection and review of downstream carriers

We maintain close collaborative relationship with 77 downstream carriers and
transportation fleet as at 31 December 2021. We maintain a candidate list of service providers
that takes into account a number of factors, including, amongst others, their ability to provide
on-time delivery service and to maintain a low inventory loss rate, and conduct regular
evaluation of the logistics services from such providers based on the frequent work quality
check conducted by us and the feedback from our customers. For example, in respect of an
automobile logistics service project, we will first select our downstream logistics service
providers through an open tender, under which we invite the potential downstream logistics
service providers to give us their tenders in a form of negotiation response detailing their
company particulars, logistics capabilities, prior experiences, service fees and other key project
terms. We (or our relevant subsidiary) will then conduct research and evaluation on the
candidates by the review committee. The candidates will be evaluated taking into account their
business quality, operating and management capabilities, dispatching capabilities,
transportation efficiency, logistics costs, risk migration, fleet resources as well as familiarity
with the transportation route.

Based upon the review result, we will select the relevant downstream logistics service
providers and inform them of the successful tender result. We will then enter into logistics
service agreement with them, which governs the operational, financial and legal arrangement
of such logistics service.
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Geographic Coverage of Our Automobile Logistics Service and Third Party Logistics Service

Taking advantage of strong business capabilities and logistics networks of our logistics
service providers, our comprehensive logistics and transportation service covers the PRC to
meet the logistics needs of our customers. As at 31 December 2021, we serve customers located
in about 31 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions in the PRC. In addition to
Shaanxi Province, our third party logistics service covers regions with developed logistics
industry, including Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei and Henan regions in
the PRC, as well as the natural resources-based markets including Xinjiang, Inner Mongolian,
Shanxi and other regions in the PRC. The map below illustrates the geographic coverage of our
automobile logistics service and third party logistics services as at 31 December 2021:

Places with Presence of Our Automobile Logistics Service

Places with Presence of Our Third-Party Logistics Service

South China Sea

Customers of Our Automobile Logistics Service and Third Party Logistics Service

Customers of our automobile logistics service are primarily national and regional
commercial automobile sales dealers throughout China that have cooperative relationship with
Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile and Shaanxi Commercial Automobile. Meanwhile, we also
provide automobile logistics service to Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile and Shaanxi
Commercial Automobile. For further details, please refer to the section headed “Relationship
with Controlling Shareholders — Independence from Our Controlling Shareholders —
Operational Independence — Industry Norm and Mutually Beneficial and Complementary
Relationship — Logistics and Supply Chain Service Sector” in this document. For the years
ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, we provided automobile logistics service to the
aforementioned two commercial automobile manufacturers only. There was no material
fluctuation in terms of the number of commercial automobile manufacturers served by our
automobile logistics service during the Track Record Period. In addition, the customers of our
automobile logistics service did not include any spare parts suppliers during the Track Record
Period.
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Customers of our third party logistics service are typically various manufacturing
enterprises and large logistics companies, all of which are independent third parties. Such
customers did not include any spare parts suppliers during the Track Record Period.

The major customers of our automobile logistics service and third party logistics service
which contributed (a) more than 5.0% of the total revenue of this business segment and (b)
more than 1.0% of the total revenue of the Group, for one or more relevant year during the
Track Record Period, respectively, included:

(i) Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile, who is our connected person and contributed
revenue in the sum of RMB24,009.7 thousand, nil and RMB40,907.2 thousand in
2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for 3.1%, nil and 4.9% of the total
revenue of our automobile logistics service and third party logistics service, and
0.8%, nil and 1.3% of the total revenue of the Group,

(ii) Changshan Giantruck Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. (常山眾卡運力供應鏈管
理有限公司), an independent logistics and transportation service company who
contributed revenue in the sum of RMB280,316.5 thousand, RMB170,998.1
thousand and nil, in 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for 36.4%,
25.1% and nil of the total revenue of our automobile logistics service and third party
logistics service, and 9.7%, 5.2% and nil of the total revenue of the Group,

(iii) Artux Jianbao Mine Selection Co., Ltd. (阿圖什建寶選礦有限公司), an independent
logistics service company who contributed revenue in the sum of nil, RMB1,009.6
thousand and RMB75,106.8 thousand, in 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively,
accounting for nil, 0.1% and 9.0% of the total revenue of our automobile logistics
service and third party logistics service, and nil, 0.03% and 2.4% of the total revenue
of the Group,

(iv) Customer A, an independent logistics service company who contributed revenue in
the sum of nil, nil and RMB81,979.3 thousand, in 2019, 2020 and 2021,
respectively, accounting for nil, nil and 9.8% of the total revenue of our automobile
logistics service and third party logistics service, and nil, nil and 2.6% of the total
revenue of the Group, and

(v) Yili Lirong Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. (伊犁利融供應鏈管理有限公司),
an independent logistics service company who contributed revenue in the sum of nil,
nil and RMB48,710.9 thousand, in 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting
for nil, nil and 5.9% of the total revenue of our automobile logistics service and third
party logistics service, and nil, nil and 1.6% of the total revenue of the Group.

The total revenue contributed by the aforementioned major customers amounted to
RMB304,326.2 thousand, RMB172,007.7 thousand and RMB246,704.2 thousand in 2019,
2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for 39.5%, 25.2% and 29.6% of the total revenue of
our automobile logistics service and third party logistics service, and 10.5%, 5.2% and 7.9%
of the total revenue of the Group.

Except for the customers disclosed above, no other customer contributed (a) more than
5.0% of the total revenue of our automobile logistics service and third party logistics service,
and (b) more than 1.0% of the total revenue of the Group, for one or more relevant year during
the Track Record Period, respectively. In addition, the aforementioned other customers were
dispersed and therefore not regarded as major customers of our automobile logistics service
and third party logistics service during the Track Record Period.
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In addition, for further details of our transactions with our connected person Shaanxi
Heavy Duty Automobile, please refer to the section headed “Connected Transactions —
Non-exempt Continuing Connected Transactions — Supply of Products and Services
Framework Agreement” in this document.

Through in-depth research on the shipping needs of our customers, we provide them with
suitable transportation routes, transportation automobile models, transportation costs,
settlement credit terms and other services to ensure that the logistics service is carried out in
accordance with our customised transportation plan and to help reduce transportation costs of
and capital turnover pressure on our customers.

Key Terms of Relevant Agreements under Automobile Logistics Service

In relation to automobile logistics service, we entered into agreements with customers
during Track Record Period. The typical terms are set out below:

Term: Typically about six months.

Transportation fee: Transportation fee per unit of commercial automobile depends on
the model of the subject commercial automobile.

Payment: The customer would first pay Shaanxi Heavy Duty
Automobile/Shaanxi Commercial Automobile (as the case may be)
for the commercial automobile sales price together with the
transportation fee, and entrust Shaanxi Heavy Duty
Automobile/Shaanxi Commercial Automobile (as the case may be)
to pay the transportation fee to us.

Liability: We shall ensure the completeness of the spare parts (including
spare tyres and automobile tools) and shall be solely and fully
liable for any damage to the commercial automobile, any damage
to or loss of the commercial automobile accessories, and/or any
damage to or injury inflicted upon third parties arising out of
traffic accident during the transportation of the commercial
automobile.

In addition, we entered into agreements with automobile logistics service providers
during the Track Record Period. The typical terms are set out below:

Term: Typically one year.

Transportation fee: Transportation fee per unit of commercial automobile depends on
the model of the subject commercial automobile.
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Operation: Within three hours of receiving request for logistics service by the
automobile logistics service provider, the automobile logistics
service provider shall undertake the relevant commercial
automobile logistics procedure with Shaanxi Heavy Duty
Automobile/Shaanxi Commercial Automobile (as the case may be)
and be provided with the subject commercial automobile to be
transported, handover certificate, warranty card, compliance
certificate, commercial automobile accessories, commercial
automobile keys, etc. If the automobile logistics service provider
fails to object to the model, appearance, specification and
accessories of the commercial automobile upon verification during
the handover, they are deemed to have been accepted by the
automobile logistics service provider and all the expenses to cure
such loss or damage thereof shall be fully borne by such
automobile logistics service provider.

Liability: The automobile logistics service provider shall be solely and fully
liable for the occurrence of any events of delay, loss or damage
during the transportation of the automobile. We can deduct the loss
sum from the deposit or the transportation fee only to the
automobile logistics service provider. The automobile logistics
service provider shall make up the deducted sum to the balance of
the deposit.

Key Terms of Relevant Agreements under Third Party Logistics Service

In relation to third party logistics service, we entered into agreements with customers,
mainly including independent manufacturing enterprises and large logistics companies during
Track Record Period. The typical terms are set out below:

Term: Typically about one year.

Transportation fee: Dependent on the cargo value, time limit, transportation costs,
transportation distance and difficulty of the subject transportation
route.

Deposit: No deposit requirement generally.

Settlement: Settlement cycle of the transportation fee can either be every two
months or every three months. The reconciliation of the
transportation fee normally occurs the following month from the
completion of transportation.

Liability: We shall ensure that the customer’s goods are delivered to
designed place in a timely and safe manner in accordance with the
time limit, transportation route and other requirements, and that
the goods are duly received and accepted.

If there is any delay in the transportation of the goods, the
customer has a right to demand penalty sum from us, which might
be responsible for the customer’s loss, and the customer may
require the transportation route to be adjusted accordingly.
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Some large logistics companies engage us for third party logistics service since they may
require extra transportation capabilities from third parties (including our Group) to serve their
clients’ specific needs from time to time. Our Group provides logistic services to these large
logistic companies via our downstream carriers since the shipping volumes procured by such
large logistics companies are relatively greater than those of the other upstream shippers and
thus we will have to engage downstream carriers with sufficient transportation capacity to
provide the relevant logistics services.

Advance Arrangement under Third Party Logistics Service

According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, in addition to transportation services, it is the
industry norm for logistics service providers in the automotive industry to source the supply
of raw materials and to match purchasers with suppliers in the form of trading of raw materials
in certain industries (including supply of coal and iron ore). Upon matching, these logistics
service providers first purchase the raw materials from the relevant raw materials suppliers and
pay for the purchase price of these raw materials in advance, and then they provide logistics
service to the relevant customers and sold the raw materials to them. Such logistics service
providers are generally resourceful in sourcing suitable raw materials for their customers by
leveraging their high-quality supply chain networks built up around the automotive industry
and their expertise in handling the strict quality and transportation requirements by the relevant
suppliers and customers for their delicate cargos. These industry observations were based on
interviews with industry peers who are the leading automobile transportation companies listed
on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange or the Shanghai Stock Exchange in the PRC, and they have
confirmed that such combination of services and arrangement are common in the industry,
according to the same report.

Since we have been actively developing our third party logistics business with
independent third parties in relation to raw materials, we provide one-stop solution to certain
customers, in the form of purchase of coal and iron ore for our customers as well as providing
transportation services, which are sourced from and performed by the downstream raw
materials suppliers or service providers engaged by us. We pay for the purchase price of raw
materials to the suppliers in advance which shall be settled, together with service fees incurred
for the transportation of such raw materials, in one go by these customers (the “Advance
Arrangement”). The relevant raw materials involved in the Advance Arrangement were coals
and iron ore during the Track Record Period. According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, the
Advance Arrangement is also in line with the industry practice.

Under the Advance Arrangement, we search for suitable raw materials suppliers in
accordance with the requirements of our relevant customers, and sign raw materials purchase
agreement with these raw materials suppliers to stipulate our prepayment of raw materials’
purchase price in advance and to affix the unit purchase price with them, which is otherwise
subject to industry fluctuations according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. Such prepayment
shall be recognised as our advances for such raw materials’ purchase price on behalf of
customers under our other receivables based on the applicable accounting standards. For
further details of the relevant accounting standards and the reasons for the upsurge of such
advances during the year of 2021, please refer to the section headed “Financial Information —
Liquidity and Capital Resources — Other Receivables” of this document.
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The Advance Arrangement is essentially a special form of the tripartite subcontracting
arrangement, in which the downstream carriers generally sell and deliver raw materials as
requested by the relevant customers. The standard operational workflow to provide the relevant
services is set out below:

Raw materials purchaserNote (2)

(1) Request for 
raw materials and 
logistics services

(3) Supply and transportation of raw materials

(5) Payment for our 
value-added service and 
repayment for advance 

payment to raw materials 
suppliers

(2) Source raw
materials and assign
transportation tasks

(4) Payment
for purchase price of

raw materials and
transportation
service fees

Our Group
Raw materials supplier
and/or logistics service

providersNote (1)

Information/logistics flow

Fund flow

Notes:

(1) Certain raw material suppliers may carry out the transportation of raw materials by themselves to the relevant
customers, whereas in the other projects, our Group would engage separate downstream logistics companies
to arrange for the transportation of such raw materials.

(2) Certain raw material purchasers also engage other providers for logistics services with similar advance
arrangements in the PRC, which is consistent with the industry norm according to the Frost & Sullivan Report.
The relevant customers have also confirmed that such contract terms with the Group are comparable to those
with other logistics service providers.

In terms of contracting arrangement, we may either sign an overall raw materials purchase
and sales agreement with the raw materials suppliers and customers stipulating the overall
supply volume and delivery period among the parties, or execute separate periodic supply
orders to arrange for supply of the raw materials to be completed within the same period, both
of which are supported by back-to-back purchase obligations or separate purchase orders
provided by the relevant customers. The typical terms of the agreements with the relevant
customers and raw materials suppliers under the Advance Arrangement are as follows:

Roles: Pursuant to the relevant agreements, the relevant customers
agree to source and purchase, and the relevant raw materials
suppliers agree to sell and deliver the subject raw materials at
the stipulated unit price (which consists of purchase price and
transportation service fee per unit of raw materials) and delivery
period. We are mainly responsible for matching purchasers with
suppliers in respect of raw materials, arranging for logistics
services and making advance payment to the suppliers on behalf
of the relevant customers.

Pricing terms: We charge for the overall sourcing, dispatch and transportation
value-added service fee, which is a mark-up on top of the raw
materials purchase price and transportation fees payable to the
raw material suppliers, from the relevant customers, and it is
dependent on the raw materials value, time limit, transportation
costs, transportation distance and difficulty of the subject
transportation route.
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Whilst we pay in advance for the purchase price of raw
materials on behalf of the relevant customers, we do not charge
any interests or service fees on the advances provided by our
Group to the raw materials suppliers.

In addition, we have no pricing discretion on the sales of the raw
materials, which is typically determined by the relevant
customers.

Settlement/credit
terms:

Upon completion of the transportation of raw materials to (and
at the satisfaction of) the relevant customers:

(i) the relevant customers shall, generally within the credit
period of one to three months, settle such purchase price
and our associated transportation fees pursuant to the
specific terms of our agreements with them; and

(ii) we shall first settle a stipulated percentage (usually 80%)
of the total fees payable to the raw materials suppliers and,
within three days after we have received the purchase price
and transportation fees from the relevant customers, we
shall settle the remaining fees with the raw materials
suppliers.

Logistics and storage
arrangement:

We shall source raw materials according to the loading and
quality requirements of the relevant customers, and the raw
material suppliers shall arrange for logistics services to
transport the raw materials directly to the sites designated by the
relevant customers. In some other projects, our Group will
engage downstream logistics companies to arrange for the
transportation of raw materials. In either case, we do not provide
any storage arrangement for such raw materials.

We do not take inventory risk of the raw materials.

Liability: We shall ensure that the raw materials are delivered to designed
place in a timely and safe manner in accordance with the time
limit, transportation route and other requirements, and that the
raw materials are duly received with both its quantity and
quality accepted by the relevant customers. The raw materials
suppliers shall be responsible for any loss incurred by us as a
result of such customers’ complaint against us on quality, safety,
transportation volume or payment issues attributable to the fault
of the raw material suppliers.

In the event that the relevant customers do not accept delivery
of the raw materials due to any quantity or quality issues, the
relevant customers (through our Group) are entitled to either
return the unsatisfactory portion of raw materials to the relevant
suppliers (with no payment obligations to the relevant suppliers
arising therefrom and that any cost incurred shall be borne by
the raw materials suppliers), or to accept them at a discounted
unit price.
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In the event the relevant customers do not pay for our advances
made on their behalf to the relevant raw materials suppliers, we
have the right to file a lawsuit against the relevant customers in
the competent courts pursuant to the relevant agreements
executed among the parties.

Our Directors confirm that, during the Track Record Period, (i) all the advances made by
our Group to the raw material suppliers pursuant to the Advance Arrangement were properly
supported by back-to-back purchase obligations or separate orders received from the relevant
customers; and (ii) we have not encountered any instances where our Group provided advances
to raw materials suppliers yet the purchase orders were subsequently cancelled by the relevant
customers.

Since we do not control the raw materials before they are transferred to the customers (i.e.
we do not take inventory risk and have no pricing discretion of the sales of raw materials), our
performance obligation under the Advance Arrangement is to arrange for the raw materials to
be provided to the customers rather than to directly provide the raw materials to them. As such,
we do not recognise revenue of selling raw materials to the customers as well as corresponding
cost of purchasing raw materials (on a net basis) and we only recognise revenue and cost of
providing logistics service. The repayment of the raw materials purchase price paid in advance
to the suppliers will be subsequently settled together with our services fees to be received from
such customers.

We have been engaging in the Advance Arrangement as part of our business plan since
July 2020 and, primarily as a result of the continuous expansion of our third party logistics
services through the engagement of new customers that we actively and independently
approached during the year of 2021, the revenue generated from such third party logistics
services which have been subject to the Advance Arrangement increased from approximately
RMB5.0 million for the year ended 31 December 2020 to approximately RMB52.1 million for
the year ended 31 December 2021. The gross profit generated from such transportation fees for
the year ended 31 December 2021 was approximately RMB3.0 million, representing a gross
profit margin of approximately 5.8% for the same period. According to the Frost & Sullivan
Report, this is in line with the industry average gross profit margin ranging from 5.0% to 10.0%
for listed industry peers that have adopted similar advance arrangement. Such gross profit
margin is higher than that of our third party logistics services on the whole at approximately
2.6% for the same year primarily due to the fact that we provide one-stop value-added service
for the customers which bundle the matching of them with raw material suppliers, the advance
payment for the purchase price on their behalf and the transportation of raw materials to
designated places, and additional revenue can be generated from such bundled services without
incurring substantial cost in providing the same, resulting in a higher gross profit margin.

The gross profit margin of our third party logistics service without the Advance
Arrangement was approximately 2.1%, 0.01% and 2.1% for the years ended 31 December
2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, which falls within the industry average gross profit margin
of third party logistics service without similar advance arrangement ranging from 0.0% to 3.0%
during the Track Record Period based on industry peers, according to the Frost & Sullivan
Report. This is also largely in line with the relatively low gross profit margin of our third party
logistics service as a whole at approximately 2.1%, 0.1% and 2.6% for each of the same year.
For the reasons of low gross profit margin of our third party logistics service, please refer to
the section headed “Risk Factors — Risk relating to our Business — Our historical financial
conditions and operating results are not indicative of future performance and implementing our
growth strategy may expose us to certain risks and we may not sustain our growth rate”. In
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particular, the gross profit margin of our third party logistics service for the year ended 31
December 2020 was significantly lower than that of the other years comprising the Track
Record Period primarily due to termination of engagement with a major customer of our third
party logistics service, which engages in the provision of logistics and transportation service,
upon expiry of engagement term in August 2020 pursuant to our relevant contract with such
customer that was not subject to the Advance Arrangement, and no renewal of the relevant
contract or formation of new contract was pursued due to such customer’s adjustment of its
own business plan.

For the details of credit risk and liquidity risk exposure of the Advance Arrangement,
please refer to “Risk Factors — Risks relating to our business — We may face cashflow
mismatch and/or default which could affect our business, financial conditions and operating
results” in this document. We consider that the credit risk exposure of the Advance
Arrangement is relatively low primarily due to the following reasons: (i) we have been actively
and independently developing business relationships with the relevant customers under the
Advance Arrangement, a vast majority of which are PRC state-owned enterprises or companies
with PRC state-owned asset background with sizeable scale principally engaging in public
utility businesses that are relatively stable in operations; and (ii) we have established a sound
and effective risk control system and adopted, among the others, the following credit risk, cash
flow and liquidity management measures to manage such risks:

• in the early stage of such business engagement, we conduct due diligence on the
collaborating customers under the Advance Arrangement to establish a business and
solvency profile of each such customer based on various factors including, without
limitation, its operating and financial conditions, equity holding structure, any
outstanding lawsuits or legal proceedings, opportunities and risks in the industry. A
due diligence report and project proposal would be submitted to the risk review
committee for review and approval before such arrangement can be carried out;

• we also conduct due diligence on the collaborating raw materials suppliers under the
Advance Arrangement and screen out the unqualified suppliers in terms of
operational quality, transportation capabilities, risk control, and financial
conditions. Upon engagement of suitable raw material suppliers, certain agreements
may also specify indicators related to raw materials or services to be achieved by
these suppliers, failing which may render penalty charges on such suppliers;

• from the settlement perspective, we closely monitor the liquidity status of the
Advance Arrangement. To collect our receivables, we issue monthly statements to
the relevant customers to provide them with the accurate coal transportation details
of the preceding month. Through strict implementation of operational workflow, we
ensure that relevant payments for fall within the stipulated credit period and no
significant cash flow shortfall will occur;

• in the case of default by our customers, our business and legal departments shall
jointly formulate and implement a series of risk control measures including, without
limitation, issuing repayment reminders and demand letters to, or even taking
enforcement actions against such customers, to collect the outstanding receivables
from such defaulting customers;
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• from the operational perspective, we closely review the contractual terms with
relevant customers relating to coal quality, transportation time, cargo loss and
damage and liability issues arising from the transportation of coals, and usually
require the raw materials suppliers to purchase a sufficient amount of transportation
insurance so as to cover any potential liability arising from the transportation risk;
and

• we analyse and forecast the matching of the associated cash inflows and outflows
arising from projects subject to Advance Arrangement by compiling monthly rolling
budget, and would adopt appropriate capital arrangements, including the use of bank
financing and emergency fund, to ensure the normal operation of our business.

As at the Latest Practicable Date, approximately RMB63.4 million or 60.7% of our
advances for coal purchase price on behalf of customers as at 31 December 2021 had been
subsequently settled due to the above credit risk, cash flow and liquidity management
measures. As at the Latest Practicable Date, our customer, Xinjiang Jinchuan Thermal Power
Co., Ltd.* (新疆金川熱電有限責任公司) (“Xinjiang Jinchuan”), was unable to pay for the
outstanding fees, which amounted to approximately RMB32.3 million, to our Group within the
credit period of 60 days upon completion of the service under the Advance Arrangement
primarily due to a contractual dispute on alleged quality issue in relation to the coals delivered.
We had initiated legal proceedings against this customer and the Intermediate People’s Court
of No. 2 Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps ruled in favour of our Group with a
judgment handed down in April 2022. We expect to complete filing for enforcement of the
aforesaid judgment against Xinjiang Jinchuan by the end of May 2022 and designate personnel
to regularly visit the local court that has competent enforcement jurisdiction over the region in
which Xinjiang Jinchuan is located, as well as the relevant discipline inspection authority to
monitor the enforcement matters. We are actively seeking settlement of the outstanding
advances under the Advance Arrangement and expect that, subject to the enforcement progress
in respect of the overdue receivables, such advances as at 31 December 2021 will be settled
by the second quarter of 2022.

Based on the above, our Directors believe that the Advance Arrangement does not
constitute a separate business from, nor render significant change to our Group’s business and
revenue models as well as its risk profile in relation to our third party logistics services.

As advised by our PRC Legal Advisers, (i) the terms of contracts among our customers,
our suppliers and us in relation to sale of raw materials under the Advance Arrangement fall
within the definition of “sales contract” under the PRC Civil Code, (ii) the Advance
Arrangement in such sale contracts under which our Group pays the purchase price for raw
materials on behalf of the customers is for the purpose of “production or business operation”
within the meaning of Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court, and it is thus valid and legally
binding even if it would be regarded by the relevant regulatory authorities as providing
financing to the customers, (iii) the Group is not required to obtain any licences, permits and/or
approvals to conduct business under the Advance Arrangement, and (iv) such Advance
Arrangement complies with all applicable laws, rules and regulations in the PRC. Please refer
to the section headed “Regulatory Overview — Regulations regarding local financial
regulation” in this document for further details.
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Pricing Policy

Typically for automobile logistics service, we provide a market-driven bidding process
through which carriers are selected, and our selection criteria is generally that candidates who
offer lowest price to meet our standard with respect to downstream carrier’s comprehensive
transportation service capability will be prioritised. Our pricing for third party logistics service
is determined by reference to the prevailing market price and the relevant costs incurred, which
is dependent on factors such as prevailing market oil price, type of cargo goods, transportation
distance and time limit.

Upon entering into transportation agreements with the downstream carriers to whom we
have subcontracted the automobile logistics service, they are typically required to pay a deposit
to us, the amount of which primarily depends on the safety and time limit of the transportation
work and the value of the relevant goods. We generally provide automobile logistics service or
third party logistics service within one to seven days after customer places orders, which
depends on a number of factors, including primarily the dispatch and assignment of
transportation fleet and drivers, location and timing of loading and unloading goods, distance
and route of the transportation work. Upon completion of our logistics service, we will proceed
to collect the payment sum from our upstream customers and then arrange for payment to
downstream carriers. We usually grant our customers a credit term of around three to 90 days
from our customers’ receipt of the invoice. Our downstream carriers usually grant us a credit
term of around 30 to 90 days from our receipt of the invoice.

Automobile Sales Business

We provide automobile sales service that mainly covers the commercial automobiles
manufactured by Shaanxi Holding Group, including tractors (牽引車), dump trucks (自卸車)
and cargo trucks (載貨車) of Xuande Series 3/6/9 (軒德3/6/9系列) model, which can be
classified into Cummins-engine (康明斯發動機) driven, conventional (i.e., non-Cummins-
engine driven, including those driven by Yuchai engine (玉柴發動機) and Yunnei engine (雲內
發動機)) and electric automobiles. During the Track Record Period, we mainly sold
commercial automobiles manufactured by Shaanxi Holding Group, and we had started to sell
certain commercial automobiles of other brands from 2021. The revenues generated from our
sales of commercial automobiles were approximately RMB651,554 thousand, RMB665,287
thousand and RMB441,237 thousand, espectively.

The table below sets forth the number of commercial automobiles we sold through our
automobile sales business for the years indicated:

Years ended 31 December
2019 2020 2021

Commercial automobiles manufactured by Shaanxi
Heavy Duty Automobile 35(1) 38 34

Commercial automobiles manufactured by Shaanxi
Commercial Automobile 2,468 2,946 1,853

Commercial automobiles of other brands 0 0 51

Total 2,503 2,984 1,938
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Note:

(1) We sold much fewer commercial automobiles manufactured by Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile than
commercial automobiles manufactured by Shaanxi Commercial Automobile due to our shift in business focus
in 2019 to sell more commercial automobiles manufactured by Shaanxi Commercial Automobile. As such, the
number of commercial automobiles manufactured by Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile which we sold
decreased substantially from 1,042 in 2018 to 35 in 2019. There had been a shift in business focus because (i)
we had been the regional exclusive sales dealer of Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile’s commercial automobiles
with Cummins engine in the early years, but after Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile adopted a policy to engage
more primary sales dealers in different regions in the PRC, we ceased to be an exclusive sales dealer in such
regions and no longer enjoyed the exclusivity in such sales dealership; and (ii) Shaanxi Commercial
Automobile, being an emerging commercial automobile manufacturer that experienced a rapid business growth
in the recent years with improving product quality and growing customer satisfaction, has actively pursued
collaboration with us in light of our extensive sales channels and capabilities, as well as our familiarity with
automobiles with Cummins engine, and sought to cooperate with us in sales of automobiles with Cummins
engine and chose us as the regional exclusive sales agent. As such, we have been developing a complementary
and mutually beneficial business relationship with Shaanxi Commercial Automobile, with a goal to further
engage in providing customised commercial automobile sales service in the future.

Our Sales Channels

During the Track Record Period, we conducted our automobile sales business through two
sales channels, namely: (i) internal channels, through which we sell our commercial
automobiles to end-customers, and (ii) dealership, through which we sell our commercial
automobiles to commercial automobile sales dealers who will then further sell to end-
customers. The following diagram illustrates our two sales channels as at the Latest Practicable
Date:

Internal channels

Dealership

Internal channels

Dealership

Commercial
automobile

manufacturers
(including

Shaanxi Holding
Group)note (5) Commercial

automobile sales 
dealers notes (2) and (3)

Sale of commercial
automobiles

Payment for
commercial automobiles

End-
customers

Our 
Group

note (4)

note (1)

Notes:

(1) Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Logistics and Supply Chain Service Sector — Automobile
Sales Business — Automobile Purchase Process with Commercial Automobile Manufacturers” in this
section for further details.

(2) In terms of sourcing, our commercial automobile sales dealers (i) are not able to source the commercial
automobiles directly from Shaanxi Holding Group since we are the exclusive regional sales dealers of
Shaanxi Holding Group in the relevant regions that we operate our automobile sales business; and (ii)
generally did not purchase or source commercial automobiles solely and/or exclusively from the Group,
but also from suppliers of commercial automobiles that were not manufactured by Shaanxi Holding
Group mainly because they are not our exclusive sales agents and that they will generally sell
commercial automobiles from different brands to fulfil the diverse requirements of their own customers.
For the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, only three, three and zero commercial
automobile sales dealers purchased or sourced commercial automobiles solely and exclusively from the
Group.
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(3) We enter into commercial automobile dealership framework agreements with our commercial
automobile sales dealers. Where our sales were conducted through dealership, the commercial
automobile sales dealers who purchased the commercial automobiles are regarded as the customers of
our Group, no matter whether they resell the products to other commercial automobile sales dealers or
to end-customers. We pass the title of the commercial automobiles to the commercial automobile sales
dealers when we deliver the commercial automobiles to them. Please refer to the paragraphs headed “—
Logistics and Supply Chain Service Sector — Automobile Sales Business — Dealership and Our
Commercial Automobile Sales Dealers” in this section for further details.

(4) We enter into commercial automobile sales agreements with our end-customers. Where our sales were
conducted through our internal channels, the end-customers who purchased the commercial automobiles
are regarded as the customers of our Group. Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Logistics and
Supply Chain Service Sector — Automobile Sales Business — Automobile Sales Process through Our
Internal Channels” in this section for further details.

(5) Shaanxi Holding Group generally engages several primary dealers (including but not limited to our
Group) who are able to meet their financial and operational requirements from a holistic perspective for
the sake of selling and distributing the commercial automobiles manufactured by them throughout the
PRC. Shaanxi Holding Group generally does not engage or establish business relationship with our
commercial automobile sales dealers (which are relatively smaller in terms of operational scale than
those primary dealers engaged by Shaanxi Holding Group) in conducting sales and distribution of
commercial automobiles manufactured by them, and hence we are able to manage our own network of
dealership channels in the relevant regions that we operate our automobile sales business.

The map below illustrates the locations of our internal sales channels and commercial
automobile sales dealers within our commercial automobile sales network as at 31 December
2021:

South China
Sea Islands

 Shanghai

Shanxi

Beijing

Areas Covered by the Internal Channels of Our Automobile Sales Business

Xinjiang

Shaanxi

Henan

Inner Mongolia

Places with Presence of Commercial Automobile Sales Dealers
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The following table sets forth the revenue generated from the commercial automobile
sales by sales channels for the years indicated:

Year ended 31 December
2019 2020 2021

Revenue Percentage Revenue Percentage Revenue Percentage
(RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%)

Internal channels 505,861 77.6 319,768 48.1 122,858 27.8
Dealership 145,693 22.4 345,519 51.9 318,379 72.2

Total 651,554 100.0 665,287 100.0 441,237 100.0

Note:

(1) Revenue contribution through the commercial automobile sales dealers increased steadily from 22.4%
in 2019 to 51.9% in 2020, and further to 72.2% in 2021 primarily because (i) we had been steadily
expanding sales through our dealership channel since 2020 to pursue a business growth in our
automobile sales business, thereby increasing the revenue contribution from our commercial automobile
sales dealers; and (ii) for some commercial automobile sales dealers with which we began to collaborate
in 2020, they further increased their commercial automobile orders with us and deepened our business
collaboration in the beginning of 2021 when they have developed more in-depth understanding of the
commercial automobiles we sell and become aware that the commercial automobiles we sell can better
serve their end-customer’s need. As a result, there has been in a further increase in our sales revenue
from the rising number of orders by these commercial automobile sales dealers.

The major customers of our internal channels (which are regarded as our end-customers)
that contributed (a) more than 5.0% of the total revenue of our automobile sales business, and
(b) more than 1.0% of the total revenue of the Group for one or more relevant year during the
Track Record Period, respectively, included:

(a) Henan Shanqi Heavy Duty Automobile Sales Co., Ltd. (河南陝汽重卡汽車銷售有限
公司), an independent automobile, machinery and metallic material supplier, who
contributed a revenue of approximately RMB35,327.1 thousand, nil and nil in 2019,
2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for approximately 5.4%, nil and nil of the
total revenue of our automobile sales business, and 1.2%, nil and nil of the total
revenue of the Group, and

(b) Xinjiang Tiantong Modern Logistics Company Limited (新疆天通現代物流有限責
任公司), an independent logistics and transportation service company, who
contributed a revenue of approximately nil, RMB61,020.8 thousand and RMB306.6
thousand in 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for approximately nil,
9.2% and 0.1% of the total revenue of our automobile sales business, and nil, 1.9%
and 0.01% of the total revenue of the Group.
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The major customers of our dealership channels (which are regarded as our commercial
automobile sales dealers) that contributed (a) more than 5.0% of the total revenue of our
automobile sales business, and (b) more than 1.0% of the total revenue of the Group for one
or more relevant year during the Track Record Period, respectively, included:

(a) Henan Juton Vehicle Co., Ltd. (河南駿通車輛有限公司), an independent commercial
automobile sales dealer, who contributed a revenue of approximately RMB28,506.4
thousand, RMB56,564.4 thousand and nil in 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively,
accounting for approximately 4.4%, 8.5% and nil of the total revenue of our
automobile sales business, and 1.0%, 1.7% and nil of the total revenue of the Group,
and

(b) Suzhou Pengshun Automobile Sales Service Co., Ltd. (蘇州鵬順汽車銷售服務有限
公司), an independent commercial automobile sales dealer, who contributed a
revenue of approximately RMB751.9 thousand, RMB50,205.6 thousand and
RMB23,300.8 thousand in 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for
approximately 0.1%, 7.5% and 5.3% of the total revenue of our automobile sales
business, and 0.03%, 1.5% and 0.7% of the total revenue of the Group.

The total revenue contributed by the aforementioned major customers amounted to
RMB64,585.4 thousand, RMB167,790.8 thousand and RMB23,607.4 thousand in 2019, 2020
and 2021, respectively, accounting for 9.9%, 25.2% and 5.4% of the total revenue of our
automobile sales business, and 2.2%, 5.1% and 0.7% of the total revenue of the Group.

Except for the customers disclosed above, no other customer contributed (a) more than
5.0% of the total revenue of our automobile sales business, and (b) more than 1.0% of the total
revenue of the Group, for one or more relevant year during the Track Record Period,
respectively. In addition, the aforementioned other customers were dispersed and therefore not
regarded as major customers of our automobile sales business during the Track Record Period.

Our Internal Channels

We conduct our automobile sales business through our internal channels, namely Fargo’s
subsidiaries and local office. As at 31 December 2021, our internal sales channels to
end-customers (the “internal channels”) include: (i) Shanghai Fargo Supply Chain
Management (Group) Co., Ltd. (上海遠行物流服務有限公司), which is located in Shanghai of
the PRC, (ii) Inner Mongolia Fargo Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd.* (內蒙古遠行供應鏈
管理有限公司), which is located in Inner Mongolia of the PRC, (iii) Beijing Deewin Fargo
Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd.* (北京德銀遠行供應鏈管理有限公司), which is located in
Beijing of the PRC, (iv) Xinjiang Fargo Supply Chain Management Co. Ltd.* (新疆遠行供應
鏈管理有限公司), which is located in Xinjiang of the PRC, (v) Shaanxi Zhongfu Wulian
Technology Service Co., Ltd.* (陝西中富物聯科技服務有限公司), which is located in Shaanxi
Province of the PRC, (vi) Henan Deewin Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd.* (河南德銀供
應鏈管理有限公司), which is located in Henan Province of the PRC, (vii) Shanxi Deewin
Fargo Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd.* (山西德銀遠行供應鏈管理有限公司), which is
located in Shanxi Province of the PRC, and (viii) Shaanxi Fargo Supply Chain Management
Co., Ltd.* (陝西遠行供應鏈管理有限公司), which is located in Shaanxi Province of the PRC.
For further details of the locations of our internal sales channels, please refer to the paragraph
headed “— Logistics and Supply Chain Service Sector — Automobile Sales Business — Our
Sales Channels” in this section. Through the above broadly distributed internal channels in
Shanghai, Xinjiang, Henan Province, Shanxi Province and other regions in the PRC, we are
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able to sell the commercial automobiles to our end-customers, which mainly include logistics
and transportation service companies, construction and metallic material supplier, commercial
automobile supplier and individuals. Such distribution model is not uncommon within the
industry.

Driven by national infrastructure construction projects and the development of the trunk
logistics transportation industry, the sales volume of heavy commercial automobiles in China
maintained at a high growth rate from 2015 to 2020. Please refer to the section headed
“Industrial Overview — The Commercial Automobile Industry Chain Service in China —
Overview of Commercial Automobile Industry Chain Service Market in China — Sales Volume
of Commercial Automobiles in China” in this document for further details. Whilst we do not
operate any flagship or dealership stores in our internal channels, we procure and are able to
secure such end-customers under our internal channels through different methods including,
among others, that: (i) the sales staff of our internal channels promote the commercial
automobiles that we sell by visiting logistics companies and industrial areas and calling the
potential customers; (ii) we regularly carry out marketing and promotional campaigns via both
our online channel (including WeChat public account) and offline channel (including
automobile delivery ceremonies and roving exhibitions) to increase product visibility; and (iii)
we leverage our existing financial resources and synergise with our supply chain business
(including automobile manufacturing supply chain service and automobile/third party logistics
service) in order to simultaneously promote our commercial automobile sales to those
high-quality key customers. Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Our Channels” and “—
Automobile Sales Process through Our Internal Channels” in this section for further details of
how we sell the commercial automobiles via our internal channels.

Automobile Sales Process through Our Internal Channels

Where our sales were conducted through our internal channels, the end-customers who
purchased the commercial automobiles are regarded as the customers of our Group. For further
details regarding the end customers which contributed (a) more than 5.0% of the total revenue
of our automobile sales business, and (b) more than 1.0% of the total revenue of the Group,
for one or more relevant year during the Track Record Period, please refer to the paragraph
headed “— Logistics and Supply Chain Service Sector — Automobile Sales Business — Our
Sales Channels” in this section. Please also refer to the paragraph headed “— Logistics and
Supply Chain Service Sector — Automobile Sales Business — Dealership and Our Commercial
Automobile Sales Dealers” in this section for details of the commercial automobile sales
dealers during the Track Record Period. During the Track Record Period, the aforementioned
end-customers did not include any commercial automobile manufacturers and/or spare parts
suppliers.

We, through our internal channels, will enter into commercial automobile sales
agreements with our end-customers. They are typically required to pay deposits, the amount of
which depends on the automobile types and models before we enter into sales agreements with
them. If the automobiles are in stock, we typically deliver such automobiles within three days
after the customer (i) enters into automobile sales agreements and (ii) completes relevant
financing arrangements (as applicable). Occasionally for popular models, the lead time could
be delayed depending on a number of factors, including primarily the current inventory levels
and the production capacity of the relevant commercial automobile manufacturers.
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Dealership and Our Commercial Automobile Sales Dealers

As at 31 December 2021, we engaged more than 150 commercial automobile sales
dealers, who are independent third parties of our Company, in order to tap into their automobile
sales network. As at 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021 and the Latest Practicable Date, 65,
78, 173, 155 and 157 commercial automobile sales dealers, respectively, were engaged in
respect of our automobile sales business, due to the growing demand for commercial
automobiles by end-users and our strategic plan to expand its business geographically in the
PRC market. These commercial automobile sales dealers are generally operating at national
and regional levels throughout China. For further details of (i) the locations of our commercial
automobile sales dealers, and (ii) commercial automobile sales deals which contributed (a)
more than 5.0% of the total revenue of our automobile sales business, and (b) more than 1.0%
of the total revenue of the Group, for one or more relevant year during the Track Record Period,
please refer to the paragraph headed “— Logistics and Supply Chain Service Sector —
Automobile Sales Business — Our Sales Channels” in this section. Please also refer to the
paragraph headed “— Logistics and Supply Chain Service Sector — Automobile Sales
Business — Automobile Sales Process through Our Internal Channels” in this section for
details of our end-customers during the Track Record Period. During the Track Record Period,
the aforementioned commercial automobile sales dealers did not include any commercial
automobile manufacturers and/or spare parts suppliers.

The following table sets forth the movement in the number of commercial automobile
sales dealers engaged for our automobile sales business during the periods and as at the dates
indicated:

For the Year Ended and
As at 31 December

For the
Period From
31 December

2021 Ended and
As at the Latest
Practicable Date2019 2020 2021

Number of commercial automobile sales
dealers at the beginning of the period 65 78 173 155

Number of new commercial automobile
sales dealers engaged during the period 62 162 103 14

Number of existing commercial automobile
sales dealers ceased to be engaged during
the period (49) (67) (121) (12)

Number of commercial automobile sales
dealers at the end of the period 78 173 155 157

The number of commercial automobile sales dealers ceasing their engagement with us
increased during the Track Record Period mainly because (i) a number of commercial
automobile sales dealers voluntarily ceased cooperation with us (which accounted for 34, 45
and 88 commercial automobile sales dealers for the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and
2021, respectively) as we have strategically adjusted our dealership network based on our
historical sales performance and we (a) have gradually ceased development of dealership
channels in certain regions, including various cities in Anhui, Sichuan, Chongqing and
Shandong, and (b) have been actively expanding distribution of commercial automobiles with
Cummins engine since 2020, both of which may not be in line with the business plan and/or
the target market of some existing commercial automobile sales dealers; (ii) they have failed
to fulfil our key performance indicators during the year and we have the right to cancel their
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dealership immediately (which accounted for nine, 11 and 18 commercial automobile sales
dealers for the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively); (iii) we closely
monitor the service provided by them, and would cease to cooperate with commercial
automobile sales dealers due to their unsatisfactory service which may affect the Group’s
image (which accounted for six, 11 and 15 commercial automobile sales dealers for the years
ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively). There had been no material litigations
or legal proceedings between the Group and any of its existing or terminated commercial
automobile sales dealers during the Track Record Period and up to the Latest Practicable Date.
We expect to maintain relatively stable cooperation relationship with our commercial
automobile sales dealers in 2022.

Our relationship with the commercial automobile sales dealers is that between a buyer and
a seller. Where our sales were conducted through commercial automobile sales dealers, the
commercial automobile sales dealers who purchased the commercial automobiles are regarded
as the customers of our Group, no matter whether they resell the products to other commercial
automobile sales dealers or to end-customers. We pass the title of the commercial automobiles
to the commercial automobile sales dealers when we deliver the commercial automobiles to
them. In terms of sourcing, our commercial automobile sales dealers (i) are not able to source
the commercial automobiles directly from Shaanxi Holding Group since we are the exclusive
regional sales dealers of Shaanxi Holding Group (but not restricted from selling other brand of
commercial automobiles) in the relevant regions where we operate our automobile sales
business; and (ii) generally did not purchase or source commercial automobiles solely and/or
exclusively from the Group, but also from suppliers of commercial automobiles that were not
manufactured by Shaanxi Holding Group mainly because they are not our exclusive sales
agents and that they will generally sell commercial automobiles from different brands to fulfil
the diverse requirements of their own customers.

We enter into commercial automobile dealership framework agreement with our
commercial automobile sales dealers, the terms of which are largely standardised. We set forth
below some typical terms of our commercial automobile dealership framework agreement:

Term: Typically 12 months

Sales area: We distribute the commercial automobile sales dealers into
different sales region, and require them to only conduct business
within their respective sales region.

Deposits: Within five days from entering into the commercial automobile
dealership framework agreement, the commercial automobile sales
dealer shall pay a deposit for the sum of negotiated amount
between the parties per unit multiplied by the annual target sales
volume committed by the commercial automobile sales dealer. We
can forfeit part or whole deposit sum if the commercial automobile
sales dealer fails to achieve its target sales volume, or if the
commercial automobile sales dealer has breached the relevant
regulations and policies.

The remaining portion of the deposits will be returned to the
commercial automobile sales dealers upon the completion or
termination of the agreement.
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Guarantee: The shareholders and legal representative of the commercial
automobile sales dealer shall unconditionally and irrevocably
guarantee the commercial automobile sales dealer’s performance
and obligations under the commercial automobile dealership
framework agreement.

Key performance
indicators:

If the commercial automobile sales dealer is unable to achieve
40.0% of the annual target sales volume by the first half of the
year, we are entitled to cancel the commercial automobile’s
dealership in selling commercial automobiles and terminate the
commercial automobile dealership framework agreement
immediately. If the dealer is unable to achieve 70.0% of the annual
target sales volume by the end of the year, we are entitled to cancel
the commercial automobile dealership in selling commercial
automobiles and terminate the commercial automobile dealership
framework agreement immediately.

Our commercial automobile dealership framework agreement generally does not include
terms that (i) restrict the appointment of sub-dealers, (ii) mandate selling price(s) to
sub-dealers or end-customers, or (iii) relate to product return policy.

Each of commercial automobile sales dealers that we cooperate with has its own
automobile storage area and dedicated management staff. Our management evaluates and plans
for inventory procurement of our commercial automobile sales dealer and works with the
business executive of the dealers to optimise the level and composition of their inventories in
response to changing market conditions. We recommend the inventory order amount for each
commercial automobile sales dealer based on a number of parameters, including its existing
inventory levels and compositions, expected delivery times of purchase orders, expected
customer demand, projected sales trends, and sales targets set by the commercial automobile
manufacturers, through which our centralised enterprise resource planning is formulated. Upon
agreement, we may help the commercial automobile sales dealers to track automobile
inventories by Tianxingjian IoV System and regularly assist them to conduct offline stock
count on the inventories. Meanwhile, the commercial automobile sales dealers can check and
stock count the automobile inventories against the recommended inventory standards on a
regular basis themselves and make timely report to us upon our request. In order to rebalance
their inventory levels, we may transfer the automobiles from one outlet to another according
to specific needs.

Our commercial automobile sales dealers generally purchase the commercial automobiles
from us based on the actual orders placed by the end-customers, and only a small number of
them would purchase hot sale models in advance for stock up and then resell during peak
seasons. We generally do not accept product return of commercial automobiles from the
commercial automobile sales dealers (except for defective products) and we have, in our sole
discretion, in very few and exceptional cases allowed such return during the Track Record
Period. We do not allow return of obsolete stock of commercial automobiles from the
commercial automobile sales dealers, nor do we provide any assistance in their disposal. It
remains solely the responsibility of the commercial automobile sales dealers to dispose of any
obsolete stock. Based on the above, our Directors believe that the sales to our commercial
automobile dealers during the Track Record Period were properly supported by actual demand
of end-customers.
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Our automobile sales revenue is recognised upon the handing over and acceptance of the
commercial automobiles to our commercial automobile sales dealers through dealership or
end-customers through our internal channels. Generally, the historical automobile sales are to
a large extent recurring in nature. As at 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021 and the Latest
Practicable Date, the outstanding balance of trade receivables from the Group’s commercial
automobile sales dealers was approximately RMB31.1 million, RMB82.4 million, RMB90.2
million and RMB96.8 million, respectively. During the Track Record Period, such outstanding
balance of trade receivables increased primarily because:

(a) there was an increasing number of commercial automobile sales dealers we engaged
during the Track Record Period that would provide ancillary service to their
end-customers by assisting them to obtain financial leasing services. Such
commercial automobile sales dealers would pay for the commercial automobiles
purchased from our Group after undergoing relevant credit review and financing
procedures related to those end-customers, which may be subject to the processing
time of financial leasing service providers. This resulted in the increase in trade
receivables from our commercial automobile sales dealers from 31 December 2019
to 31 December 2020 (which had been settled as at 30 June 2021),

(b) the commercial automobile sales dealers increased their purchase for our
commercial automobiles adopting Phase 5 Automobile Emission Standards due to
their relatively lower selling price than those adopting Phase 6 Automobile Emission
Standards (the adoption of which is mandatory from 1 July 2020). This resulted in
the increase in trade receivables from our commercial automobile sales dealers from
31 December 2020 to 31 December 2021, and

(c) since the beginning of 2021, we have engaged some new commercial automobile
sales dealers which had been accounted as our end-customers during the prior years
(as these end-customers have entered into the relevant commercial automobile
dealership framework agreements with us during 2021), resulting in a
reclassification of trade receivables to those relating to dealership channels as at
31 December 2021.

As at 31 January 2022, approximately RMB4.5 million of the Group’s outstanding trade
receivables as at 31 December 2021 were settled, and the remaining portion of approximately
RMB89.0 million outstanding trade receivables was within the credit period granted to our
commercial automobile sales dealers and thus not overdue yet.

In terms of recoverability of trade receivable from our commercial automobile sales
dealers, we consider substantial part of these trade receivables (as at 31 December 2021) to be
recoverable and only a small portion of impairment provision for bad debt is required. Such
receivables were due from customers with good settlement histories and low default rate. As
at the Latest Practicable Date, we consider the subsequent settlement rate of such trade
receivables as at 31 March 2022 to be reasonable, as we generally offer a credit period from
0 to 60 days to our commercial automobile sales dealers and some of the receivables were not
yet due for payment. For further details of our subsequent settlement of trade receivables,
please refer to the section headed “Financial Information — Liquidity and Capital Resources
— Trade receivables”.
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In the event of any default or delay in payment by our commercial automobile sales
dealers in the future, resulting in an increase in our receivable turnover days, we may
experience untimely and significant cash flow shortfall, and our cash position, liquidity,
financial condition and results of operations may be materially and adversely affected. Please
refer to the section headed “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to Our Business — The sales levels
of the commercial automobiles as reported by our commercial automobile sales dealers may
not be indicative of the actual commercial automobile sales situation. We also rely on our
commercial automobile sales dealers for our commercial automobile sales business and if their
performance is not well, our business, financial conditions and operating results could be
materially and adversely affected” in this document for further details of the relevant risks.

Financial Leasing Service and Automobile Sales Business

Due to the relatively high unit price of the commercial automobiles that we sell, in
particular the heavy commercial automobiles, and the financial constraints of the individual
purchasers, a portion of customers of our automobiles sales business are referred to our
financial leasing business from which such individual purchasers can conveniently obtain
financial assistance. During the Track Record Period, approximately 25.0%, 29.0% and 35.9%
of the customers of our automobile sales business are also customers of our financial leasing
business for the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively. The operation
of our automobile sales business financed by automobile financial leasing is typically the same
as that without automobile financial leasing.

We have adopted a standardised business workflow which facilitates the cooperation
between our automobile sales business and our financial leasing business. Please refer to the
paragraphs headed “— Logistics and Supply Chain Service Sector — Financial Leasing
Business — Operational Workflow” in this section for further details.

Automobile Purchase Process with Commercial Automobile Manufacturers

We purchase the new commercial automobiles from the commercial automobile
manufacturers, which is conducted through the sales system of the commercial automobile
manufacturers. We enter into automobile sales agreements with the commercial automobile
manufacturers, and before making a purchase order on the sales system, we are typically
required to pay deposits. The size of deposits primarily ranges from RMB10.0 thousand to
RMB20.0 thousand, which depends on the automobile types and models. The ownership of the
new commercial automobile is transferred to us only upon full payment of the automobile sales
price to the commercial automobile manufacturers. We normally settle the purchase prices in
accordance with the pricing policies of the commercial automobile manufacturers. They
generally do not offer any credit term to us.

The commercial automobile manufacturers are responsible for paying the transportation
fees to deliver the new commercial automobiles. In general, the lead time required to deliver
conventional new commercial automobiles to our sales halls is within 30 days. The subject
automobile will be inspected by the quality inspector of the commercial automobile
manufacturers before exiting their warehouses and, if there is any quality issue upon the receipt
of the subject automobile, we can go to the nearby service stations of the commercial
automobile manufacturers for free automobile rectification. During the Track Record Period
and as at the Latest Practicable Date, we had not requested to return any major product to the
commercial automobile manufacturers as a result of commercial automobile defects.
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Pricing Policy

Our pricing for automobile sales service is determined by reference to the commercial
automobile manufacturer’s manufacturer suggested retail price and competitive product prices
with the same configuration in the market. Despite the manufacturer suggested retail price, we
retain certain flexibility in determining the retail prices of the new commercial automobile that
we are authorised to sell. This allows us to adjust our pricing strategy and to offer a discount
or mark up on the manufacturer suggested retail price, accounting for (i) the market demand
for a particular model, (ii) our inventory level, and (iii) the market prices of competitive
products, according to which a retail price will be determined so as to generate revenue through
the price difference. We usually grant a credit term of around zero to 60 days to our customers
from the receipt of the commercial automobiles by them.

Aftermarket Product Business

Aftermarket product business is widely recognised as one of the key areas with potential
for rapid business growth in the foreseeable future. During the Track Record Period, we
engaged in aftermarket product business that mainly covered the sales of (i) tyres, (ii)
lubricants, and (iii) other commercial automobile-related products, such as carbamide and
cylinder. According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, with the fast expansion of commercial
automobile market and the rapid increase of the existing reserve market size of commercial
automobiles, the market demand for aftermarket products are growing at an accelerated pace.

The table below sets forth the number of aftermarket products we mainly sold for the
years indicated:

Years ended 31 December
2019 2020 2021

Tyres 25,421 37,794 33,502
Lubricants (in barrels) 7,694 23,097 16,152
Carbamide (in barrels) 4,000 9,826 22,342
Cylinder 974 48 –

Arrangements with Our Customers and Suppliers and Pricing Policy

End-customers of our aftermarket product business are primarily individuals as measured
by the number, all of whom are independent third parties. We also sell our aftermarket products
to the commercial automobile sales dealers, who are regarded as our end-customers under the
aftermarket product business. In addition, during the Track Record Period, we also sell our
aftermarket products to other customers including (i) aftermarket product trading companies,
(ii) logistics service providers, which will consume a large number of aftermarket products
during their daily operations, in particular tyres and lubricants, and (iii) certain commercial
automobile manufacturers for undertaking the manufacturing work. In addition, the customers
of our aftermarket product business did not include any spare parts suppliers during the Track
Record Period.
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The following table sets forth the movement in the number of commercial automobile
manufacturers served by our aftermarket product business during the periods and as at the dates
indicated:

For the Year Ended and
As at 31 December

For the
Period From
31 December

2021 Ended and
As at the Latest

Practicable
Date2019 2020 2021

Number of commercial automobile
manufacturers at the beginning of the period 2 7 7 5

Number of new commercial automobile
manufacturers engaged during the period 6Note (1) 1 3 0

Number of existing commercial automobile
manufacturers ceased to be engaged during
the period (1) (1)

(5)Note

(2) 0
Number of commercial automobile

manufacturers at the end of the period 7 7 5 5

Notes:

(1) There was a material change in the number of new commercial automobile manufacturers engaged for
the year ended 31 December 2019, which was primarily due to our significant marketing efforts
targeting commercial automobile manufacturers to enhance our client base.

(2) There was a material change in the number of existing commercial automobile manufacturers ceasing
to be engaged for the year ended 31 December 2021, which was primarily due to the significant increase
in the sales price of our certain aftermarket products, in particular cylinder used during the
manufacturing of commercial automobiles. Such increase was in turn due to a sharp increase in domestic
market price of natural gas and oil since the end of the fourth quarter of 2020, which was attributable
to bad weather in Northwestern China.

(3) During the Track Record Period, we mainly sell lubricants and cylinder to Shaanxi Holding Group. In
the future, we will focus on the independent third party customers for our aftermarket products, and will
closely monitor our sales of aftermarket products to Shaanxi Holding Group after the [REDACTED].
Please also refer to the section headed “Relationship with Controlling Shareholders — Independence
from our Controlling Shareholders — Operational Independence — automobile aftermarket product
business” for further details.

In addition, the major customers of our aftermarket product business which contributed
(a) more than 5.0% of the total revenue of this business segment, and (b) more than 1.0% of
the total revenue of the Group, for one or more relevant year during the Track Record Period,
respectively, included:

(i) Henan Juton Vehicle Co., Ltd. (河南駿通車輛有限公司), an independent
manufacturer of trailers and commercial automobile sales dealer who contributed
revenue in the sum of RMB18,376.8 thousand, RMB30,857.1 thousand and
RMB31,280.0 thousand in 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for 25.8%,
33.9% and 36.8% of the total revenue of our aftermarket product business, and
0.6%, 0.9% and 1.0% of the total revenue of the Group, and

(ii) Shaanqi Datong Special Purpose Automobile Co., Ltd. (陝汽大同專用汽車有限公
司), a commercial automobile manufacturer who is an associate of Shaanxi Heavy
Duty Automobile, and is thus our connected person and contributed revenue in the
sum of RMB33,079.8 thousand, RMB1,334.4 thousand and nil in 2019, 2020 and
2021, respectively, accounting for 46.4%, 1.5% and nil of the total revenue of our
aftermarket product business, and 1.1%, 0.04% and nil of the total revenue of the
Group, and
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The total revenue contributed by the aforementioned major customers amounted to
RMB51,456.6 thousand, RMB32,191.5 thousand and RMB31,280.0 thousand in 2019, 2020
and 2021, respectively, accounting for 72.2%, 35.4% and 36.8% of the total revenue of our
aftermarket product business, and 1.7%, 0.9% and 1.0% of the total revenue of the Group.

Except for the customers disclosed above, no other customer contributed (a) more than
5.0% of the total revenue of our aftermarket product business, and (b) more than 1.0% of the
total revenue of the Group, for one or more relevant year during the Track Record Period,
respectively. In addition, the aforementioned other customers were dispersed and therefore not
regarded as major customers of our aftermarket product business during the Track Record
Period.

In addition, for further details of our transactions with our connected person, please refer
to the section headed “Connected Transactions — Non-exempt Continuing Connected
Transactions — Supply of Products and Services Framework Agreement” in this document.

Upon receiving orders for purchase of aftermarket products from our customers, which
may include commercial automobile manufacturers (such as Shaanxi Holding Group) and our
commercial automobile sales dealers and end-customers under our automobile sales business,
we will then purchase certain aftermarket products from the suppliers. We generally deliver the
products to customers upon receipt of full payment of the sales prices. We typically complete
the delivery within five to ten days after customer places orders. In a few cases, for popular
aftermarket products that are short in supply due to the limited production capacity of the
suppliers, the lead time could be up to one month. Our pricing for our aftermarket products is
determined with reference to the relevant commercial automobile-related manufacturer
suggested retail price. Despite the manufacturer suggested retail price, we retain certain
flexibility in determining the retail prices, which allows us to adjust our pricing strategy to
offer a discount or mark up on the manufacturer suggested retail price to account for the market
demand for a particular product and our inventory level. We generally do not offer any credit
term for our customers for products sold based upon cash-on-delivery model, whilst for some
products we may grant a credit term of around two to three months from the issuance of invoice
to our customers.

Leveraging our in-depth cooperation with commercial automobile manufacturers and
maintaining close business relationship with a multitude of suppliers of aftermarket products,
we enjoy the benefits of product customisation and higher bargaining power in terms of
pricing. We maintain a candidate list of suppliers, which are usually well-known brands in the
industry, and conduct regular evaluation of the products from such suppliers based on the
frequent product quality check undertaken by us and the feedback from our customers. We
purchase substantially all of our aftermarket products from the relevant product manufacturers
through the sales system of the manufacturers. We normally settle the purchase prices in
accordance with the business policies of the product manufacturers. Our agreements with the
suppliers usually include technical indicators and guarantee of repair, replacement and refund
for substandard products to ensure the quality of the aftermarket products supplied by them.
Our credit terms with our suppliers are generally consistent with those with our customers.

CLGG Online Platform

Our CLGG Online Platform is an integrated online service platform for commercial
automobiles. The platform makes use of commercial automobile operating data and deeply
integrates with our supply chain financial service and aftermarket products in order to provide
online commercial automobile purchase and leasing, aftermarket product purchase, supply
chain and logistics finance and other services to users ranging from small and medium-sized
carriers to individual commercial automobile users, which ultimately enhance their
management, logistics efficiency and competitiveness.
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Our CLGG Online Platform includes a website (“CLGG Website”) (which can be
assessed at https://clgg.com/) and a mobile application (“CLGG App”) (which supports both
iOS and Android operation systems).

Illustration of CLGG Website Illustration of CLGG App

The platform has been docked with the main business management systems of our
relevant business sectors, and the first phase of docking the online freight with Fargo as well
as the TMS of Tonghui has been completed. When users submit request for purchasing
commercial automobiles and aftermarket products or application for automobile financing
through the platform, the platform will forward them to the relevant business management
system of our corresponding business unit. Information in such business management system
and our CLGG Online Platform are synchronised, so that users can track the operation progress
timely. As a comprehensive commercial automobile service online platform, our CLGG Online
Platform consolidates the information relating to the services provided by our other business
sectors and presents them in a unified form.

Our CLGG Online Platform consists of the following features:

• introducing our offering of purchase and leasing of commercial automobiles. Users
could conveniently search and filter results on the types of automobiles they would
like to purchase or lease through selecting different options of “use type”, “drive
mode”, “automobile type” and “horsepower”;

• introducing our offering of tyres, lubricants, ETC, etc. which are similarly offered
by our aftermarket product business;

• introducing our supply chain financial service sector, including our financial leasing
business, logistics factoring and insurance agency business, with succinct language
and charts;

• linking to our IoV and data service, through which users can conveniently gain
access to all our IoV service by logging into their accounts with CLGG Online
Platform; and

• allowing users to access our online freight platform through the CLGG App.

As such, we provide our intragroup commercial automobile-related services to the users
of our CLGG Online Platform with enhanced customer experience.
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For the future development of our CLGG Online Platform, please refer to the section
headed “Future Plans and [REDACTED]” in this document.

SUPPLY CHAIN FINANCIAL SERVICE SECTOR

Benefiting from (i) our focus on the field of commercial automobiles, and (ii)
development of our industry-leading risk management capabilities supported by our IoV
technologies, our supply chain financial service sector has achieved a steady development. We
manage to offer a wide range of financial services along the supply chain of the commercial
automotive industry and maintains its business with strong profitability and quality assets.
Through integrated business planning and business coordination, our supply chain financial
service sector enjoys diversified customer base expansion channels that reach out to the spare
parts suppliers, commercial automobile sales dealers, logistics service providers, and
commercial automobile end users along the industry supply chain, through which we can
satisfy their financing needs in different scenarios by providing them with a full range of
financial services.

Our supply chain financial service sector primarily comprises: (i) financial leasing
business, (ii) factoring business, and (iii) insurance brokerage business. The following tables
set forth a breakdown of revenue derived from our supply chain financial service sector during
the Track Record Period:

Year Ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Revenue Percentage Revenue Percentage Revenue Percentage

(RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%)

Financial leasing business 454,164 86.5 634,585 94.2 747,793 95.4
Factoring business 59,110 11.3 38,589 5.7 35,221 4.5
OthersNotes (1)&(2) 11,927 2.2 609 0.1 939 0.1

Total 525,201 100.0 673,783 100.0 783,953 100.0

Notes:

(1) Including the revenue generated from (i) the provision of satellite positioning device and the related
installation service to commercial automobiles other than brands from Shaanxi Holding Group in order
to facilitate provision of our financial leasing service, and (ii) our insurance brokerage business. For
further details, please refer to the section headed “Financial Information — Description of Major
Components of Our Results of Operations — Revenue” in this document.

(2) The revenue generated from our insurance brokerage business (which is part of our supply chain
financial service sector offering classified in “Others” category above) is not consolidated since 1 July
2019 as a result of transfer of 25% equity interests of Meixin by the Company to a third party, after
which the percentage of equity interests in Meixin held by the Company decreased from 55% to 30%.
For further details, please refer to the section headed “Appendix I — Accountant’s Report — II Notes
to the Financial Information — 6. Other Gains/(Losses)-Net” in this document. The revenue generated
from our insurance brokerage business amounted to RMB10,109.3 thousand for the six months ended
30 June 2019.

As shown in the table above, our supply chain financial service sector had expanded
rapidly during the Track Record Period. The revenue of our supply chain financial service
sector increased from approximately RMB525.2 million for the year ended 31 December 2019
to approximately RMB673.8 million for the year ended 31 December 2020 and further to
approximately RMB784.0 million for the year ended 31 December 2021, representing a CAGR
of 22.2%.
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In 2019 to 2021, our factoring business and financial leasing businesses covered a total
of more than 42,800 customers with the newly invested funds reached RMB8,166.4 million,
RMB10,332.6 million and RMB8,830.9 million, respectively. In particular, benefiting from our
close connection with the logistics service providers, our logistics and supply chain service
sector brought in business of 1,873 units of newly leased automobiles with a cumulative newly
invested funds of approximately RMB545.7 million for Deewin Financial Leasing during the
Track Record Period, and also new factoring transactions with a cumulative newly invested
funds of approximately RMB1,097.1 million for Deewin Factoring during the Track Record
Period.

Financial Leasing Business

We engage in financial leasing business through our wholly-owned subsidiary, Deewin
Financial Leasing. As at 31 December 2021, our financial leasing business has served
customers located in about 31 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions in the PRC.
Our financial leasing services are provided through our commercial automobile sales dealers
and service providers located throughout the PRC. The map below illustrates the location of
our financial leasing business presence as at 31 December 2021:

Locations with Presence of Our Financial Leasing Business

South China
Sea Islands
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In September 2015, the State Council of the PRC issued the Guiding Opinions of the
General Office of the State Council on Accelerating Development of the Financial Leasing
Industry* (《國務院辦公廳關於加快融資租賃業發展指導意見》), which encourages the use of
financial leases to serve the development of the real economy and promotes the further
penetration of automobile financing in the PRC. According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, the
sales volume of heavy commercial automobiles in the PRC from 2022 to 2026 are expected to
return to a normal level in the next few years but still remain at a relatively high level,
amounting to 1,277.5 thousand units in 2026. Also, from 2017 to 2021 the existing volume of
heavy commercial automobiles in the PRC increased from 6.3 million to 8.2 million with a
CAGR of 6.9%, and from 2021 to 2026 it is expected to increase from 8.2 million to 8.3 million
with a CAGR of 0.2%. In addition, from 2017 to 2021 the financial leasing penetration ratio
for heavy commercial automobiles in the PRC increased from 33.5% to 55.8%, and from 2021
to 2026 it is expected to increase from 55.8% to 67.3%. This lays a good foundation for the
sustainable development of our financial leasing business. Please refer to the section headed
“Industry Overview” in this document for further details.

According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, our financial leasing business ranked fourth
among all the commercial automobile manufacturer-connected financial leasing enterprises in
the PRC in terms of the number of newly leased commercial automobiles in 2021. Deewin
Financial Leasing was recognised by Commercial Automobile Professional Committee of
China Automobile Dealers Association* (中國汽車流通協會商用車專業委員會) as one of the
China’s top eight commercial automobile financing enterprises in 2019.

During the Track Record Period, the number of effective financial leasing agreements that
we entered into was approximately 22.1 thousand, 33.8 thousand and 33.8 thousand as at 31
December 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively. As at 31 December 2021, we had a total assets
of RMB8,052.3 million, having served a total of more than 81.3 thousand customers for over
94.3 thousand leased commercial automobiles through our network of high-quality commercial
automobile sales dealers in the PRC.

Sale and Leaseback Model

Our financial leasing business specialises in providing sale and leaseback service to our
customers. Under the sale and leaseback model, our customer acquires an automobile from our
commercial automobile sales dealers and sells and transfers the ownership of that automobile
to us. We (as lessor) then leases the automobile back to our customer (as lessee) in exchange
for periodic lease payments. This is effectively a combination of purchase and leasing
arrangements for our customer, which allows our customers to retain the right to
uninterruptedly enjoy the use of the automobile whilst apportioning a single purchase price into
periodic lease payments, thus satisfying their specific financing needs.
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The following diagram illustrates the typical sale and leaseback arrangement among our
Company, our customer and the commercial automobile sales dealer:

Our Company
(Lessor)

Our customer
(Lessee)

Commercial automobile
sales dealer

Commercial automobile
manufacturers (including
Shaanxi Holding Group)

(1) Selection of automobile

(3) Recommendation of our
customer for financing

(2) Acquisition and delivery of
automobile

Supply of commercial automobiles for selling to end-customersPayment for the commercial automobiles

Service providernote (2)

(5) Signing of agreements

(6) Transfer of ownership and mortgage of automobile (without
affecting use by our customer)

(8) Periodic lease paymentsnote (3)

(9) Transfer of ownership of automobile and cancellation of mortgage
of automobile upon completion of lease and corresponding payments

(4) Conducting due diligence and credit assessment

Operational flow

Fund flow

(7) Payment of net financing amountnote (1)

Initial payment

Notes:

(1) Net financing equals to the total estimated value of the leased commercial automobile minus the initial
payment by our customer (the initial payment typically includes down payment, security deposit,
insurance fee, administrative fee, satellite positioning device installation fee and retention price (if
applicable)).

(2) Service providers generally sell various brands of commercial automobiles, trailers and second hand
commercial automobiles, and do not focus on selling one specific brand of automobiles. They also
leverage on such sales activities to provide financing solutions (including financial leasing services)
supporting the sales process.

(3) Periodic lease payments include principal and interest payments from our customers. Please refer to the
paragraphs headed “— Financial Leasing Business — Pricing Policy” for further details on our pricing
policy of financial leasing business.

We rely on the commercial automobile sales dealers or the service providers for customer
recommendation and guarantee of the customers’ liability under the financial leasing
arrangement. Some of the customers of our financial leasing service are referred to us by our
automobile sales business, which accounted for approximately 2.1%, 1.6% and 1.8% of the
total number of customers of our financial leasing service for the years ended 31 December
2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively. Typically, we provide a net financing amount of 65.0% to
90.0% of the total estimated value of the leased commercial automobiles. The periodic lease
payments consist of the net financing amount together with interest (and other fees and
expenses, if applicable). To mitigate our risk, we will (i) require our customer to mortgage the
leased commercial automobile to us and arrange for the registration of that mortgage with the
relevant PRC authorities to the extent permitted by local policies and regulations, and (ii)
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require the relevant commercial automobile sales dealer or service provider to provide a
guarantee on the liability of such customer. Throughout the lease term, the costs of commercial
automobile repair and maintenance are borne by our customer. At the end of the lease term, all
rights of the leased commercial automobile will be transferred to our customer and the
mortgage of the leased commercial automobile will be cancelled.

We also provide financial leasing service to users of commercial automobiles in the
existing reserve market, which is less affected by the sales volume of the new commercial
automobiles in the incremental market. For the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021,
the Company provided financial leasing services for 445, 352 and 146 units of commercial
automobiles in the existing reserve market, representing only approximately 2.3%, 1.3% and
0.7% of the Company’s financial leasing business, respectively. In limited but growing number
of cases, our customer sells his/her/its second hand commercial automobile to us to gain cash
inflow and we then lease such commercial automobile to our customer for lease payments. We
discount the value of the subject commercial automobile for age, condition, model, level of
operational depreciation and obsoleteness of the commercial automobiles, assessed by
independent valuation or comparable model of that commercial automobile in the first and/or
second hand market, and take into account the customer’s financing needs to determine the net
financing to our customer. The following table sets forth the approximate average and range of
discounts applied to the comparable models of commercial automobiles by the Group during
the Track Record Period:

For the Year Ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Average discount 58.4% 52.5% 56.2%
Range of discountnote (1) 12.7% – 86.6% 2.2% – 86.7% 4.2% – 70.9%

Note:

(1) The discount rates applied to the subject commercial automobiles during the Track Record Period were
dispersed mainly because of the divergence in the age, condition, model, level of operational
depreciation and obsoleteness of the subject commercial automobiles, which had been and will continue
to be assessed on a case-by-case basis. According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, this is also in line with
the industry norm.

The following table sets out the movement in the number of financial leasing agreements
and the financial lease receivables balance during the years and as at the dates indicated:

For the Year Ended and
As at 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Number of Agreements

Financial leasing agreements at the
beginning of the year 20,281 22,065 33,759

Financial leasing agreements entered into
during the year 14,294 20,511 13,883

Financial leasing agreements due during the year (12,510) (8,817) (13,864)
Financial leasing agreements at the

end of the year 22,065 33,759 33,778
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For the Year Ended and
As at 31 December

2019 2020 2021

(RMB in million)

Beginning financial lease receivables balance Note (1) 5,039.5 6,728.8 9,736.9
Additional financial lease receivables released

during the year 6,643.8 9,379.7 6,833.0
Additional financial lease receivables collected

during the year (4,954.5) (6,371.7) (8,153.6)
Ending financial lease receivables balance 6,728.8 9,736.9 8,416.3

Note:

(1) The amount of financial lease receivables each year is measured by the value of outstanding rent balance
derived from the existing financial leasing agreements at the end of each year without cash flow
discounted. Meanwhile, the amount of loan receivables from financial leasing business each year is
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.

The following table sets out the change in the average and range of principal amount of
newly entered financial leasing agreements and the amount of financial leases receivables
during the years and as at the dates indicated:

For the Year Ended and
As at 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Average principal amount of newly entered financial
leasing agreements (RMB’000)

430.4 442.8 470.8

Range of principal amount of newly entered
financial leasing agreements (RMB’000)

27.0 – 50,000.0 365.0 – 40,000.0 50.0 – 150,000.0

Ending financial lease receivables balance
(RMB in million)Note (1)

6,728.8 9,736.9 8,416.3

Note:

(1) The amount of financial lease receivables each year is measured by the value of outstanding rent balance
derived from the existing financial leasing agreements at the end of each year without cash flow
discounted. Meanwhile, the amount of loan receivables from financial leasing business each year is
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.

Our Customers

As at 31 December 2021, in terms of number of customers, more than 97.0% of our
customers are individuals who are independent third parties of our Company. The remaining
customers of our financial leasing business mainly include (i) various companies providing
logistics service in relation to a wide range of goods and products, and (ii) an independent
commercial automobile manufacturer. For the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021,
we provided financial leasing service to one commercial automobile manufacturer, namely the
aforementioned independent commercial automobile manufacturer, only. There was no
material fluctuation in terms of the number of commercial automobile manufacturers served by
our financial leasing service during the Track Record Period. In addition, the customers of our
financial leasing business did not include any spare parts suppliers during the Track Record
Period.
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During the Track Record Period, none of the aforementioned customers contributed (a)
more than 5.0% of the total revenue of our financial leasing business, and (b) more than 1.0%
of the total revenue of the Group, for one or more relevant year during the Track Record Period,
respectively. As such, the customers of our financial leasing business were dispersed and no
single customer was regarded as a major customer of our financial leasing business during the
Track Record Period.

In order to effectively reduce the business risk for engaging our financial leasing
business, we normally select those customers who use our financial leasing services for no
more than two commercial automobiles. Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Risk
Management for Financial Leasing and Factoring Business — Credit Risk Management —
Financial Leasing Business — Stage 2: Customer due diligence and credit assessment” in this
section for further details regarding the selection of our customers.

Models and Sales Channels

Our financial leasing business can be divided into two categories in accordance with
automobile brands subject to our financial leases, namely (i) brands from Shaanxi Holding
Group, and (ii) other automobile brands. The other automobile brands generally consist of the
mainstream domestic commercial automobile brands other than those from Shaanxi Holding
Group, which include external brands, trailers and second hand commercial automobiles.

Generally, financial leasing projects for brands from Shaanxi Holding Group are sourced
by our commercial automobile sales dealers that mainly sell commercial automobiles of brands
from Shaanxi Holding Group, whereas those for the other brands are mostly sourced by our
service providers. Differentiated from those commercial automobile sales dealers that focus on
selling automobiles, service providers sell commercial automobiles of external brands, trailers
and second hand commercial automobiles to the customers, and financial leasing services are
provided by commercial automobile financial leasing service providers to support the sales
process. The following table sets forth the breakdown of the units of newly leased and invested
amount of the respective main business streams for the years indicated:

Year Ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Units of
newly leased
automobiles

Invested
amount

Invested
amount

percentage

Units of
newly leased
automobiles

Invested
amount

Invested
amount

percentage

Units of
newly leased
automobiles

Invested
amount

Invested
amount

percentage

(RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%)

Brands from Shaanxi Holding Group 17,023 5,350,554.0 89.3 24,808 7,665,148.4 88.8 19,156 5,735,392.6 94.9
Other automobile brands 2,327 642,172.6 10.7 3,216 963,217.4 11.2 1,150 309,546.9 5.1

Total 19,350 5,992,726.6 100.0 28,024 8,628,365.8 100.0 20,306 6,044,939.5 100.0

For the year ended 31 December 2021, our financial leasing business accounted for 10.8%
of the total number of sales of commercial automobiles manufactured by Shaanxi Heavy Duty
Automobile and 22.7% of the total number of sales of commercial automobiles manufactured
by Shaanxi Commercial Automobile, respectively, and maintained a leading position among all
the automobile financial leasing providers respectively for Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile
and Shaanxi Commercial Automobile in 2020.
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Lease Terms

Our lease term ranges from three months to thirty-eight months, with twenty-four months
being our dominant lease term. At present, the dominant lease terms in the PRC are twenty-four
months and thirty-six months, with increasing use of those with thirty-six months in recent
years and the longest term usually not exceeding thirty-six months.

The following table sets out the breakdown of number of financial leasing agreements and
financial lease receivables balance according to their terms as at the dates indicated:

As at 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Number

Financial
lease

receivables
balance

Note (1)

Number

Financial
lease

receivables
balance

Note (1)

Number

Financial
lease

receivables
balance

Note (1)

RMB (in
million)

RMB (in
million)

RMB (in
million)

Not more than one year 7,779 1,255.8 12,477 1,780.0 16,854 2,544.1
Over one year but not more than

two years 12,574 4,473.9 17,308 5,936.7 14,403 4,680.6
Over two years 1,712 999.1 3,974 2,020.1 2,471 1,191.6

Total 22,065 6,728.8 33,759 9,736.8 33,778 8,416.3

Note:

(1) The amount of financial lease receivables each year is measured by the value of outstanding rent balance
derived from the existing financial leasing agreements at the end of each year without cash flow
discounted. Meanwhile, the amount of loan receivables from financial leasing business each year is
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.

Operational Workflow

Our financial leasing business operation generally follows our operational workflow as
shown below. The chart below shows the typical process workflow of our financial leasing
business operation:

Recommendation
and project
initiation

Customer due
diligence and

credit
assessment

Execution of
agreements

Payment and
transfer of
ownership

Post leasing
management

and monitoring

Completion
and settlement

Stage 1: Recommendation and project initiation

We work closely with our commercial automobile sales dealers and service providers,
which have been introduced and screened internally by our officers and project managers for
collaborative engagement, to identify potential financial leasing demands from our customers.
Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Risk Management for Financial Leasing and
Factoring Business — Credit Risk Management — Financial Leasing Business — Stage 1:
Recommendation and preliminary assessment” in this section for further details regarding our
screening of commercial automobile sales dealers and service providers. Our commercial
automobile sales dealers and service providers also conduct preliminary screening and
assessment on the background information of the customers that they refer to us.
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Stage 2: Customer due diligence and credit assessment

The credit assessment department will conduct a further due diligence investigation
against the background of the commercial automobile leasing project and creditworthiness of
our customer, and compile due diligence and risk assessment reports. We will also produce
credit assessment reports based on the credit assessment results provided by independent third
parties in the following manner: (i) for all customers who are natural persons, we will obtain
credit assessment data from various big data platforms managed by independent third parties
with a letter of authorisation issued by such customer for conducting information query; and
(ii) for all customers who are legal persons, we will obtain credit assessment information
through open information platforms managed by independent third parties. The customer’s
application and relevant due diligence materials will then be circulated for internal assessment
and approval. Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Risk Management for Financial
Leasing and Factoring Business — Credit Risk Management — Financial Leasing Business —
Stage 2: Customer due diligence and credit assessment” in this section for further details
regarding our credit assessment procedure.

We dedicate to expand the base of high-quality customers. For the years ended 31
December 2019, 2020 and 2021, the credit review passing rates of our new financial leasing
applications were approximately 98.4%, 99.0% and 97.3%, respectively. The following table
sets forth the number of rejected applications and the related rejection rate during the Track
Record Period:

Years ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Number of rejected applications 209 229 464(1)

Rejection rate 1.6% 1.0% 2.7%

Note:

(1) The number of rejected applications for the year ended 31 December 2021 increased as a result of our
enhanced customer due diligence and credit assessment by introduction of additional third party service
providers of external database at the beginning of 2021.

Stage 3: Execution of agreements

After assessment, we will notify our customers of the assessment result. If the customer
passes our screening, the business operation department will negotiate and settle the terms of
the financial lease with our customer with the assistance of the commercial automobile sales
dealers or service providers. Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Supply Chain Financial
Service Sector — Financial Leasing Business — Pricing policy” in this section for further
details regarding the determination of the pricing of our financial leases. To further mitigate
our risks, we may also (i) require our customer to execute a mortgage agreement to mortgage
the subject automobile in favour of us, and (ii) require the relevant commercial automobile
sales dealer or service provider to provide a guarantee on the financial liability of such
customer.

Once the terms are finalised, our customer is required to settle the initial payment (which
typically includes down payment, security deposit, insurance fee, administrative fee, satellite
positioning device installation fee and retention price (if applicable)) on or prior to the
execution of the financial leasing agreement, to provide us other necessary documents to
effectuate the sale and leaseback arrangement and to complete the necessary administrative
procedures (which include, without limitation, the installation of Tianxingjian IoV System onto
the leased commercial automobile) accordingly.
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Stage 4: Payment and transfer of ownership

The ownership of the leased commercial automobile is transferred to us upon the
execution of the financial leasing agreement. Our finance department then arranges the
payment of the purchase price to our customer in accordance with the terms and conditions of
the agreement, upon which the lease term for that leased commercial automobile shall begin.
We normally require that the time from passing of the credit assessment to beginning of the
lease term shall not exceed three months, or otherwise the financial leasing project shall be
aborted.

Stage 5: Post leasing management and monitoring

Our customer will provide us with periodic lease payments according to the agreed
payment schedule under the financial leasing agreement under the lease term. Please refer to
the paragraphs headed “— Risk Management for Financial Leasing and Factoring Business —
Credit Risk Management — Financial Leasing Business — Stage 4: Risk monitoring and
enforcement” in this section for further details regarding our risk management procedures in
managing our portfolio.

Stage 6: Completion and settlement

At the completion and settlement stage, the ownership of the leased commercial
automobile will be transferred back to our customer upon the full performance of the financial
leasing agreement.

Asset Quality Information

During the Track Record Period, our financial leasing business had overdue rates of 2.0%,
2.1% and 4.0% and overdue rates for assets of newly added financial leases amounted to
0.03%, 0.03% and 0.18% for the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively.
On 1 December 2020, Deewin Financial Leasing received AA grade credit rating by China
Chengxin Credit Rating Group.

The following table sets forth the number of customers and lease contracts, the average
and range of interest rate charged, the value of collateral and additional collateral (including
guarantees), the aggregate, average and range of coverage ratio, and the loan-to-value ratio in
respect of the incremental market during the years and as at the dates indicated:

Year Ended and As at 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Number of customers 12,074 17,199 12,681
Number of financial leasing agreements 14,294 20,511 13,883
Average interest rate

charged 7.6% 7.1% 7.1%
Range of interest rate charged 4.1% – 11.0% 4.0% – 12.0% 4.2% – 10.8%
Value of collateral (including guarantees)

(RMB in million) 6,653.3 9,924.8 6,735.7
Aggregate coverage ratio Note (1) 136.6% 136.7% 136.9%
Average coverage ratio Note (2) 137.5% 138.7% 140.0%
Range of coverage ratio Note (2) 100.0% – 312.3% 100.0% – 356.6% 100.0% – 370.1%
Loan-to-value ratio Note (3) 73.2% 73.2% 73.1%
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Notes:

(1) Aggregate coverage ratio is calculated as the value of newly-added total leased assets of the relevant
year divided by the outstanding finance lease receivables in respect of our financial leasing business as
at the year end.

(2) Coverage ratio for each financial leasing transaction is calculated as the value of newly-added leased
assets of the relevant year divided by the outstanding financial lease receivables in respect of such
financial leasing transaction as at the year end.

(3) Loan-to-value ratio is calculated as the outstanding financial lease receivables divided by the value of
total leased assets as at the year end.

The following table sets forth the number of customers and lease contracts, the average
and range of interest rate charged, the value of collateral and additional collateral (including
guarantees), the aggregate, average and range of coverage ratio, and the loan-to-value ratio in
respect of the existing reserve market during the years and as at the dates indicated:

Year Ended and As at 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Number of customers 287 252 104Note (4)

Number of financial leasing agreements 317 272 109Note (4)

Average interest rate charged 10.5% 10.6% 10.6%
Range of interest rate charged 6.5% – 12.8% 7.8% – 12.3% 7.5% – 13.9%
Value of collateral (including guarantees)

(RMB in million) 73.0 61.9 26.9Note (5)

Aggregate coverage ratioNote (1) 112.5% 114.6% 113.2%
Average coverage ratioNote (2) 112.8% 114.8% 112.3%
Range of coverage ratioNote (2) 100.4% – 124.3% 100.0% – 124.6% 100.3% – 112.5%
Loan-to-value ratio Note (3) 88.9% 87.3% 88.3%

Notes:

(1) Aggregate coverage ratio is calculated as the value of newly-added total leased assets of the relevant
year divided by the outstanding finance lease receivables in respect of our financial leasing business as
at the year end.

(2) Coverage ratio for each financial leasing transaction is calculated as the value of newly-added leased
assets of the relevant year divided by the outstanding financial lease receivables in respect of such
financial leasing transaction as at the year end.

(3) Loan-to-value ratio is calculated as the outstanding financial lease receivables divided by the value of
total leased assets as at the year end.

(4) The number of customers involved and the number of financial leasing agreements entered into by us
for the year ended 31 December 2021 were subject to increased price of oil as well as power rationing
arising from the second half of 2021, which resulted in lower business operation efficiency of our
financial leasing business for the same period.

(5) There was a material decrease in the value of collateral (including guarantees) from RMB61.9 million
as at 31 December 2020 to RMB26.9 million as at 31 December 2021. Such decrease was primarily due
to the decrease in the number and the amount of financial leases for other automobile brands and the
second hand automobiles during the year ended 31 December 2021.
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The following table sets forth information about the credit risk exposure of our financial
leasing business’s loan receivables as at the dates indicated using a provision matrix:

Stage 1Note (1) Stage 2Note (2) Stage 3Note (3) Total

Loan receivables
31 December 2019
Expected loss rate 0.4% 28.8% 58.3% 2.0%
Gross carrying amount (RMB’000) 6,049,262 10,464 164,364 6,224,090
Loss allowance provision (RMB’000) (24,374) (3,018) (95,763) (123,155)

31 December 2020
Expected loss rate 0.5% 31.8% 41.3% 2.1%
Gross carrying amount (RMB’000) 8,678,240 14,743 351,825 9,044,808
Loss allowance provision (RMB’000) (41,184) (4,686) (145,119) (190,989)

31 December 2021
Expected loss rate 0.8% 34.6% 56.7% 4.0%Note (4)

Gross carrying amount (RMB’000) 7,400,012 154,724 346,285 7,901,021
Loss allowance provision (RMB’000) (62,888) (53,557) (196,191) (312,636)

Notes:

(1) If the credit risk has not increased significantly since its initial recognition, the financial instrument is
included in stage 1, at which only the expected credit loss in the next 12 months needs to be measured.

(2) If the credit risk has increased significantly since its initial recognition but is not yet deemed to be
credit-impaired, the financial instrument is moved to Stage 2, at which the lifetime expected credit loss
needs to be measured.

(3) If the financial instrument is credit-impaired, the financial instrument is then moved to Stage 3, at which
the lifetime expected credit loss needs to be measured.

In terms of the long-term loan receivables being subject to credit impairment, we will evaluate the
recoverability of the relevant long-term loan receivables on a case-by-case basis based on various
factors including the value of the relevant collaterals. The expected loss rate as at 31 December 2020
was lower than that as at 31 December 2019 and 31 December 2021 because the relevant defaults in
2020 were mainly attributable to the occasional incident of sharp increase in domestic price of natural
gas due to the bad weather in Northwest China, and therefore the deterioration of the financial
conditions of the relevant customers was only temporary. As such, the recoverability of the relevant
long-term loan receivables was higher and bad debts were accrued at lower level.

(4) The expected loss rate increased from 2.1% as at 31 December 2020 to 4.0% as at 31 December 2021.
The increase was primarily due to the deterioration of the financial conditions of the relevant customers
as a result of (i) the steady increase of domestic price of oil and natural gas, which led to higher
transportation costs, and (ii) the continuing development of COVID-19, which impacted the business
operation efficiency and reduced the logistics transportation routes.
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Lease Portfolio

The following table sets forth the breakdown of the financial lease receivables by
exposure size based on the related contractual undiscounted cash flow in respect of the
incremental market as at the dates indicated:

As at 31 December

2019 2020 2021

RMB (in
million) %

RMB (in
million) %

RMB (in
million) %

Up to RMB500,000 4,157.4 61.8 6,105.2 62.7 5,153.0 61.2
Over RMB500,000 to RMB1,000,000

(inclusive) 1,050.1 15.6 1,668.8 17.2 1,311.9 15.6
Over RMB1,000,000 to RMB3,000,000

(inclusive) 862.9 12.8 1,298.6 13.3 992.7 11.8
Over RMB3,000,000 658.5 9.8 664.2 6.8 958.7 11.4

Amount of financial lease
receivablesNote (1) 6,728.8 100 9,736.9 100 8,416.3 100.0

Note:

(1) The amount of financial lease receivables each year is measured by the value of outstanding rent balance
derived from the existing financial leasing agreements at the end of each year without cash flow
discounted. Meanwhile, the amount of loan receivables from financial leasing business each year is
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.

Based on the collateral/security provided, we can classify financial leases into the
following categories:

• Guaranteed leases without security: leases backed by guarantees of commercial
automobile dealers, the service providers or any other persons (including guarantees
provided by our internal channels under the automobile sales business), but not
backed by any security or collateral;

• Secured leases without guarantee: leases secured in whole or in part by or pledge
mortgage on leased commercial automobiles, but not backed by any guarantors; and

• Secured leases with guarantee: leases backed by guarantees of commercial
automobile dealers, the service providers or any other persons (including guarantees
provided by our internal channels under the automobile sales business), as well as
secured in whole or in part by mortgage on leased commercial automobiles.
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The following table sets forth our financial lease receivables from financial leasing
business by collateral/security based on the related contractual undiscounted cash flow in
respect of the incremental market as at the dates indicated:

As at 31 December

2019 2020 2021

RMB (in
million) %

RMB (in
million) %

RMB (in
million) %

Guaranteed leases without securitynotes (1)(3) 1,318.4 19.6 1,254.3 12.9 1,089.9 13.0
Secured leases without guaranteenote (2) nil nil nil nil 407.5 4.8
Secured leases with guaranteenote (3) 5,410.4 80.4 8,482.6 87.1 6,918.9 82.2

Amount of financial lease receivablesnote (4) 6,728.8 100.0 9,736.9 100.0 8,416.3 100.0

Notes:

(1) These leases were backed by guarantees but not any security or collateral because, during the Track
Record Period, whilst we have executed mortgage agreements with our customers in respect all the
leased commercial automobiles, such mortgages of the leased commercial automobiles were not all
registered because of the differentiated mortgage registration standards implemented by certain local
authorities in various cities in the PRC (including those in Xinjiang and Tibet) that do not practically
allow registration of relevant mortgages by financial leasing companies. As advised by our PRC Legal
Advisers, (i) the absence of mortgage registration would not impact the effectiveness of mortgage
agreements, and (ii) if our customers breach the relevant financial leasing agreements and dispose of the
relevant commercial automobiles without our approval, we could claim against such customers for
breach of contract based on the financial leasing agreements and mortgage agreements. During the Track
Record Period and up to the Latest Practicable Date, we had not been a party to any aforementioned
legal proceedings against our customers arising in the ordinary course of our financial leasing business.

(2) Since the beginning of 2021, we had entered into several financial leasing arrangements with customers
directly without the referral by, or guarantee from, the commercial automobile sales dealers or the
service providers. As at 31 December 2021, there were 107 financial leasing agreements adopting this
approach (representing approximately 0.3% of our total number of financial leasing agreements as at
31 December 2021, which was insignificant to our financial leasing business), and all these financial
leases were secured with mortgage of the leased commercial automobiles. According to the Frost &
Sullivan Report, this approach is in line with the industry norm.

(3) Some of these guarantees were provided internally by our internal channels (i.e. the subsidiaries of
Fargo) under the automobile sales business. In respect of guaranteed leases without security, the amount
of financial lease receivables subject to our internal guarantees amounted to approximately RMB119.3
million, RMB127.3 million and RMB213.6 million as at 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021,
representing approximately 1.8%, 1.3% and 2.5% of the total amount of financial lease receivables,
respectively.

In respect of secured leases with guarantee, the amount of financial lease receivables subject to our
internal guarantees amounted to approximately RMB42.1 million, RMB92.0 million and RMB89.0
million as at 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, representing approximately 0.6%, 0.9% and 1.1% of
the total amount of financial lease receivables, respectively.

(4) The amount of financial lease receivables each year is measured by the value of outstanding rent balance
derived from the existing financial leasing agreements at the end of each year without cash flow
discounted. Meanwhile, the amount of loan receivables from financial leasing business each year is
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
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Summary of Key Terms of Financial Leasing Agreement

A summary of the key terms of the financial leasing agreement is set out below
(demonstrated by those under a core commercial automobile financial leasing transaction):

• Term: the lease terms under a majority of our lease agreements are two to three
years;

• Commercial automobile under lease: a detailed list of commercial automobile for
leasing is appended to the financial leasing agreement;

• Ownership of commercial automobile under lease: during the lease term, we have
the ownership of leased commercial automobile, whereas our customer enjoys the
right to possess, use and generate income from the leased commercial automobile
subject to the terms and conditions of the financial leasing agreement. The lessee
may not transfer, sub-lease, lend or otherwise dispose of the leased commercial
automobile without our consent, and must take appropriate actions to take proper
care of the leased commercial automobile;

• Installation: Tianxingjian IoV System or other approved satellite positioning device
will be installed in the commercial automobile to be leased;

• Rent, fees and security deposit:

— regular lease payment by lessee;

— fees for late repayment and insurance; and

— security deposit;

• Default provision: if lessee fails to pay any instalment of rent or fails to perform any
of its obligation specified in the financial leasing agreements, we shall have the right
to demand prompt payment in full or in part of the loan receivables from the
financial leasing business;

• Dispute resolution: the financial leasing agreement shall be interpreted in
accordance with the laws of the PRC, and if any dispute arises, it shall be subject
to the People’s Court of the PRC that has jurisdiction over the region where the
financial leasing agreement was signed; and

• Completion: after full settlement of all interest and principal payables or
compensation settled.

Pricing Policy

The following table sets forth the percentage range of down payment, security deposit,
administrative fee and annual interest rate for the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and
2021, respectively:

Year Ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Down payment 0.0% – 30.0% 0.0% – 30.0% 0.0% – 30.0%
Security deposit 0.0% – 30.0% 0.0% – 30.0% 0.0% – 30.0%
Administrative fee 0.0% – 1.0% 0.0% – 1.0% 0.0% – 1.0%
Annual interest rate 4.1% – 11.0% 4.0% – 12.0% 4.2% – 10.8%
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As advised by our PRC Legal Advisers, (i) there is no limitation imposed by the relevant
PRC laws, rules and regulations in relation to the standard business administrative fees, such
as interest rates and administrative fees, charged for provision of financial leasing business;
and (ii) pursuant to the Relevant Regulatory Opinion Letter for Deewin Financial Leasing Co.,
Ltd. and Shanghai Deewin Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.* (《關於德銀融資租賃有限公司上
海德銀商業保理有限公司相關監管意見的函》) issued by Shanghai Municipal Financial
Regulatory Bureau on 6 February 2022, Deewin Financial Leasing was not subject to any
supervisory measure or administrative penalties imposed by Shanghai Municipal Financial
Regulatory Bureau. As such, our PRC Legal Advisers are of the view that the interest rates and
administrative fees charged by the Group during the Track Record Period in respect of its
financial leasing business complied with all the applicable PRC laws, rules and regulations in
all material aspects.

There are circumstances under which we would reduce the down payment, security
deposit and/or administrative fees to zero. For example, (i) we take into account our customer’s
down payment and security deposit as a complete pricing parameter and do not consider them
separately in determining our pricing for each customer. Generally, when the security deposit
payment is sufficient to provide an internal rate of return required in respect of that single
transaction, we may choose not to demand for down payment from our customer and vice
versa. Yet, either down payment or security deposit would still be required for a transaction;
and (ii) if the combination of the above pricing parameters meets the expected rate of return
set by our policy, our administrative fee charged on such customer can be reduced to zero. Such
pricing policy is in line with the industry norm.

The pricing policy of our financial leasing business is formulated with reference to
categorisation of the financial lease products (rather than by customer segmentation) and has
been driven by the following two main factors:

(i) Our risk appetite, taking into account the historical performance and risk profile of
a particular product type. If we choose to enter into certain product areas with higher
risk, we would require more favourable pricing terms, such as by increasing down
payment ratio; for more mature areas with good business quality, we are willing to
offer more concessions on pricing; and

(ii) By reference to the price level of the competitors and change of the prevailing
market price.

The annual business meeting is held every year within the Company, at which the basic
pricing policy for the year will be formulated and the target internal rate of return will be
clearly defined. The target internal rate of return is theoretically fixed, but there are sales and
promotion initiatives in each year due to seasonality and regionality from time to time and
adjustments may be made to our key financial leasing terms including price, security deposit,
down payment ratio and interest rate accordingly, which ultimately affect our pricing policy.
Generally, the number and amount of financial leasing business tend to decline during the third
quarter of the year, which is in line with the pattern of commercial automobile sales, in
particular the heavy commercial automobile sales, in China.
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The following table sets forth the interest income, interest expense, net interest income,
net interest spread and net interest margin of our financial leasing business for the years ended
31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively:

Year Ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

(RMB (in
million),

except for
%)

(RMB (in
million),

except for
%)

(RMB (in
million),

except for
%)

Interest incomeNote (1) 454.6 634.6 747.8
Interest expenseNote (2) 168.5 220.7 278.4
Net interest incomeNote (3) 286.1 413.9 477.4
Net interest marginNote (4) 4.9% 4.6% 5.3%

Notes:

(1) “Interest income” represents income generated by the financial lease receivables of Deewin Financial
Leasing.

(2) “Interest expense” represents expense for the interest-bearing liabilities of Deewin Financial Leasing.

(3) “Net interest income” represents the difference between the interest income and the interest expense of
Deewin Financial Leasing.

(4) “Net interest margin” is calculated by dividing net interest income by the average balance of financial
lease receivables of Deewin Financial Leasing as at the beginning and as at the end of the year.

Due to market competition, the interest rates and administrative fees for our financial
leasing business are under a downward pressure. According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, this
is also consistent with the industry trend.

Liquidity management

We closely monitor the liquidity status of our financial leasing business and proactively
manage the relevant potential business operations risks. The following table sets forth the
relevant liquidity indicators (calculated based on the financial information of Deewin Financial
Leasing) in respect of our financial leasing business only as at the dates indicated below which
are in line with the industry:

As at 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Current ratioNote (1) 1.0 1.0 1.2
Risk asset to equity ratio (%)Note (2) 483.6 539.7 481.5
Gearing ratio (%)Note (3) 244.7 316.4 356.5
Leverage ratio (%)Note (4) 308.1 342.1 357.6
Liquidity gap (RMB in million)Note (5) 1,218.0 1,606.0 1,562.3
Registered capital (RMB in million) 1,050.0 1,550.0 1,550.0
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Notes:

(1) Total current assets divided by total current liabilities as at the end of the year.

(2) Total assets (but excluding cash and bank deposits) divided by total equity as at the end of the year.

(3) Net debts (including borrowings, lease liabilities, bond payable and loan payable but excluding
restricted bank deposits and cash and cash equivalent) divided by the total equity as at the end of the
year end.

(4) Total borrowings divided by total equity as at the end of the year.

(5) Total financial assets minus total financial liabilities as at the end of the year.

Our Lenders and Funding Capabilities

We conduct regular capital planning, reporting and forecasting, and formulate appropriate
funding plans which seek to mitigate our exposure to liquidity and interest rate risks. We have
established a prudent risk management system to manage our credit risk, liquidity risk and
interest rate risk. Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Risk Management for Financial
Leasing and Factoring Business” in this section for further details.

As our financial leasing business is capital intensive, we have established diversified
funding channels to ensure the sufficiency of working capital and financing for our financial
leasing business. During the Track Record Period, we mainly obtained funding from several
sources, namely (i) bank borrowings, (ii) loan from related parties, (iii) other borrowings from
other financial institutions, and (iv) asset-backed notes/securities. We carefully assess various
funding options available in the market and select appropriate funding channels by taking into
account the cost of capital, the loan terms and the readiness for the approval of funds.
Accordingly, we have been able to secure sufficient funding to sustain our business growths
during the Track Record Period.

The following table sets out the breakdown of our funding balance by source in respect
of our financial leasing business as at the dates indicated:

As at 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Amount Percentage Amount Percentage Amount Percentage

(RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%)

Bank borrowings 1,667,220 43.0 962,905 17.1 931,563 17.8
Loan from related

partiesNote (1) 1,000,000 25.8 3,585,000 63.8 854,000 16.4
Other borrowings from

other financial
institutionsNote (2) 1,128,321 29.0 749,979 13.4 2,498,429 47.8

Asset-backed
notes/securitiesNote (3) 85,332 2.2 323,003 5.7 939,857 18.0

Total 3,880,873 100.0 5,620,887 100.0 5,223,849 100.0
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Notes:

(1) In order to reduce its dependence on the related parties, Deewin Financial Leasing continued to obtain
credits from third parties, strengthen its financing capabilities, diversify financing channels and meet its
capital needs for business development. As such, there was a material decrease in the amount of loan
from related parties from RMB3,585,000 thousand as at 31 December 2020 to RMB854,000 thousand
as at 31 December 2021. For further details, please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Financial Leasing
Business — Our Lenders and Funding Capabilities — Loan from Related Parties” and “— Financial
Leasing Business — Our Lenders and Funding Capabilities — Our Debt Management” in this section
for further details.

(2) There was a material increase in the amount of other borrowing from other financial institutions from
RMB749,979 thousand as at 31 December 2020 to RMB2,498,429 thousand as at 31 December 2021.
Such increase was primarily because we incurred more borrowings from other financial institutions to
repay our loans from related parties and to fund the expansion of our operational scale.

(3) There was a material increase in the amount of asset-backed notes/securities from RMB323,003
thousand as at 31 December 2020 to RMB939,857 thousand as at 31 December 2021. Such increase was
primarily because we issued additional asset-backed notes in the amount of RMB800.0 million and
RMB900.0 million in June 2021 and September 2021, respectively.

Bank Borrowings

During the Track Record Period, we obtained interest-bearing loans from numerous banks
in the PRC to fund the working capital and liquidity demands from our financial leasing
business. As at 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, our outstanding bank borrowings amounted
to RMB1,667.2 million, RMB962.9 million and RMB931.6 million, respectively. These bank
borrowings typically bore an effective interest rate of approximately 3.8% to 4.8%.

The key terms of the bank borrowing agreements with funding providers include the
followings:

Banks

Fund purpose: Funding the working capital requirements of our
financial leasing business

Term: Typically 12 to 24 months

Effective interest rate: Ranging from 3.8% to 4.8%

Security/guarantee/credit: Shaanxi Holding Automobile and/or the Company
provide or do not provide guarantee

Transferability: Transferable

Loan from Related Parties

During the Track Record Period, we obtained loan from the related parties under a
“unified borrowing and repaying” (統借統還) model, under which the related parties allocate
funds borrowed from the lending banks and financial institutions to us, and collects the
principal and interest payments from us at the corresponding borrowing rate in order to settle
the borrowed funds with the borrowers. Therefore, the lending terms applicable to us will
correspond to those under the financing agreements of the related parties with the lending
banks and financial institutions.
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For further details, please also refer to the sections headed “Relationship with Controlling
Shareholders — Independence from Our Controlling Shareholders” and “Connected
Transactions – Non-exempt Continuing Connected Transactions” in this document.

As at 31 December 2019 and 2020 and 2021, the aggregate balance of loan from related
parties was approximately RMB1,000.0 million, RMB3,585.0 million and RMB854.0 million,
respectively. The table below sets forth the average and range of the annual interest rates for
loans from related parties during the Track Record Period:

For the years ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Average interest rate 4.8% 3.8% 3.4%
Range of interest rate 4.4% – 5.1% 3.1% – 5.1% 3.1% – 4.4%

Other Borrowings from Other Financial Institutions

During the Track Record Period, we secured financing from other financial institutions,
with effective interest rates ranging from approximately 2.1% to 6.8%. Such other financial
institutions primarily include various financial leasing companies engaging in the investment
and transfer of financial leasing assets which are licenced and regulated by the CBIRC and
have strong connections with various commercial banks in China. The relevant outstanding
balance amounted to RMB1,128.3 million, RMB750.0 million and RMB2,498.4 million as at
31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively. For further information, please also refer to
the section headed “Financial Information — Liquidity Capital Resources — Other
Receivables” in this document.

The key terms of the transfer arrangement of the loan receivables with funding providers
include the following:

Term: Typically one to three years

Effective interest rate: Ranging from 2.1% to 6.8%

Security/guarantee: Guarantee and/or pledge of accounts receivable

Transferability: Transferable
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Details of the major financial institutions to which our Group has transferred its financial
leasing assets for financing during the Track Record Period are set out in the following table:

Financial
institution

Registered share
capital

Duration of
business
relationship with
our Group Business profile

Financial
Institution A

RMB14.5 billion March 2017 –
present

Financial leasing
company providing
integrated leasing
services

Bank of Beijing
Financial
Leasing Co.,
Ltd.* (北銀金
融租賃有限公
司)

RMB3.1 billion May 2019 –
present

Financial leasing
company providing
services to real
economy industries
such as equipment
manufacturing, health
care, education
services, public
infrastructure
industries, and rail
transportation

Everbright
Financial
Leasing Co.,
Ltd.* (光大金
融租賃股份有
限公司)

RMB5.9 billion December 2019 –
present

Financial leasing
company with
principal businesses in
transportation, energy,
medical and health
care, culture and
tourism, public
utilities, infrastructure
construction and new
energy

China
Development
Bank Financial
Leasing Co.,
Ltd.* (國銀金
融租賃股份有
限公司)

RMB12.6 billion July 2020 –
present

Financial leasing
company listed in
Hong Kong
specialising in the
business of aviation,
infrastructure,
shipping, financial
inclusion, new energy
and high-end
equipment

Minsheng
Financial
Leasing Co.,
Ltd.* (民生金
融租賃股份有
限公司)

RMB5.1 billion March 2021 –
present

Financial leasing
company specialising
in aviation and
shipping business
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Financial
institution

Registered share
capital

Duration of
business
relationship with
our Group Business profile

Cinda Financial
Leasing Co.,
Ltd.* (信達金
融租賃有限公
司)

RMB3.5 billion April 2021 to
present

Financial leasing
company specialising
in leasing of aviation,
ships, vehicles and
new energy

Financial
Institution G

RMB3.0 billion April 2021 –
present

Financial leasing
company specialising
in the fields of
aerospace products,
high-end equipment
manufacturing,
transportation tools,
information services,
new materials and new
energy, and
infrastructure projects

Shenzhen
Qianhai Yuexiu
Commercial
Factoring Co.,
Ltd.* (深圳前
海越秀商業保
理有限公司)

RMB0.5 billion July 2021 –
present

Financial services
company engaged in
factoring, guarantee,
financial advisory and
provision of financial
intermediary services

Asset-backed Notes/Securities

In September 2019, November 2020, June 2021, September 2021 and March 2022,
Deewin Financial Leasing issued four batches of asset-backed securities and one batch of
asset-backed notes with an aggregate principal amount of approximately RMB323.0 million,
RMB500.1 million, RMB800.0 million, RMB900.0 million and RMB500.0 million,
respectively, which had maturity dates on 25 January 2021, 28 May 2023, 30 November 2022,
28 April 2023 and 28 February 2023, respectively. The asset-backed notes/securities carried
effective interest rate ranging from 3.5% to 5.9%. As at 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, the
outstanding balance of the asset-backed notes/securities (excluding the tranches held by
Deewin Financial Leasing) amounted to approximately RMB85.3 million, RMB323.0 million
and RMB939.9 million, respectively. In addition, Deewin Financial Leasing might issue
additional asset-backed securities, depending on the operating results.

The key terms of the asset-backed notes/securities agreement with funding provides
include the following:

Term: Typically one to three years

Effective interest rate: Ranging from 3.5% to 5.9%
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Underlying assets: Rental payments, associated guarantee right and all the
underlying rights of the original beneficiary (other
than ownership) in the relevant financial leasing
agreements

Credit ratings: AA to AAA

Pursuant to the Several Opinions on Further Promoting the Well-regulated and Sound
Development of Three Types of Institutions in the City Including Finance Lease Companies,
Commercial Factoring Companies and Pawnbrokers and Strengthening Interim and Ex-post
Regulation (No. 1 [2019] of Shanghai Municipal Financial Regulatory Bureau)* (《關於進一
步促進本市融資租賃公司、商業保理公司、典當行等三類機構規範健康發展強化事中事後監
管的若干意見》 (滬金規[2019]1號)) issued by the Shanghai Municipal Financial Regulatory
Bureau in May 2019, the filing and reporting of the asset-backed securities of Deewin
Financial Leasing to Shanghai Municipal Financial Regulatory Bureau have been properly
carried out.

Our Debt Management

We have strictly complied, and will continue to comply with the applicable law and
regulations to ensure that the level of our risk assets is maintained at a reasonable level and is
compliant with the requirements of the relevant PRC laws and regulations. Please refer to the
section headed “Regulatory Overview — Regulations regarding the Supply Chain Finance
Service” in this document for further details.

We have employed the following strategies to manage our level of debt:

• Determining a reasonable level of debt on an annual basis;

• Arranging and prioritising the appropriate means of funding;

• Planning proportional debt repayment structure; and

• Diversifying our funding sources.

We have implemented systematic internal procedures to approve the financing proposals.
First, the finance department formulates financing proposals based on the annual business and
financial budgets, and details regarding financing transaction structure, legal framework,
estimated cost of capital and feasibility plan are included. The financing proposals will be
assessed internally and approved by the general manager. Upon settlement of the terms of the
financing agreements and level of credit with the fund providers, the board of Deewin
Financial Leasing will review and approve the financing proposals.

Going forward, we expect Deewin Financial Leasing to rely less on the provision of funds
from related parties, and to increase the proportion of financing from other independent third
parties.

After [REDACTED], we intend to continue to maintain the aforementioned measures to
manage our level of debt going forward.
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Factoring Business

We conduct our factoring business through our wholly-owned subsidiary, Deewin
Factoring, which focuses on serving the industry chain of commercial automobiles in China.
As at 31 December 2021, our factoring business serves customers located in about 21
provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions in the PRC. The map below illustrates the
location of our factoring business presence as at 31 December 2021:

Areas Covered by Our Factoring Business

Shanghai

Xinjiang

Tibet

Qinghai

Gansu
Inner Mongolia

Hebei

Beijing

Shandong
Shanxi

Heilongjiang

Liaoning

Tianjin

Jilin

Anhui

Henan

Hubei

Hunan
Jiangxi

Zhejiang

Fujian

GuangdongGuangxi
Yunnan

Guizhou

Shaanxi

Sichuan

Taiwan

Ningxia

Chongqing

Hainan

South China
Sea Islands

Jiangsu

In 2019, the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission published the Notice
of Strengthening the Supervision and Administration of General Factoring Enterprises* (《關
於加強商業保理企業監督管理的通知》), which sets out a comprehensive list of requirements
in terms of operation and compliance, market entry, regulatory responsibility and optimisation
of business environment for the commercial factoring companies to comply in order to operate
their business in the PRC. According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, from 2017 to 2021 the
market size of commercial factoring in the PRC increased from RMB514.1 billion to
RMB701.4 billion with a CAGR of 8.1%. Please refer to the section headed “Industry
Overview” in this document for further details.

As at 31 December 2021, loan receivables of our factoring business amounted to
RMB715.8 million. During the Track Record Period, the financing amount provided for each
factoring transaction ranged from RMB17.0 thousand to RMB78.0 million.

According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, the commercial factoring market in the PRC
is highly competitive and fragmented, with a large number of participants but no leading
companies enjoying predominant economies of scale. We are able to acquire stable customers
and business resources in the commercial automobile factoring market, with its strong
connection with the commercial automobile manufacturers, to maintain competitiveness in the
market, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report.
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Factoring Services

Under a typical factoring transaction, we, through accepting the transfer of the ownership
of trade receivables owed by the underlying debtor (as buyer) from our customer (as seller) and
offering financing with an amount discounted by a certain financing ratio, facilitate our
customer’s fund recovery in advance. We are entitled to receive the outstanding sum of the
trade receivables in full directly from the underlying debtor of the trade receivables, or
indirectly through our customer.

Under a factoring transaction, our factoring income is primarily derived from the interest
and administrative fee payable by our customer. Before the advancement of financing sum, we
collect administrative fee from our customer in accordance with the terms of the factoring
financial agreement accounting for costs incurred in confirming the rights associated with the
trade receivables with the buyer, whereas we receive regular interest payments from our
customer as income for provision of our factoring service.

All of our factoring transactions are with recourse (which means that under certain
circumstances (such as a default by the buyer to pay the trade receivables), we have the right
to demand our customers to repay the outstanding balance of the financing provided to such
customers, together with any unpaid interest and related fees owed to us, according to the terms
of the factoring agreements) and without entrusted loan.

The following diagram illustrates typical factoring transaction among our Company, our
factoring customer (as seller) and the buyer:

Our Company
(Factor)

Our customer
(Seller)

Underlying debtor (Buyer)

(1) Provision of goods or services,
incurring trade receivables for

outstanding payments

(8) Settlement of trade
receivables

(3) Transfer of ownership of trade receivables

(4) Signing of factoring agreement

(5) Payment of administrative feenote (2)

(6) Provision of financing

(7) Payments of interests and feesnote (1)

(9) Remaining amount after settlement of outstanding financing
amount and expenses (if any)

(2) Conducting due diligence and credit assessment

Operational flow

Fund flow

Notes:

(1) Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Factoring Business — Pricing Policy” for further details on our
pricing policy of factoring business.

(2) Customers will pay an administrative fee to us upon entering into factoring agreements.
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Factoring Business Streams

We principally engage in two streams of factoring business, which are (i) front-end
factoring for automobile manufacturing supply chain of our Group (the “Supply Chain
Factoring”), and (ii) back-end factoring for logistics companies (the “Logistics Factoring”),
respectively. The following table sets forth a breakdown of revenue from these two streams of
factoring transactions during the Track Record Period:

Year Ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Revenue Percentage Revenue Percentage Revenue Percentage

(RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%)

Supply Chain Factoring 39,021 66.0 34,963 90.6 28,438 80.7
Logistics Factoring 20,089 34.0 3,626 9.4 6,783 19.3

Total 59,110 100.0 38,589 100.0 35,221 100.0

Supply Chain Factoring

As at the Latest Practicable date, our Supply Chain Factoring business accounted for
relatively higher portion of revenue generation for our factoring business, serving customers
located in about 16 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions in the PRC. Under the
Supply Chain Factoring business, we benefit from the connections we have with commercial
automobile manufacturing industry, and currently target the small and medium spare parts
suppliers and assembly factories along the automobile manufacturing supply chain as our
major customers, which typically possess trade receivables owed by the commercial
automobile manufacturers or their spare part subsidiaries for supplying spare parts or providing
assembly services with a term of about one to three months.

During the Track Record Period, we also provided supply chain factoring service to one
commercial automobile manufacturer, namely Shaanxi Commercial Automobile, for the year
ended 31 December 2018 only in order to facilitate this commercial automobile manufacturer
to meet its financial needs in 2018. Such supply chain factoring service was no longer provided
to Shaanxi Commercial Automobile after 2018 due to the enhanced financing capabilities and
the corresponding decreased need of factoring service by Shaanxi Commercial Automobile.
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In addition, the following table sets forth the movement in the number of spare parts
suppliers served by our supply chain factoring business during the periods and as at the dates
indicated:

For the Year Ended and
As at 31 December

For the
Period From
31 December

2021 Ended and
As at the Latest

Practicable
Date2019 2020 2021

Number of spare parts suppliers at the beginning of
the period 89 90 98 101

Number of new spare parts suppliers engaged during
the period 42Note (1) 54Note (1) 45Note (1) 18

Number of existing spare parts suppliers ceased to be
engaged during the period (41)Note (2) (46)Note (3) (42)Note (4) 29

Number of spare parts suppliers at the end of the period 90 98 101 90

Notes:

(1) There was a material change in the number of new spare parts suppliers engaged for the years ended 31
December 2019, 2020, and 2021, which were primarily due to our continuing active marketing
campaigns during the relevant year as a result of our adoption of proactive client development strategies.

(2) There was a material change in the number of existing spare parts suppliers ceasing to be engaged for
the year ended 31 December 2019, which were primarily due to the decrease of business transactions
between our spare parts supplier customers and a leading supply chain manufacturing company as a
result of the adjustment of such company’s business operations. As such, the need of supply chain
factoring service from our existing spare parts supplier customers experienced a material change.

(3) There was a material change in the number of existing spare parts suppliers ceasing to be engaged for
the year ended 31 December 2020, which were primarily due to the further decrease of business
transactions between our spare parts supplier customers and a leading supply chain manufacturing
company as a result of the adjustment of such company’s business operations. As such, the need of
supply chain factoring service from our existing spare parts supplier customers experienced a further
material change.

(4) There was a material change in the number of existing spare parts suppliers ceasing to be engaged for
the year ended 31 December 2021, which were primarily due to the strategic change of our resource
allocation where we put additional resources in and gave priority to develop and expand the customer
base of our logistics factoring business in 2021. As such, during the year ended 31 December 2021, our
existing spare parts supplier customers experienced a material decrease.

Logistics Factoring

Under the Logistics Factoring business, we provide factoring services to customers in the
logistics industry (including without limitation, logistics platform companies, small and
medium logistics enterprises, enterprises running supply chain projects and contract logistic
projects), which typically possess accounts receivables owed by the contracting shippers for
the provision of third party logistics services. In addition, the customers of our logistics
factoring service did not include any commercial automobile manufacturers and/or spare parts
suppliers during the Track Record Period.
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Although the Logistics Factoring business does not account for a significant portion of
our factoring business revenue and has a greater business uncertainty due to the
competitiveness in the market, it is strategically important to serve the industry chain of our
Group. For example, Deewin Factoring has close collaboration with Fargo to support its
business development by providing factoring services to the downstream third party carriers
engaged by Fargo in conducting our supply chain business. Anticipating the increasing overall
demand from the logistics sector in the PRC, we expect that our revenue generated from the
Logistics Factoring business will continue to grow in the future.

Customers of Our Factoring Business

In relation to the customers of our factoring business (including supply chain factoring
and logistics factoring), no single customer contributed (a) more than 5.0% of the total revenue
of our factoring business, and (b) more than 1.0% of the total revenue of the Group, for one
or more relevant year during the Track Record Period, respectively. As such, the customers of
our factoring business were dispersed and no single customer was regarded as a major customer
of our factoring business during the Track Record Period.

Operational Workflow

The chart below shows the typical process workflow of our factoring business operation:

Application and
projection
initiation

Customer due
diligence and

credit assessment

Transfer of trade
receivables and

execution of factoring
agreement

Payment and
factoring
financing

Post financing
management and

monitoring

Completion
and

settlement

Stage 1: Application and project initiation

During the Track Record Period, a number of potential customers are self-developed from
the commercial automobile manufacturers’ suppliers, amongst which we have done our own
risk evaluation and customer selection before project initiation. The remaining customers are
mostly sourced by ourselves. The project managers from the business departments will
approach potential customers through phone calls and other marketing channels. For potential
customers who express interest to apply for factoring service, we will first obtain their basic
corporate information and understand their potential need for factoring. The project managers
will then assist our potential customer in lodging an application and a factoring project will be
initiated subject to a preliminary assessment of the potential transaction in consideration of the
early-stage review results.

Stage 2: Customer due diligence and credit assessment

We will conduct a due diligence and credit assessment on our customer. Further
operational and financial information of our customer and the buyer will be collected to assess
their operation quality, business authenticity and credit level. We will also obtain credit
assessment reports from independent third parties when assessing Logistics Factoring projects.
Upon completion of the investigation against our customer and the buyer, the factoring
application will then be processed internally for final assessment and approval and a credit
limit to be granted to our customer will be determined. Please refer to the paragraphs headed
“— Risk Management for Financial Leasing and Factoring Business — Credit Risk
Management — Factoring Business — Stage 2: Customer due diligence and credit assessment”
in this section for further details regarding our assessment procedure.
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We are dedicated to expand the base of high-quality customers. For the years ended 31
December 2019, 2020 and 2021, the credit review passing rates of our new factoring
applications were approximately 97.3%, 99.2% and 96.8%, respectively. The following table
sets forth the number of rejected applications and the relevant rejection rate during the Track
Record Period:

Years ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Number of rejected applications 4 1 1
Rejection rateNote (1) 2.7% 0.8% 2.2%

Note:

(1) The rejection rate each year is calculated by the number of new factoring applications rejected by us
divided by the number of new customers who passed our review plus the number of existing customers
that we continued to serve during the same period. The existing customers who had passed our review
would be allowed to enjoy the financing amount that did not exceed the credit limit we had already
granted them without the need to seek further approval from us.

Stage 3: Transfer of trade receivables and execution of factoring agreement

Upon the approval of the factoring project and granting of credit, we will prepare relevant
factoring financing materials, including factoring trade receivables confirmation letter, trade
receivables transfer notice, relevant business records (including but not limited to copies of
value-added tax invoices/waybills, with some specific information required depending on the
project plan) for the customer’s execution. Depending on the factoring arrangement, guarantees
provided by the legal representatives, ultimate beneficial owners or related companies of our
customer in our favour may also be required.

Stage 4: Payment and factoring financing

A pre-financing check and registration of the transfer of accounts receivables with the
PBOC Credit Reference Centre Movables Financing Registry System* (中國人民銀行徵信中
心動產融資統一登記公示系統) will be carried out before the advancement of financing to the
customer. Once the finance and accounting department and the senior management have
reviewed and approved such financing, we will proceed with paying our customer for
factoring’s financing pursuant to the factoring agreements accordingly.

Stage 5: Post financing management and monitoring

We regularly check and monitor the status of the trade receivables and remind the
customer or the buyer on the repayment for the trade receivables that is overdue. Please refer
to the paragraphs headed “— Risk Management for Financial Leasing and Factoring Business
— Credit Risk Management — Factoring Business — Stage 4: Risk monitoring and
enforcement actions” in this section for further details regarding our risk management
procedures in managing our portfolio.

Stage 6: Completion and settlement

The factoring transaction is completed upon our receiving of full repayment for the
factored trade receivables. The amount so received will be used to offset the outstanding
financing amount and any other fees owed to us by our customer, and the remaining portion
will be returned to our customer.
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Summary of Key Terms of Factoring Agreement

A summary of the key terms of our factoring agreement is set out below:

• Term: usually one to twelve months;

• Subject matter:

• the customer transfers the ownership of the trade receivables to us, and we
provide the customer with the factoring services;

• we have the right to demand payment of the trade receivables from the buyer;

• we have the right to demand the customer to repay the outstanding balance of
the financing provided to such customer, together with any unpaid interest and
related fees owed to us, according to the conditions set out in the agreement;
and

• for most of our factoring transactions, we have the right to notify the buyer of
such factoring arrangement between us and the customer at the outset before
we provide the financing to the customer;

• Ownership of the accounts receivable: the ownership of the trade receivables will be
transferred from the customer to us upon the commencement of the factoring
agreements;

• Factoring financing: we determine (i) a credit limit (which is subject to review
periodically) for each customer, which limit is determined by the risk review
committee, (ii) whether the credit limit will be fixed or revolving (typically
revolving in nature), and (iii) the availability period of the credit limit for each
customer;

• Factoring fees: factoring fees comprise interest and administrative fees:

� interest is usually paid in instalments, but may also be paid upfront, or at the
end of the financing period; and

� administrative fees are usually paid in full by the customer to us before we
provide the customer with the financing;

• Default provision: if the customer or the buyer fails to perform certain obligations
specified in the agreement, we shall have the right to demand for default interest
and/or unconditional repurchase of the outstanding trade receivables by our
customer, and/or to terminate the provision of the financing to the customer;

• Dispute resolution: the factoring agreements shall be interpreted in accordance with
the laws of the PRC, and if any dispute arises, it shall be subject to the People’s
Court of the PRC that has jurisdiction over the region where the factoring
agreements were signed; and

• Completion: upon the end of the term or the termination of the factoring agreements
(whichever is earlier).
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Operating Statistics

The following table sets forth information about the major operating statistics of our
factoring business for the relevant years indicated:

Year Ended and As at 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Total invested funds (RMB’000) 2,173,632.5 1,700,174.6 2,294,330.9
Average financing amount (RMB’000) 2,921.6 3,025.2 3,018.9
Average term for financing (in days) 120.8 99.0 100.3
Interest income (RMB’000) 31,722.1 22,308.9 26,588.4
Interest expenses (RMB’000) 28,761.5 17,321.3 21,958.1
Average balance of factoring receivables

(RMB’000)Note (1) 545,242 507,420 594,035
Average effective interest rateNote (2) 10.2% 9.7% 9.0%
Interest yieldNote (3) 5.8% 4.7% 4.5%
Net interest spreadNote (4) 5.1% 5.6% 4.7%
Default ratioNote (5) 25.2% 22.9% 16.3%
Value of collateral and guarantee

(RMB’000)Note (6) – 3,000.0 145,900.0

Notes:

(1) “Average balance of factoring receivables” represents the average of balance of factoring receivables of
our factoring business as at the beginning and as at the end of the year.

(2) “Average effective interest rate” represents the average of effective interest rates in respect of the
existing factoring transactions during the year.

(3) “Interest yield” is calculated by dividing interest income from our factoring business by the average
balance of factoring receivables.

(4) “Net interest spread” represents the difference of effective interest rate on factoring receivables and
interest rate paid on borrowed funds for our factoring business.

(5) “Default ratio” is calculated by dividing the balance of overdue and impaired factoring receivables by
net amount of factoring receivables. According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, in respect of the
commercial automobile industry, the default ratio of a commercial factoring business at between 5.0%
to 25.0% is generally in line with the industry taking into account the comparable companies in the
market, and the general range for industry default ratio of factoring services during the Track Record
Period was approximately 13.0% to 25.0%, 14.0% to 26.0% and 14.0% to 23.0% for the years ended 31
December 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively. Furthermore, the fluctuation of default ratio in respect of
our factoring business is also in line with the industry average. The default ratios decreased from 25.2%
as at 31 December 2019 to 22.9% as at 31 December 2020 and further decreased to 16.3% as at 31
December 2021, primarily because (i) we successfully settled approximately RMB28.8 million overdue
balance for the year ended 31 December 2020 and approximately RMB2.9 million overdue balance for
the year ended 31 December 2021, and (ii) as the invested amount of our financial leasing service had
steadily increased during the Track Record Period, the net amount of factoring receivables increased
during the Track Record Period. Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Credit Risk Management —
Factoring Business — Stage 4: Risk monitoring and enforcement” for further details of our measures
in managing such overdue factoring receivables.

(6) Our factoring transaction with the customer that had provided the collateral in the financial year 2018
was terminated in the financial year 2019, resulting in zero value in collateral for the financial year
2019. The collateral involved in the financial years 2020 and 2021 was provided by other customer. In
addition, there was a material increase in the value of collateral and guarantee from RMB3,000.0
thousand as at 31 December 2020 to RMB145,900.0 thousand as at 31 December 2021. Such increase
was primarily due to the addition of collateral over different assets, such as properties and trailers, for
our factoring projects in 2021.
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Asset Quality Information and Accounting Treatment

We evaluate and monitor the asset quality of our factoring assets portfolio throughout the
term of the factoring transaction. Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Risk Management
for Financial Leasing and Factoring Business — Credit Risk Management — Factoring
Business — Stage 4: Risk monitoring and enforcement” in this section for further details
regarding our asset quality management measures.

The following table sets forth information about the credit risk exposure of our factoring
business’s loan receivables as from factoring service at the dates indicated using a provision
matrix:

Stage 1Note (1) Stage 2Note (2) Stage 3Note (3) Total

Loan receivables
31 December 2019
Expected loss rate 1.5% – 46.7% 13.0%
Gross carrying amount (RMB’000) 405,637 – 136,895 542,532
Loss allowance provision (RMB’000) (6,239) – (63,955) (70,194)

31 December 2020
Expected loss rate 1.5% – 84.5% 20.5%
Gross carrying amount (RMB’000) 364,220 – 108,088 472,308
Loss allowance provision (RMB’000) (5,432) – (91,382) (96,814)

31 December 2021
Expected loss rate 2.5% – 96.2% 16.7%
Gross carrying amount (RMB’000) 607,299 – 108,464 715,763
Loss allowance provision (RMB’000) (14,989) – (104,344) (119,333)

Notes:

(1) If the credit risk has not increased significantly since its initial recognition, the financial asset is
included in stage 1, at which only the expected credit loss in the next 12 months needs to be measured.

(2) If the credit risk has increased significantly since its initial recognition but is not yet deemed to be
credit-impaired, the financial instrument is moved to Stage 2, at which the lifetime expected credit loss
needs to be measured.

(3) If the financial instrument is credit-impaired, the financial instrument is then moved to Stage 3, at which
the lifetime expected credit loss needs to be measured.

Same accounting treatment applies on loan receivables from factoring service with or
without recourse, i.e., loan receivables from factoring service are amounts due from customers
in relation to factoring service provided by us, which are subsequently measured at amortised
cost using the effective interest method less the provision for impairment.

Pricing Policy

The pricing of our factoring business is dependent on the product type, and the pricing
for each product type accounts for a number of factors, including but not limited to (i) factoring
term, (ii) the credit assessment on our customer and the buyer, (iii) factoring business stream
(e.g. Supply Chain Factoring or Logistics Factoring), and (iv) whether any forms of credit
enhancement measures (including personal guarantee from our customer’s beneficial owner)
are provided. In addition, we are improving the risk assessment system on which we will rely
as basis to enhance our pricing mechanism through risk-adjusted pricing models. Please refer
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to the paragraphs headed “— Risk Management for Financial Leasing and Factoring Business
— Credit Risk Management — Factoring Business — Stage 3: Transaction management,
execution and payment” in this section for further details regarding our risk management and
pricing models.

For the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, the income yields on our
factoring assets were 10.2%, 9.7% and 9.0%, respectively.

Liquidity management

We closely monitor the liquidity status of our factoring business and proactively manage
the relevant potential business operation risks. The following table sets forth the relevant
liquidity indicators (calculated based on the financial information of Deewin Factoring) in
respect of our factoring business only as at the dates indicated below which are in line with the
industry:

As at 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Current ratio(1) 1.4 1.4 1.2
Risk asset to equity ratio (%)(2) 301.0 304.0 457.8
Gearing ratio (%)(3) 198.0 201.0 351.2
Leverage ratio (%)(4) 212.0 209.0 375.1
Liquidity gap (RMB in million)(5) 176.0 149.0 130.3
Registered capital (RMB in million) 200.0 200.0 200.0

Notes:

(1) Total current assets divided by total current liabilities as at the end of the year.

(2) Total assets (but excluding cash and bank deposits) divided by total equity as at the end of the year.

(3) Net debts (including borrowings, lease liabilities, bond payable and loan payable but excluding
restricted bank deposits and cash and cash equivalent) divided by the total equity as at the end of the
year end.

(4) Total borrowings divided by total equity as at the end of the year.

(5) Total financial assets minus total financial liabilities as at the end of the year.

Our Lenders and Funding Capabilities

We conduct regular capital planning, reporting and forecasting, and formulate appropriate
funding plans which seek to mitigate our exposure to liquidity and interest rate risk. We have
established a prudent risk management system to manage our credit risk, liquidity risk and
interest rate risk. Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Risk Management for Financial
Leasing and Factoring Business” in this section for further details. We have been able to secure
sufficient equity and debt financing to match the growth of our business operations.

We have established diversified funding channels to ensure the sufficiency of working
capital for our factoring business. During the Track Record Period, we mainly obtained funding
from (i) bank borrowings, and (ii) loan from related parties. We carefully assess various
funding options available in the market and select appropriate funding channel by taking into
account the cost of capital, the loan terms and the readiness for the approval of funds.
Accordingly, we have been able to secure sufficient funding to sustain our business growths.
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The following table sets out the breakdown of our balance of funding by sources in
respect of the factoring business as at the dates indicated:

As at 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Amount Percentage Amount Percentage Amount Percentage

(RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%)

Bank borrowings 170,000 56.7 15,000 4.2 80,000 100.0
Loan from

related parties 130,000 43.3 340,000 95.8 – 0.0

Total 300,000 100.0 355,000 100.0 80,000 100.0

Bank Borrowings

During the Track Record Period, we obtained interest-bearing loans from various banks
in the PRC to satisfy the working capital and liquidity demands from our factoring business.
As at 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, the balance of bank borrowings amounted to
RMB170.0 million, RMB15.0 million and RMB80.0 million, respectively.

The key terms of the loan agreements with the banks include the followings:

Term: Typically one year

Annual interest rate Ranging from 4.4% to 6.0%

Security/guarantee: Guarantee provided by Shaanxi Automobile or the Company

Event of default: (1) any interest payment for financing pursuant to the agreement
is in arrears or becomes overdue, or there are any other
outstanding debts that are payable, or that the credit lines are not
used for the purpose agreed by both parties; (2) violation of any
representation, warranty and undertaking made by the borrower;
(3) violation of any obligations agreed upon in the agreement;
and (4) inaccurate, incomplete, or concealed significant
information or materials provided to contracting parties for the
signing or performance of the agreement.

Penalties: (1) freezing or termination of the provision of financing amount
that had not been advanced under the agreement; (2) early
expiration of the credit line under the agreement, requiring
immediate repayment of part or all of the financing principal,
interest and relevant expenses, and penalty interest calculated at
the penalty interest rate; (3) adjustment of financing amount, term
and interest rate, and/or change of payment method; (4) exercise
of right to directly deduct money from the bank account of the
borrower or its relevant guarantor in order to settle all or part of
the outstanding debts without the prior consent of the borrower;
and/or (5) enforcement of relevant security rights.
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Transferability: The borrower expressly agrees that the bank can transfer all or
part of the rights and obligations under the agreement to bank
branches or affiliates or third parties during the performance of
the agreement without having to repeatedly solicit the opinions of
the borrower. Without the bank’s consent, the borrower may not
transfer any of its rights and/or obligations under the agreement.

Loan from Related Parties

During the Track Record Period, Deewin Factoring had obtained loans from: (i) Shaanxi
Automobile, and (ii) Meixin. As at 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, the aggregate balance
of loan from related parties was approximately RMB130.0 million, RMB340.0 million and nil,
respectively. The table below sets forth the average and range of the annual interest rates for
loans from related parties during the Track Record Period:

For the years ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Average interest rate 4.3% 3.4% 3.9%
Range of interest rate 4.1% – 4.9% 3.4% – 3.6% 3.9%

Our Debt Management

We have strictly complied, and will continue to comply the applicable law and regulations
to ensure that the level of our risk assets is maintained at a reasonable level and compliant with
the requirements of the relevant PRC laws and regulations. Please refer to the section headed
“Regulatory Overview — Regulations regarding the Supply Chain Finance Service” in this
document for further details.

We have employed the following strategies to manage our level of debt:

• Determining a reasonable level of debt on an annual basis;

• Arranging and prioritising the appropriate means of funding;

• Planning proportional debt repayment structure; and

• Diversifying our funding sources.

We have implemented systematic internal procedures to approve the financing proposals.
First, the finance and accounting department formulates financing proposals based on the
annual business and financial budgets, and details regarding financing transaction structure,
legal framework, estimated cost of capital and feasibility plan are included. The financing
proposals will be assessed internally and approved by the general manager. Upon settlement of
the terms of the financing agreements and level of credit with the fund providers, the board of
Deewin Factoring will review and approve the financing.
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Going forward, we expect Deewin Factoring to rely less on the provision of guarantee by
the Controlling Shareholders in securing funds, and direct bank financing will constitute a
higher proportion in its financing structure. In addition, we will reduce the financing needs of
our factoring business by introducing further capital from banks and other financial
institutions. For further details, please also refer to the section headed “Relationship with
Controlling Shareholders — Independence from Our Controlling Shareholders” in this
document.

After [REDACTED], we intend to continue to maintain the aforementioned measures to
manage our level of debt going forward.

Risk Management for Financial Leasing and Factoring Businesses

Risk Management Structure — Financial Leasing Business

As a financial leasing company, Deewin Financial Leasing faces a variety of risks in its
daily business operations, including credit risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk, operational
risk, and legal and compliance risk. We recognise the importance of an effective risk
management system for identifying and mitigating these risks. Since the establishment of our
financial leasing business, our leadership and management team has attached significant
importance to risk management practice, and developed an industry-leading practice of parallel
construction of risk management system and business operation, with our risk control measures
tailored to and integrated with every stage of our financial leasing operations and focused on
managing risks through comprehensive due diligence and multi-level approval and on-going
monitoring processes. We continue to monitor and review the operation and performance of our
risk management system, and to improve the system from time to time to adapt to changes in
market conditions and regulatory environment.

The following chart sets forth our risk management structure for our financial leasing
business:

Board

Senior
Management

Risk Review
Committee

Credit
Assessment
Department

Asset
Management
Department

Risk and
Compliance
Department 

Finance
Department

Information
Technology
Department

Business
Departments

and
Business
Operation

Department

Board

The board assumes the overall responsibility for the risk management and oversees its
risk management functions with the assistance of the senior management.
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Senior Management

The senior management is responsible for formulating the risk management strategies and
policies for the approval by the board.

Risk Review Committee

The risk review committee is responsible for handling and approving transactions with
material risk or of significance. As at the Latest Practicable Date, the risk review committee
comprises one general manager, one deputy manager, one chief financing officer, one assistant
to general manager and one director of the risk and compliance department.

Business Departments and Business Operation Department

The business departments and the business operation department are responsible for
customer engagement and project initiation, as well as the overseeing and administering the
process and execution of the financial leasing projects, ranging from initial customer
identification and due diligence to negotiation and execution of financial leasing agreements.
As at 31 December 2021, the business departments had 36 employees and the business
operation department had 15 employees.

Credit Assessment Department

The credit assessment department is responsible for conducting customer due diligence
and credit assessment on the potential financial leasing projects recommended by the
partnering channels. As at 31 December 2021, the credit assessment department had 11
employees.

Asset Management Department

The asset management department is responsible for the management of the portfolio of
the assets underlying our financial leases and the monitoring of activities of our leased
commercial automobiles. The asset management department also monitors the potential and
actual lease payment default by our customers and work with the partnering channels to follow
up with the outstanding payments. The asset management department will also work with the
risk and compliance department to take enforcement actions against our defaulting customers
as necessary. As at 31 December 2021, the asset management department had six employees.

Risk and Compliance Department

The risk and compliance department is responsible for controlling and monitoring
compliance risk, ensuring that all the departments comply with any applicable laws and
regulations in the PRC, and handling compliance matters through coordinating with external
regulatory authorities. The risk and compliance department also works closely with the asset
management department to handle default of obligations by our customers and initiates legal
proceedings from time to time in order to repossess leased commercial automobiles in default
or to recover financial lease receivables that are overdue. As at 31 December 2021, the risk and
compliance department had 17 employees.
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Finance Department

The finance department is responsible for managing liquidity and interest rate risks. Upon
fulfillment of all conditions precedent as stated in the financial leasing agreement, our finance
department will arrange for payment of the automobile purchase price to the customers. Our
finance department also works closely with other relevant departments to monitor payments of
our receivables so as to mitigate credit and liquidity risks. As at 31 December 2021, the finance
department had 20 employees.

Information Technology Department

The information technology department is mainly responsible for managing the
operational risk of its information technology systems to ensure the smooth operation of our
financial leasing business. As at 31 December 2021, the information technology department
had five employees. In particular, we have adopted a financial leasing business management
system which implements process management before entering into, during and after the
completion the financial leases through offering services including paperless signing, online
approval process and integration with business and finance system.

Risk Management Structure — Factoring Business

As a commercial factoring company, Deewin Factoring faces a variety of risks in its daily
business operations, including credit risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk, operational risk, and
legal and compliance risk. We recognise the importance of an effective risk management
system for identifying and managing these risks. We developed a risk management system
tailored to the characteristics of our factoring business operations, with a focus on managing
the risks through comprehensive due diligence and credit assessment on our customer and the
underlying debtor, multi-level approval process and on-going monitoring processes. We
continue to monitor and review the operation and performance of our risk management system,
and to improve the system from time to time to adapt to changes in market conditions and
regulatory environment. As a result of our stringent risk management procedures and our
strategic selection of customers, we have not experienced any occurrence of overdue sum from
the accounts receivables since January 2020.

The following chart sets forth the risk management structure for our factoring business:
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Board

The board assumes the overall responsibility for the risk management and oversees its
risk management functions with the assistance of the senior management.

Senior Management

The senior management is responsible for formulating the risk management strategies and
policies for the approval by the board.

Risk Review Committee

The risk review committee is responsible for reviewing and approving transactions with
material risk or of significance. As at the Latest Practicable Date, the risk review committee
comprises the one general manager, three deputy managers and one director of operations
management department.

Supply Chain Finance Business Department and Logistics Finance Business Department

The supply chain finance business department and logistics finance business department
(together, the “business departments”) are responsible for customer engagement, project
initiation and project approval, as well as the process and execution of the factoring projects,
ranging from initial customer identification and review to negotiation and execution of
factoring agreements. The business departments coordinate with the finance department and
the risk and compliance department to engage in portfolio monitoring and enforcement actions.
As at 31 December 2021, the supply chain finance business department had ten employees and
the logistics finance business department had seven employees.

Operations Management Department

The operations management department is responsible for pre-financing check of both our
customer and the buyer and completing the registration of the trade receivables transferred to
us at PBOC Credit Reference Centre Movables Financing Registry System* (中國人民銀行徵
信中心動產融資統一登記公示系統). As at 31 December 2021, the operations management
department had seven employees.

Finance and Accounting Department

The finance and accounting department is responsible for managing liquidity and interest
rate risks and cooperating with external regulatory bodies in handling compliance matters.
Upon fulfillment of all conditions precedent as stated in the factoring agreements and the
satisfaction of the pre-financing check, the finance and accounting department will arrange the
financing to our customer. Furthermore, our finance and accounting department works closely
with other relevant departments to monitor payments from our customer or the buyer so as to
mitigate credit and liquidity risks. As at 31 December 2021, the finance and accounting
department had six employees.
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Risk and Compliance Department

The risk and compliance department is responsible for controlling and monitoring
compliance risk, ensuring that all the departments comply with any applicable laws and
regulations in the PRC. The risk and compliance department also works closely with the
business departments and finance department to supervise and manage the signing of factoring
agreements, to handle the overdue payments by our customers or the buyer and to initiate legal
proceedings from time to time in order to recover the outstanding payments for the trade
receivables that are overdue. As at 31 December 2021, the risk and compliance department had
five employees comprising legal officers, independent credit assessment officers and the
independent risk management vice president.

Credit Risk Management — Financial Leasing Business

Credit risk is the primary risk that we face in our financial leasing business. Credit risk
arises from the inability or unwillingness of our customers to make timely payments to us
and/or to perform his or its contractual obligations.

The following table illustrates the key processes of the credit risk management system
adopted by our financial leasing business:

Recommendation and
preliminary assessment

Customer due diligence
and credit assessment

Transaction
management, execution

and payment

Risk monitoring and
enforcement

Stage 1: Recommendation and preliminary assessment

We utilise the referral, preliminary screening, and guaranteeing by our partnering
commercial automobile sales dealers and service providers in finding as well as securing the
obligations of our potential customers. To manage our business risk since project inception, we
have a set of parameters in terms of risk management capability, corporate guaranteeing
capability, corporate sales and management capability and reasonableness of operational and
financial structure, against which the commercial automobile sales dealers and service
providers are evaluated. Subject to the investigation by the credit assessment department and
approval by the risk review committee, we will enter into a business partnership agreement
with the eligible commercial automobile sales dealers and service providers to establish
business relationships.

We also rate the partnering commercial automobile sales dealers and service providers
with risk, contribution and development indicators, against which their performance is
continuingly assessed and thus our collaboration with some parties may be terminated.

Stage 2: Customer due diligence and credit assessment

As at 31 December 2021, more than 97.0% of our customers are natural persons who are
independent third parties of our Company. In conducting our preliminary assessment of our
individual customers, we identify a number of important traits, such as age, family background,
financial position, industry experience, and credit history of our customers, through the
commercial automobile sales dealers and service providers.
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Once we have identified a potential customer from our preliminary assessment, the credit
assessment department will conduct further due diligence on that customer. For example, we
maintain an internal blacklist database, which includes a list of past and existing customers
with higher risk or with poor credit record. As at 31 December 2021, the blacklist database had
approximately 1,863 natural persons and 57 legal entities. The credit assessment department
may also obtain credit rating searches from independent credit rating companies and access
external database from other third party service providers in order to retrieve the credit history
and litigation record of our customers. For minor customers, we will make use of the risk
assessment model in our self-built decision making system for automatic initial screening,
followed up by phone calls to assess their authenticity, purpose of financing and relevant
project experience. Depending on the circumstances, officers from the credit assessment
department may conduct on-site visits for customers with more than ten leased commercial
automobiles or a net financing amount more than RMB4.0 million, in order to gain access to
key information such as financial data, capital liquidity and involvement in litigatory disputes.

Upon the satisfaction of due diligence and credit assessment result, the credit assessment
department will review and approve applications from customers with not more than ten leased
commercial automobiles or net financing amount of not less than RMB4.0 million. For
applications from corporate customers with 11 to 19 leased commercial automobiles or a net
financing amount between RMB4.0 million and RMB8.0 million, other than the approval from
the credit assessment department, further review and approval from our general manager is
required. For applications from corporate customers with 20 or more leased commercial
automobiles or a net financing amount exceeding RMB8.0 million, further review and approval
from our risk review committee is required.

Stage 3: Transaction management, execution and payment

Once the terms of the financial lease are finalised, our partnering commercial automobile
sales dealers and service providers will submit the financial leasing agreement to the business
operation department for vetting and approval. By producing a separate recommendation letter
for each customer, the commercial automobile sales dealers and service providers guarantee
and thus are responsible for the truthfulness, the information provided, the signatures on the
financial leasing agreements and the financial liability of such customer.

The business operation department will then execute the financial leasing agreement with
that customer in accordance with our prescribed contract execution policies. Our risk and
compliance department will be responsible for conducting spot check on the executed legal
documents.

The business operation department will ensure that all the necessary conditions precedent
are satisfied and standard business operating procedures are followed, and the financial
department will then arrange for the payment of the automobile purchase price to the customer
in accordance with the financial leasing agreement. Officers from the asset management
department will ensure that the Tianxingjian IoV System or other approved satellite positioning
device has been properly installed in the leased commercial automobile.

Stage 4: Risk monitoring and enforcement

The asset management department is responsible for the monitoring and collection of
rental payments from our customers. We will also monitor the leased commercial automobiles
in real-time through the Tianxingjian IoV System or other satellite positioning device to
retrieve the operation statistics, such as operating mileage and driving trajectory, so as to
estimate their revenue derived from the leased commercial automobiles and to predict the
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probability of payment default by our customers in advance. We assess the value of the assets
and collaterals underlying the financial leases by a comprehensive comparison and evaluation
based on the manufacturer suggested retail price provided by commercial automobile
manufacturer’s systems, the price stated on the invoices and the average fair price of the
vehicle based on third party data.

For overdue payments, the asset management department will provide payment reminders
to our customers by text notifications, phone calls or on-site visits. Our commercial automobile
sales dealers and service providers will also assist us to enquire our customers’ operational and
cash flow conditions and remind them to settle the overdue payments. If we find that our
customer has temporary difficulty in settling the overdue payments, we may also require our
commercial automobile sales dealers or service providers, who have guaranteed the payment
obligations of our customers, to advance payments for our customers. We do not engage any
third party agents to facilitate collection of outstanding payments or receivables.

If, however, we observe sustained operating difficulties or malicious payment default by
our customers, we may employ the Tianxingjian IoV System to lock up the leased commercial
automobiles remotely to limit their use. By increasing the cost of default by our defaulting
customers through such lock-up function, our ability to recover overdue payments has
significantly improved. As advised by our PRC Legal Advisers, the terms that Deewin
Financial Leasing has the right to lock-up if the lessee fundamentally breach the agreement
were clearly set out in the standard financial leasing agreement and were signed by the lessee.
As confirmed by our PRC Legal Advisers, according to the contract law of the PRC, such
agreement is valid and legally binding. Pursuant to the Civil Code of the PRC, Deewin
Financial Leasing (i) has the rights to control and dispose the commercial automobile under the
financial leasing agreement; (ii) is entitled to take back the rights of occupation, use and
earnings upon fundamental breach by the lessee; and (iii) does not breach the regulations in
relation to ownership of leased property under the Civil Code of the PRC by adopting lock-up
measure. In addition, as confirmed by our PRC Legal Advisers, there is no legal proceeding or
arbitration has been commenced in relation to lock-up of leased commercial automobile
adopted by Deewin Financial Leasing during the Track Record Period. As such, our PRC Legal
Advisers are of the view that such lock-up of leased commercial automobiles complies with all
the applicable PRC laws, rules and regulations in all material aspects.

During the Track Record Period, we did not enforce the securities or collaterals of the
relevant finance leases or recover the outstanding amount as (i) we have successfully used the
Tianxingjian IoV System’s remote lock-up function to remind repayment from most customers
in case of payment default, who are required to repay the outstanding fees in order to resume
usage of their commercial automobiles that have been locked up by the Tianxingjian IoV
System, and thus we were not required to enforce the securities or collaterals; and (ii) a number
of defaulting cases were disputed through litigatory process, which could lead to a longer time
to enforce the relevant collaterals.

Please refer to the paragraphs headed “— IoV and Data Service Sector — Illustrations of
Our IoV and Related Technologies Application Solutions — Automobile financial leasing IoV
service” in this section for further details regarding the remote automobile lock function
offered by Tianxingjian IoV System.

Credit Risk Management — Factoring Business

Credit risk is the primary risk that we face in our factoring business. Credit risk arises
from the inability or unwillingness of our customers or the buyers to make timely payments to
us and/or to perform his or its contractual obligations.
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The following table illustrates the key processes of the credit risk management system
adopted by our factoring business:

Initiation and
preliminary review

Customer due diligence
and credit assessment

Transaction
management, execution

and payment

Risk monitoring and
enforcement

Stage 1: Initiation and preliminary review

The project manager from the business departments will first commence an initial
business contact with our potential customers and conduct a preliminary review of the
proposed factoring transaction. We generally require the proposed factoring transaction to meet
the following preliminary requirements:

• normally, both our potential customer and the buyer have at least three years’ track
record of operations and financial records;

• both our potential customer and the buyer have good business qualifications and no
major operational risks;

• the buyer demonstrates a record of timely payment to our potential customer (those
transactions with buyers that are state-owned enterprises, listed companies or
leading companies in their own industry will be prioritised);

• both our potential customer and the buyer have no negative credit history or material
litigation involving our potential customer or its controlling shareholders; and

• the trade receivables have not been transferred or registered as a security.

Stage 2: Customer due diligence and credit assessment

After the project initiation, the project managers and credit assessment officers will
collect further operational and financial information and documents from our customer and the
buyer evidencing the trade receivables (such as sales contracts and invoices) as well as their
business operation, financial position and credit history. Public searches, searches for credit
rating reports and access to third party database are also carried out where necessary. A due
diligence report and a comprehensive credit rating form will then be prepared and submitted
to the risk review committee for final assessment and approval.

For transactions that are inherently riskier in nature, a different set of assessment
procedure with more risk management measures will be followed. In addition to the above
typical due diligence and credit assessment steps, on-site inspections will also be carried out
to further verify the business operation and authenticity, system and financial capabilities,
reputation, repayment ability and track record of both our customer and the buyer. An
independent credit assessment report will also be prepared by the risk and compliance
department upon reviewing the due diligence report and project proposal issued by the business
departments, and they are altogether submitted to the risk review committee for review and
approval.
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We will also determine and approve the credit limit of financing to each customer based
on the underlying trade receivables as well as the due diligence and credit assessment result.
In order to control our risk exposure to each customer, we typically will not grant a credit limit
that exceeds (i) a certain amount based on the degree of project risk and credit ratings of our
customer and the buyer, or (ii) 95.0% of the net value of the underlying trade receivables that
will be transferred to us.

Our internal assessment and approval process is supported by Deewin Factoring’s
business management system, which improves our factoring business’s operational efficiency.

Stage 3: Transaction management, execution and payment

We are employing both our risk management model and pricing model to analyse and
construct the structure for a proposed factoring transaction. Under our risk management model,
we assess the aggregate operational and financial strength as well as the creditworthiness of our
customer and buyer. We do not normally engage in factoring transactions that involve both
weak customer and weak buyer in terms of their respective credit ratings. For the remaining
factoring transactions, they will be further analysed with our pricing model, under which an
appropriate interest rate will be determined to achieve the required internal rate of return for
that factoring project. Typically, the higher the project credit rating, the lower the interest rate
will be required, and vice versa.

Upon the approval of the factoring transaction and the confirmation of the terms of the
factoring arrangement (including, without limitation, the credit limit, availability period,
interest and administrative fees), the financing agreements will first be approved by the risk
and compliance department and the senior management, and then executed by the business
departments with our customer, the buyer and/or the guarantor (as the case may be) to
effectuate the factoring transaction.

Prior to advancing the financing to the customer, notification to the buyer will be issued
most of our factoring transactions, and a confirmation from such buyer will be secured. The
operation management department and the risk and compliance department will in turn carry
out a pre-financing check on the documents received from our customer and the buyer as well
as the executed factoring agreements, and then the operations management department will
register the factoring of the trade receivables at the PBOC Credit Reference Centre Movables
Financing Registry System* (中國人民銀行徵信中心動產融資統一登記公示系統). The
financing will also be reviewed and approved by the senior management (and also by the
deputy general manager of the Company in particular circumstances). Upon the approval of the
senior management and receipt of the administrative fees from our customer, the finance and
accounting department will advance the financing to our customer pursuant to the factoring
agreements accordingly.

Stage 4: Risk monitoring and enforcement

The finance and accounting department closely monitors the repayments from our
customer or the buyer in respect of the outstanding trade receivables, whereas the business
departments obtain and check the monthly financial and operational data of our customer and
the buyer to assess whether there is any material change in their financial position and
operations. The business departments also issue payment reminders to our customer and/or the
buyer by text messages or phone calls at least three days before the due date of the payment
every month. We assess the value of the assets and collaterals underlying the factoring services
(which are mostly real estates and properties) by a comprehensive comparison and evaluation
based on the market price of the accounts receivables recognised by the immovable properties
exchange platforms.
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In the case of overdue payments, the risk and compliance department will first issue a risk
disposal plan to formulate our response actions. The project managers from the business
departments may then approach our customer and/or the buyer by phone calls and mails, and
on-site visits to the premises of our customer and/or the buyer may also be conducted so to
collect the outstanding payments. For customers having overdue payments due to temporary
cash flow difficulties, we may agree to grant an extension or adjustment of repayment schedule
(subject to any default interests, if applicable) in light of the customer’s credit record and
financial position. For seriously overdue payments, however, we may reduce or complexly
freeze the credit limit granted to our customer, send rounds of demand letters for payment and
even take enforcement actions, including acceleration of repayments, initiating claims against
our customer, the guarantor(s) and/or the buyer, and application for court orders to seize the
assets of our customer and guarantor(s) and freeze their bank accounts. Other than the
engagement of PRC law firms, we do not engage any third party agents to facilitate collection
of outstanding payments or receivables. We took possession of collaterals in the form of
mortgages over property interests from debtors during the Track Record Period.

Liquidity Risk Management

Liquidity risk refers to the risk of us not having sufficient funds to meet our liabilities as
they fall due. This may arise from mismatch in amount or duration in respect of the maturity
of our financial assets and liabilities.

The relevant finance departments is primarily responsible for managing liquidity risk. To
address liquidity risk, we have undertaken the following measures:

• maintaining daily record of balance of cash inflows and outflows from businesses;

• analysing whether we will be able to obtain borrowings at a cost that matches our
transactions;

• striving to achieve that the financing amount due from each transaction is sufficient
to cover the borrowing sum before the maturity date of the borrowings from
financial institutions;

• diversifying our funding channels in addition to traditional bank borrowings, such
as issuing asset-backed securities and transferring our financial leasing receivables
with different maturity profiles, in order to secure sustainable funding;

• preparing daily, weekly and monthly funding plans for our daily, weekly and
monthly operations;

• managing our cash flow through annual operating budget that is monitored and
adjusted on a monthly basis. Towards the end of each month, every department is
required to submit to the relevant financial departments a capital expenditure
forecast for the next month. This allows us to identify and address any potential
shortfall in future cash flow; and

• monitoring financial indicators relevant to the assessment of our liquidity risk, as
part of the monthly income statement, balance sheet, and statement of cash flows
prepared by our finance department.
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Interest Rate Risk Management

The interest rate risk that we face is relatively limited because our assets and liabilities
are generally based on fixed interest rates. The limited interest rate risk arises from the
difference in the duration of our assets and liabilities. Our exposure to the risk of changes in
market interest rates relates primarily to our interest-bearing bank and other borrowings and
trade receivables.

The relevant finance departments are primarily responsible for managing interest rate
risk. To better manage our interest rate risk, we have undertaken the following measures:

• tracking and reporting interest rate fluctuations regularly;

• monitoring the sensitivity of projected net interest income under varying interest
rate scenarios;

• assessment of potential changes in interest rates using gap analysis; and

• assessment of scope, investment strategy and redemption period of structured
deposits and monitoring the daily performance of our structured deposits.

Operational Risk Management

Operational risk arises primarily from inadequate or failed internal controls and systems,
human errors, information technology system failures or external events. We consider
operational risk to be one of the risks in our business and believe that this inherent risk can be
controlled or mitigated through adequate operational policies and procedures.

We have adopted the following measures to monitor and control our operational risk and
to strengthen our operational risk management:

• maintaining a comprehensive corporate governance structure with clearly defined
duties of our Board, senior management, as well as the various committees and
departments;

• maintaining a risk management system to ensure the independence of different
departments and committees in performing their risk management duties;

• formulating and adopting standard commercial contracts for our business
operations;

• maintaining the business departments to be responsible for developing, examining
and supervising the workflow of various business operations and providing
necessary training to business development personnel;

• maintaining the risk and compliance departments to be responsible for monitoring
and evaluating the other departments’ compliance with the management policies and
internal control procedures, thereby improving our corporate governance;

• maintaining and continuously improving our operational procedures and internal
control system, and utilising our information technology system to monitor and
control the performance of each procedure;
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• providing training and ethical education to our employees in order to enhance their
awareness and ethics against fraud and other crimes;

• storing the customers’ personal information on our firewall protected servers in
accordance with the data policy to ensure security and confidentiality;

• adopting a code of conduct with consistent disciplinary measures for employee
misconduct; and

• reviewing, assessing and adjusting our established internal control procedures and
risk management systems on an annual basis in response to the development of our
business process as well as the regulatory requirements.

Legal and Compliance Risk Management

Our business is subject to regulation and supervision by national, provincial and local
government authorities with regard to our business, capital structure, pricing and provisioning
policy, which may be subject to changes. Please refer to the section headed “Regulatory
Overview” in this document for further details on the applicable laws and regulations in
relation to our business operations. If we fail to comply with these laws and regulations, we
may be required to rectify and may incur penalties and losses.

The relevant boards, through their respective senior management, supervise the control
and management of legal and compliance risk, and monitors various departments to take
necessary inspection, estimation, monitoring and measures. The relevant risk and compliance
departments of Deewin Financial Leasing and Deewin Factoring are responsible for
formulating and coordinating the implementation of measures to manage such risk.

During the Track Record Period, we have not been challenged for any material
non-compliance incidents by any governmental authorities. In addition, we have strengthened
our legal and compliance risk management by:

• establishing risk-monitoring thresholds (for example, the level of risk assets of
Deewin Financial Leasing not exceeding (i) ten times of our total registered capital
prior to 27 June 2019, (ii) ten times of its total net assets prior to 26 May 2020, and
(iii) eight times of its total net assets since 26 May 2020) in accordance with the
relevant legal and regulatory requirements, to monitor and identify and the
irregularities and non-compliance incidents in our operations;

• reviewing our management accounts on a monthly basis to monitor the key financial
indicators of our operations;

• establishing risk-monitoring thresholds in our system in accordance with the
relevant legal and regulatory requirements, to monitor and identify the irregularities
and non-compliance incidents in our operations;

• maintaining legal personnel within the risk and compliance department, who
perform an in-house legal advisory role;

• monitoring legal updates, including updates on the interpretation of applicable laws
and regulations by relevant regulatory authorities;
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• reiterating the importance of adherence to our operational protocols and procedures
to our employees and, in particular, new employees, to ensure effective
implementation of our operational protocols and procedures; and

• engaging external legal adviser to provide us with professional legal advice to
enhance compliance of our business operations.

Insurance Brokerage Business

We perform our insurance business through Meixin, in which our Company holds 30.00%
of shareholding as at the Latest Practicable Date during the Track Record Period. Meixin
launched its insurance brokerage business in 2010, and acts as an intermediary between the
insured and the insurers in the PRC through providing the following services: (i) risk
evaluation and management consulting, (ii) formulation of insurance plan, selection of insurers
and performance of the insuring procedures, (iii) assistance to the insured or beneficiaries in
lodging and pursuing insurance claims, (iv) re-insurance, and (v) other businesses approved by
the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission.

Meixin generates revenue by collecting either commissions based on a percentage of the
premium paid by the insured, or advisory fee based on the nature and extent of services
provided in the insurance projects.

Insurance Products

Meixin engages in providing brokerage service in respect of the insurance products in the
following business areas:

• large companies business — property and machinery insurance, employee benefits
and health insurance, liability insurance and credit insurance for manufacturing and
energy companies with massive asset or employee base. These companies include,
among others, manufacturer of special steel, and developer and manufacturer of
electricity transmission equipment;

• commercial automobile business — ranging from property and personnel insurance
for commercial automobile suppliers and commercial automobile manufacturers, to
car insurance for commercial automobile end-users. In addition, for the years ended
31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, Meixin provided commercial automobile
insurance brokerage service to Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile and its subsidiaries
as well as Shaanxi Commercial Automobile only. There was no material fluctuation
in terms of the number of commercial automobile manufacturers served by Meixin
during the Track Record Period. Further, the relevant customers of Meixin did not
include any other commercial automobile manufacturers and/or spare parts
suppliers. After 1 July 2019, since the operational results of our insurance brokerage
business were no longer consolidated, our Group entered into agreements with
Meixin, the typical terms under which are set forth as follows:

� Duration – The agreements are generally for a term of one year. There are
generally no renewal provisions under such agreements;
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� Service scope – The insurance brokerage service generally includes, among
others, (i) assisting our Group to set up insurance-related system and dedicated
team, (ii) assisting our Group with the management of relevant insurance
policies, (iii) assisting our Group with insurance claims, and (iv) providing
routine insurance consultation and training to our Group;

� Advisory fee – The advisory fee is determined by reference to the number, type
and model of commercial automobiles covered by the insurance brokerage
service;

� Deposit – There is generally no deposit requirement;

� Settlement – The advisory fee is generally settled every month. The
reconciliation of the advisory fee normally occurs in the following month from
the provision of the service; and

� Termination – The agreements generally can be terminated by our Group upon
delivery of written notice to Meixin.

We expect that our Group will continue to develop a closer business collaboration
with Meixin in this aspect;

• life science business — clinical trial insurance, drug product liability insurance,
professional liability insurance and cyber security insurance for life science
business. These companies include, among others, professional contract research
organisation which provides clinical research solutions for new drugs, and
pharmaceutical company which specialises in the research and production of
chemical medicine, biological medicine and medical equipment; and

• health and medical business — child and female maternity insurance and urban
customised medical insurance (which insures against diseases that are not covered
by typical medical insurance policies) for individuals.

Pricing Policy

Meixin generally collects the commission or advisory fees based on a percentage of the
premium paid by insurance policy purchasers (typically around 15.0%), which may vary for
different project types, different insurance companies engaged and different regions in which
the insurance products are sold.

During the Track Record Period, the commission or advisory fee rate of Meixin ranged
from 5.0% to 25.0%.
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IOV AND DATA SERVICE SECTOR

Our IoV and Data Service Sector

We conduct our IoV and data service business through our wholly-owned subsidiary,
Tianxingjian, which is a prominent information technology solution service provider covering
the commercial automobile industry chain. Since the launch of the predecessor of Tianxingjian
IoV Service System* (天行健車聯網服務系統) in 2011 which is the first of its kind in China,
we, as the first-mover in the commercial automobile IoV industry, maintain a leading position
in the IoV industry in China, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. During the Track
Record Period, the typical IoV and related technologies application solutions provided by our
IoV platform include:

Type of IoV and
Related Technologies
Application Solutions Functions

1. Automobile financial
leasing IoV service

Enabling various external and internal financial
leasing companies and the commercial automobile
sales dealers involved in sales of commercial
automobiles manufactured by Shaanxi Heavy Duty
Automobile and Shaanxi Commercial Automobile to
remotely monitor the real-time operational statistics
of the relevant automobiles and execute remote
automobile locking when necessary.

2. Beidou System landing
access IoV service

Enabling all the collected data in relation to the
automobiles as required by the relevant PRC laws to
be transmitted to the relevant accredited provincial
supervision service platforms for record.

3. Big data application IoV
service

Provision of medium and heavy commercial
automobile IoV big data support to various
enterprises, including (i) commercial automobile
manufacturers and core spare parts suppliers, (ii)
supply chain and logistics companies, and (iii) third
party service providers.

4. Dump truck supervision
IoV service

Enabling municipal authorities and dump truck
companies to develop intelligent management
platforms in order to supervise the operation of
relevant dump trucks in the relevant cities.

5. Environmental protection
supervision IoV service

Provision of environmental protection supervision-
related services to facilitate the implementation of the
relevant requirements under Heavy Duty Diesel
Automobile Exhaust Emission Limits and
Measurement Methods (China Phase Six)* (GB
17691-2018) (《重型柴油汽車污染物排放限值及測量
方法(中國第六階段)》(GB 17691-2018).

6. Transportation fleet
management IoV service

Provision of transportation fleet management-related
services to supply chain and logistics company and
owner or chief of transportation fleet in order to
monitor the real-time operational conditions of all the
automobiles in the transportation fleet.
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We operated the largest commercial automobile manufacturer-connected IoV platform for
heavy commercial automobiles in China with a market share of 23.3% in 2021, according to
the Frost & Sullivan Report. In addition, we ranked third among the commercial automobile
IoV enterprises in China in terms of the number of commercial automobiles accessing IoV
platform in 2021, according to the same source. As at the Latest Practicable Date, the number
of heavy commercial automobiles accessing our IoV platform was approximately 976.4
thousand. For the three years ended 31 December 2021, the aggregated commercial
automobiles of our IoV and data service amounted to approximately 607.3 thousand
automobiles, 803.7 thousand automobiles and 1,025.1 thousand automobiles, respectively,
representing a CAGR of 19.1% between 2019 and 2021.

According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, as (i) the first developer of MD5 remote
automobile locking technology and the three-level embedded software for automobile-carried
terminal products in China, and (ii) the first adopter of truck-dedicated navigation technology
in China, Tianxingjian has constantly demonstrated its leadership in the research and
development of the IoV technologies in China. Capitalising its strong technical capabilities,
Tianxingjian has been accredited as a National High and New Technology Enterprise* (國家
高新技術企業) by the Science and Technology Department of the People’s Government of
Shaanxi Province since 2014 and as a Software Enterprise* (軟件企業) by Shaanxi Software
Industry Association* (陝西省軟件行業協會) since 2014. As at 31 December 2021, the
intellectual property rights owned by Tianxingjian included 13 patents and 69 copy rights and
Tianxingjian was in the process of applying for 19 patents. Tianxingjian had also adopted both
the quality management system of ISO 9001:2015 and the environment management system of
ISO 14001:2015 in 2018, both of which are internationally accredited management systems.
Through implementing well-developed operation protocols and control mechanism, we are able
to strengthen our capability to deliver high quality services to the customers.

As an indispensable component of our integrated and comprehensive value-added service
portfolio, our IoV and data service covers the commercial automobile industry chain. We
maintain a close and cooperative business relationship with Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile,
Shaanxi Commercial Automobile and other commercial automobile manufacturers, including
Shandong Automobile Manufacturing Company Limited* (山東汽車製造有限公司), and our
intelligent IoV products can be directly installed on the commercial automobiles during the
manufacturing process. Our in-depth collaboration with such prominent commercial
automobile manufacturers enables us to secure a large customer base within a short period of
time and continue to drive the growth of our IoV and data service business. In addition, we
provide our IoV and related technologies application solutions to a wide range of participants
of the commercial automobile industry chain. As at 31 December 2021, our IoV and data
service has been provided to various participants of the commercial automobile industry chain
and are available in all 31 provincial administrative divisions in Mainland China. We are also
actively exploring overseas business which covers 33 countries at present.
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The Business Streams of Our IoV and Data Service Sector

Under our IoV and data service sector, we provide a wide range of integrated IoV and data
services to our customers. The following table sets forth a breakdown of revenue by our two
IoV and data business offerings for the years indicated:

Year Ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Revenue Percentage Revenue Percentage Revenue Percentage

(RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (%)

Intelligent IoV Products
Sales Business 182,101 75.4 253,646 75.7 229,498 67.8

IoV and Related Technologies
Application Solution Business 59,481 24.6 81,592 24.3 108,814 32.2

Total 241,582 100.0 335,238 100.0 338,312 100.0

As shown in the table above, our IoV and data service sector expanded rapidly during the
Track Record Period. Our revenue increased, from approximately RMB241.6 million for the
year ended 31 December 2019 to approximately RMB335.2 million for the year ended
31 December 2020, and further to approximately RMB338.3 million for the year ended 31
December 2021, representing a CAGR of 18.3%. In addition, Our profit before income tax
increased from approximately RMB55.4 million for the year ended 31 December 2019 to
approximately RMB87.4 million for the year ended 31 December 2020, and further to
approximately RMB110.2 million for the year ended 31 December 2021, representing on
CAGR of 41.0%.

According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, the application of IoV will become a
standardised practice in terms of mainstream commercial automobiles manufactured in China.
The commercial automobile IoV market penetration rate is estimated to further increase from
66.9% in 2021 to 97.5% in 2026 and by 2026, the size of commercial automobile IoV market
will reach RMB76.1 billion from RMB23.1 billion in 2021, representing a CAGR of 26.9%,
according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. We believe that our IoV and data service sector,
supported by favourable government policies and fast expanding market, will provide a large
number of business opportunities for our sustainable development.
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• Network layer. It is the layer functioning to transmit the collected data, both inwards
and outwards, through information communication network. Network layer can be
classified into connection network and core network. The former connects
automobile to the base station and the latter connects the base station to the platform
layer.

• Platform layer. It is the layer functioning to receive, store, compress, clean and
calculate the transmitted data in a centralised manner. Platform layer is also known
as PaaS (Platform as a Service) layer.

• Application layer. It is the highest layer functioning to present the processed data in
the form of visualised solutions to the client. Application layer is the driving force
of IoV technology innovation and provides comprehensive solutions to our
customers.

The Operation Mechanism

Typically our intelligent IoV terminal products installed in the automobiles are supported
by the embedded software developed by us in order to collect the various data in relation to
the automobiles. Such data will be transmitted into our server, which comprises both physical
server and cloud storage server, via the SIM card installed in the intelligent IoV terminal
products through the mobile wireless network. The stored data will then go through the stages
of compression and cleaning and be ready for further processing and calculations in order to
prepare and generate visualised solutions for our customers or end users. Based on such
visualised solutions, our customers or end users may provide further instructions, which will
then be transmitted through the internet or mobile wireless network back to our intelligent IoV
terminal products. The terminal products will follow the relevant instructions and perform
certain functions in relation to the automobiles and the drivers in order to coordinate the
operation of automobiles. As such, the relevant automobiles will be subject to real-time
monitoring and control under our IoV and data services.
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The IoV architecture and the operation mechanism are demonstrated in the following
diagram:

The IoV Architecture and Operation Mechanism

Date Processing and Presentation Instruction Provision

Data Transmission
(Core Network)

Data Transmission Instruction Transmission

(Core Network)

(Connection Network) (Connection Network)

Data Transmission

(Our Typical IoV and Related Technologies Application Solutions)

Platform Layer

Network Layer

(Our Intelligent IoV
Terminal Products)

Perception Layer

Application Layer

•Automobile financial leasing IoV service

•Beidou System landing access IoV service

•Big data application IoV service

•Dump truck supervision IoV service

•Environmental protection supervision IoV service

•Transportation fleet management IoV service

Our Intelligent IoV Products Sales Business

We sell a wide range of intelligent IoV products to our customers based on their specific
needs, which include (i) intelligent IoV terminal products, (ii) intelligent display screens, and
(iii) intelligent IoV accessories. Our intelligent IoV products also include supporting software
that we develop.
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The intelligent IoV terminal products we provide are equipped with: (i) GPS/Beidou
System compatible supervision terminals, which collect geographical location data of the
automobiles, and (ii) environmental protection supervision terminals, which collect
environmental protection data in relation to the automobiles, such as the data of automobile
emission. Pursuant to Road Transportation Automobile Dynamic Supervision Management
Measures* (《道路運輸車輛動態監督管理辦法》) promulgated in January 2014, from July
2014, all newly manufactured heavy-loaded cargo-carriage automobiles and semi-trailer
towing automobiles in China are required to pre-install satellite positioning devices, such as
Beidou System supervision terminals or similar equipment, and all the collected data are
required by law to be transmitted to the cargo transportation platform of Ministry of
Transportation for record. In addition, pursuant to Heavy Duty Diesel Automobile Exhaust
Emission Limits and Measurement Methods (China Phase Six)* (GB 17691-2018) (《重型柴
油汽車污染物排放限值及測量方法(中國第六階段)》) (GB 17691-2018) promulgated in June
2018, from July 2021 all newly manufactured, imported, sold and registered commercial
automobiles with loading capacity of 3.5 tonnes or above in China are required to pre-install
environmental protection supervision terminals or similar equipment and all the collected data
in relation to exhaust emission are required to be transmitted to Ministry of Environment
Protection for record. Our intelligent IoV terminal products are designed and developed by us
independently with proprietary intellectual property rights. Such products also receive China
Compulsory Certification from State Administration for Market Regulation and are accredited
by the Ministry of Public Security.

Illustration of Our GPS/Beidou System Compatible
Supervision Terminals

Illustration of Our Environmental Protection
Supervision Terminals

The intelligent display screens we provide mainly include automobile-carried centralised-
control touch screens with comprehensive functions, such as positioning, dedicated navigation,
multi-functional steering wheel, audio and video play, Bluetooth communication, driving
behaviour analysis, intelligent audio control and automobile reversing video. All the intelligent
display screens we sell are also designed and developed by us independently with proprietary
intellectual property rights.
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Illustration of Our Intelligent Display Screen

The intelligent IoV accessories we provide mainly include automobile-carried cameras,
fuel sensors, IoT cards and commercial automobile dedicated navigation software. The data
collected by our intelligent IoV products is mainly transmitted through mobile wireless
network. With the modernisation of the mobile wireless network by the telecommunication
operators, we expect that 5G mobile wireless network will be widely used in the foreseeable
future.

To facilitate our intelligent IoV product sales business, we also develop software for the
intelligent IoV products we sell to our customers. We are the first developer of the three-level
embedded software for automobile-carried terminal products in China, according to the Frost
& Sullivan Report. The three-level structure includes (i) base operating system, (ii) the
intermediate transfer port, and (iii) the upper application. In addition, we are the leader in terms
of setting the technology standards and the intermediate connection port industry standards. We
provide the upper application developed by us to our suppliers in order to embed such
application into the relevant intelligent IoV products during the manufacturing process.

For the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, the number of commercial
automobiles equipped with our intelligent IoV products increased by approximately 152.6
thousand, 208.4 thousand and 167.5 thousand, respectively. In addition, for the years ended 31
December 2019, 2020 and 2021, our revenue generated from our intelligent IoV products sales
business was RMB182.1 million, RMB253.6 million and RMB229.5 million, respectively,
representing a CAGR of 12.3% between 2019 and 2021, and accounting for approximately
75.4%, 75.7% and 67.8% of our total revenue of our IoV and data service sector in the
corresponding period, respectively.

Our Suppliers and Key Terms of Our Agreements with Suppliers

During the Track Record Period, we outsourced the manufacturing of our intelligent IoV
products to certain reputable independent third party suppliers in the industry, including
Hangzhou Hopechart IoT Technology Co., Ltd.* (杭州鴻泉物聯網技術股份有限公司), who
utilise the design, intellectual property rights and brand provided by us during the
manufacturing process. During the Track Record Period, we entered into agreements with our
suppliers, the typical terms under which are set forth as follows:

• Duration — The agreements are generally for a term of one year or more. There are
generally no renewal provisions under such agreements;
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• Delivery and inspection — The supplier shall ensure timely delivery of products
according to the agreements. When the products are delivered to the destination, the
supplier shall, together with us, inspect such products according to the standards set
forth by us;

• Key technology indicators — The products provided by the supplier will have to
satisfy the technology indicators set by us, details of which are set out in the
agreements;

• Quality standards of products — The products provided by the supplier will have to
satisfy the quality standards set by us, details of which are set out in the agreements,
and we need to provide quality guarantee; and

• Termination — The agreements can be terminated by us upon certain events,
including but not limited to (i) failure to perform obligations under the agreements
within a reasonable time period after claims from us, or (ii) express representation
of non-performance of aforementioned obligations.

Our Customers and Key Terms of the Agreements with Customers

During the Track Record Period, the major customers of our intelligent IoV products sales
business included Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile and Shaanxi Commercial Automobile, for
which we were the sole supplier of intelligent IoV products, and Shandong Automobile
Manufacturing Company Limited* (山東汽車製造有限公司) (“Shandong Automobile”),
which was an independent third party commercial automobile manufacturer. Shandong
Automobile is a state-owned commercial automobile manufacturer located in Shandong
Province, which specialises in the manufacturing of light commercial automobile, medium
commercial automobile and new energy commercial automobile. For details on our intelligent
IoV products sales business undertaken with our Controlling Shareholders, please refer to the
section headed “Relationship with Controlling Shareholders — Independence from Our
Controlling Shareholders — Operational Independence — Industry norm and mutually
beneficial and complementary relationship — IoV and data service sector” in this document.

For the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, we provided intelligent IoV
products sales service to three commercial automobile manufacturers, namely (i) Shaanxi
Heavy Duty Automobile, (ii) Shaanxi Commercial Automobile and (iii) Shandong Automobile,
only. There was no material fluctuation in terms of the number of commercial automobile
manufacturers served by our intelligent IoV products sales service during the Track Record
Period. In addition, the customers of our intelligent IoV products sales business did not include
any spare part suppliers during the Track Record Period.

The major customers of our intelligent IoV products sales business which contributed (a)
more than 5.0% of the total revenue of this business segment, and (b) more than 1.0% of the
total revenue of the Group, for one or more relevant year during the Track Record Period,
respectively, included:

(i) Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile, who is our connected person and contributed
revenue in the sum of RMB172,819.4 thousand, RMB149,595.3 thousand and
RMB88,872.4 thousand in 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for 94.9%,
59.0% and 38.7% of the total revenue of our intelligent IoV products sales business,
and 6.0%, 4.6% and 2.8% of the total revenue of the Group, and
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(ii) Shaanxi Commercial Automobile, who is our connected person and contributed
revenue in the sum of RMB935.8 thousand, RMB100,827.6 thousand and
RMB113,703.0 thousand, in 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for
0.5%, 39.8% and 49.5% of the total revenue of our intelligent IoV products sales
business, and 0.03%, 3.1% and 3.6% of the total revenue of the Group.

The total revenue contributed by the aforementioned major customers amounted to
RMB173,755.2 thousand, RMB250,422.9 thousand and RMB202,575.4 thousand in 2019,
2020 and 2021, respectively, accounting for 95.4%, 98.8% and 88.2% of the total revenue of
our intelligent IoV product sales business, and 6.0%, 7.7% and 6.4% of the total revenue of the
Group.

Except for the customers disclosed above, no other customer contributed (a) more than
5.0% of the total revenue of our intelligent IoV product sales business, and (b) more than 1.0%
of the total revenue of the Group, for one or more relevant year during the Track Record Period,
respectively. In addition, other than Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile and Shaanxi Commercial
Automobile, we also provided intelligent IoV products to Shandong Automobile, which was
not regarded as major customer of our intelligent IoV product sales business during the Track
Record Period.

In addition, for further details of our transaction with connected persons Shaanxi Heavy
Duty Automobile and Shaanxi Commercial Automobile, please refer to the section headed
“Connected Transactions — Non-exempt Continuing Connected Transactions — Supply of
Products and Services Framework Agreement” in this document.

During the Track Record Period, we entered into agreements with our customers, the
typical terms under which are set forth as follows:

• Duration — The agreements are generally for a term of one year. There are generally
no renewal provisions under such agreements;

• Minimum purchase commitment — The minimum purchase commitment is generally
set out in the separate purchasing orders;

• Key technology indicators — The products provided by us will have to satisfy the
technology indicators set by the customers, which is generally set out in the separate
technology agreements entered into between the parties;

• Quality standards of products — The products provided by us will have to satisfy
the quality standards set by the customers and we need to provide quality guarantee,
details of which are generally set out in the separate quality and service guarantee
agreement entered into between the parties; and

• Quality guarantee deposit — The customers may require us to pay quality guarantee
deposit at certain percentage of the outstanding payment amount on a rolling basis
which will be recorded as accounts receivable from the customers if no quality
deficiency is claimed by the customers upon the expiration of the quality guarantee
period.
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Performance of Our Intelligent IoV Terminal Products

Our IoV terminal products deliver great performance. Compared with similar products
provided by our competitors, our intelligent IoV terminal products have strong capability to
collect a wide range of data in relation to the automobiles, the driving behaviour and the
location. We are able to collect more than 1.4 thousand types of data relating to automobiles,
the specific scope of which will depend on the type and model of the relevant automobile. Such
data could be generally classified into seven categories, namely automobile motion profile,
geographical location, engine performance, axle, tyre, exhaust emission and driver’s behaviour.
In addition, the data collected by our intelligent IoV terminal products had exceeded 2.9
petabytes as at 31 December 2021 with an average daily new data increase of approximately
1.9 terabytes. In terms of data collection frequency, the shortest data collection time cycle is
ten milliseconds. The basic data is uploaded every five seconds, which is significantly faster
than the industry average performance of 30 seconds. All the data we collect is subject to
real-time transmission. All the data we collect will be sent to our server through synchronous
transmission with average time less than one second. In addition, when commercial
automobiles pass through regions with weak network signal, which is impossible for data
transmission, the relevant data will be stored in our intelligent IoV terminal product for timely
transmission within seven days depending on the conditions of the network.

The performance of our intelligent IoV terminal products has also placed us at the
forefront in the operation data appraisal conducted by industry regulator. Pursuant to the Road
Transportation Automobile Terminal Product Quality Statistics Table in December 2021*
(2021年12月道路貨運車輛車載終端品質統計表) issued by China Transport
Telecommunications and Information Centre* (中國交通通信信息中心) in January 2022,
among the producers with more than 100 thousand online automobiles, the latitude and
longitude acceptability rate of our intelligent IoV terminal product was 99.98%, the positioning
time acceptability rate 99.65%, the speed acceptability rate 99.92%, the direction acceptability
rate 100.00% and the terminal product overall rating 99.60%, making us one of the top
performers in the table. As at the Latest Practicable Date, all of our intelligent IoV terminal
products and our management website are both accredited by the relevant regulatory authorities
in China.

For details on legal requirements relating to data collection and privacy protection in
China, please refer to the section headed “Regulatory Overview — Regulations regarding
Information Security and Personal Information Protection” in this document.

Our IoV and Related Technologies Application Solution Business

We provide a wide range of solutions applying our IoV and related technologies by
processing and analysing the comprehensive data we collect at the perception level through our
intelligent IoV products. The IoV application software we develop enables us to devise various
applications to process the extensive data we possess and forms the basis for provision of our
IoV and related technologies application solution service. During the Track Record Period, our
typical IoV and related technologies application solutions include: (i) automobile financial
leasing IoV service, (ii) Beidou System landing access IoV service, (iii) big data application
IoV service, (iv) dump truck supervision IoV service, (v) environmental protection supervision
IoV service, and (vi) transportation fleet management IoV service.
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As at 31 December 2021, (i) the usage rate of our automobile financial leasing IoV
service had covered approximately 199.3 thousand automobiles, (ii) the usage rate of our
Beidou System landing access IoV service had covered approximately 605.8 thousand
automobiles, (iii) our big data application IoV service had covered approximately 266.0
thousand automobiles, (iv) our dump truck supervision IoV service had covered approximately
15.9 thousand automobiles, and (v) the environmental protection supervision IoV service
covered approximately 28.0 thousand automobiles. The number of automobiles covered by the
above application scenarios enables us to be one of the top performers among IoV applications
of the same kind in China.

Our IoV and related technologies application solutions can be categorised as (i) industry
solutions, and (ii) data service solutions.

• Industry solutions, including (i) automobile financial leasing IoV service, (ii)
Beidou System landing access IoV service, (iii) dump truck supervision IoV service,
and (iv) transportation fleet management IoV service, are provided through our
dedicated business support system. To receive the relevant service, the user is
required to pay deposit into our system in advance and then shall apply in our system
for service activation. Each commercial automobile has a designated account in our
dedicated support business support system and the relevant user can access all the
available information in relation to the specific commercial automobile by browsing
the designated account.

• Data service solutions, including (i) our big data application IoV service, and (ii)
environmental protection supervision IoV service, are provided in a more flexible
manner and could be performed in the designated way pursuant to the specific
requirements of the relevant customers.

For the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, our revenue generated from our
IoV and related technologies application solution business was approximately RMB59.5
million, RMB81.6 million and RMB108.8 million, respectively, representing a CAGR of
35.3% between 2019 and 2021, and accounting for approximately 24.6%, 24.3% and 32.2% of
our total revenue of our IoV and data service sector in the corresponding period, respectively.

Our Customers and Key Terms of the Agreements with Customers

During the Track Record Period, the major customers of our IoV and related technologies
application solution business included:

• (i) commercial automobile manufacturer, namely Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile,
and (ii) spare parts suppliers, including Xi’an Cummins Engine Company Limited*
(西安康明斯發動機有限公司), Cummins (China) Investment Co., Ltd. (康明斯(中
國)投資有限公司) and Shaanxi Hande Axle Co., Ltd* (陝西漢德車橋有限公司). For
further details of the relevant spare parts suppliers, please refer to the paragraph
headed “— IoV and Data Service Sector — Our IoV and Related Technologies
Application Solution Business — Illustrations of Our IoV and Related Technologies
Application Solutions — Big Data Application IoV Service” in this section.

For the years ended 31 December 2019 and 2020, we provided IoV and related
technologies application solution service to one commercial automobile
manufacturer, namely Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile who is our connect person,
only, as a result of collective market development strategy of Shaanxi Heavy Duty
Automobile and us. Such service was no longer provided to Shaanxi Heavy Duty
Automobile after 2020 due to the change of the relevant collaboration strategy.
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In addition, for the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, we provided IoV
and related technologies application solution service to three spare parts suppliers,
namely (i) Xi’an Cummins Engine Company Limited*(西安康明斯發動機有限公司)
who is an independent third party, (ii) Cummins (China) Investment Co., Ltd. (康明
斯(中國)投資有限公司), and (iii) Shaanxi Hande Axle Co., Ltd* (陝西漢德車橋有限
公司) who is our connected person, only. There was no material fluctuation in terms
of the number of spare parts suppliers served by our IoV and related technologies
application solution service during the Track Record Period.

• commercial automobile finance companies, commercial automobile sales dealers,
IoV technology and electronic companies, supply chain and logistics companies,
transportation fleets and drivers, as well as other types of entities and individuals
along the commercial automobile industry chain.

• governmental or industry regulatory bodies, including waste supervision entities and
environmental protection entities. For further details of these waste supervision
entities and environmental protection entities, please refer to the paragraph headed
“— IoV and Data Service Sector — Our IoV and Related Technologies Application
Solution Business — Illustrations of Our IoV and Related Technologies Application
Solutions — Dump Truck Supervision IoV Service”.

In addition, we also provide software development service to certain spare parts suppliers,
including Xi’an Cummins Engine Company Limited* (西安康明斯發動機有限公司) and
Shaanxi Hande Axle Co., Ltd* (陝西漢德車橋有限公司).

In relation to the customers of our IoV and related technologies application solution
business, no single customer contributed (a) more than 5.0% of the total revenue of our IoV
and related technologies application solution business, and (b) more than 1.0% of the total
revenue of the Group, for one or more relevant year during the Track Record Period,
respectively. As such, the customers of our IoV and related technologies application solution
business were dispersed and no single customer was regarded as major customers of our IoV
and related technologies application solution business during the Track Record Period.

For further details of our transactions with our connected persons, please refer to the
section headed “Connected Transactions — Non-exempt Continuing Commercial Transactions
— Supply of Products and Services Framework Agreement” in this document.

During the Track Record Period, we entered into agreements with our customers, the
typical terms under which are set forth as follows:

• Duration — The agreements are generally for a term of one year. There are generally
no renewal provisions under such agreements;

• Payment commitment — The agreements generally set out the total service fees to
be paid by the customers which must be fully settled on or before the date mutually
agreed;

• Key functions indicators — We will carry out the key functions prescribed by the
customers under different solutions; and

• Standards of services — The agreements will provide for specifications of the
services to be provided, including without limitation to commencement of service,
adjustment of intelligent IoV terminal products, provision of trainings on system and
functions, quality guarantee and after-sales services.
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Illustrations of Our IoV and Related Technologies Application Solutions

The typical solutions applying our IoV and relation technologies during the Track Record
Period include:

Automobile Financial Leasing IoV Service

We are a service provider and a key market player in provision of automobile financial
leasing IoV service in China and we are the first provider of remote automobile locking
function in China, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. In particular, we have adopted
self-developed MD5 core algorithm for our remote automobile lock function, which enables
automobile engines to randomly generate an array data and proceed with encrypted
calculations with the unique numbering of our intelligent IoV terminal products in order to
facilitate bilateral binding and checking. Through our MD5 core algorithm, data disassembly
is prohibited and the secured interchange between automobile engine and our intelligent IoV
terminal product could be ensured. Moreover, our remote automobile locking function is
pre-installed at the bottom of engine control unit which enhances the overall working
efficiency. For the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, the number of commercial
automobiles covered by our automobile financial leasing IoV service increased by
approximately 51.3 thousand, 74.8 thousand and 63.4 thousand, respectively.

Our automobile financial leasing IoV service mainly targets various external and internal
financial leasing companies, including our Deewin Financial Leasing, and the commercial
automobile sales dealers involved in sales of commercial automobiles manufactured by
Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile and Shaanxi Commercial Automobile. By using our
automobile financial leasing IoV service:

• the user of this service can remotely monitor the real-time operational statistics of
the relevant automobiles, which in turn assists the user to reduce and control the
risks stemming from the actual operations of the relevant automobiles;

• our automobile financial leasing IoV service provides default risk grading and
analysis function, where our system can advise the user if an operator of a specific
automobile can meet his repayment obligation under financial leasing based on
analysing the operational statistics, in particular the running mileage and the
operating time of engine, of the relevant automobile; and

• the user, upon reviewing the default grading and analysis we provide, can execute
remote automobile locking, which prohibits the automobile user from using the
specific automobile. As our intelligent IoV terminal product installed in the
automobile is destruction-proof, the automobile user could only resume using such
automobile if the user executes remote automobile unlocking.

In addition, our internal application of automobile financial leasing IoV service well
demonstrates the synergy between our financial leasing business and our IoV and data service
sector. Our intelligent IoV terminal products have been installed on the underlying commercial
commercial automobiles of our financial leasing business undertaken by Deewin Financial
Leasing and such commercial automobiles are fully covered by our automobile financial
leasing IoV service. During the Track Record Period, our financial leasing business achieved
a good risk control with the assistance of IoV technology, while bringing more than 60.4
thousand new automobiles to automobile financial leasing IoV service. By using our
automobile financial leasing IoV service, Deewin Financial Leasing can conveniently
supervise the actual conditions of such automobiles on 7x24 basis and can timely evaluate and
handle any default risk under financial leasing. By utilising automobile financial leasing IoV
service, Deewin Financial Leasing has greatly improved its risk control system and maintained
financial leasing default rate at a relatively low level. For details of our financial leasing
business, please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Supply Chain Financial Service Sector —
Financial Leasing Business” in this section.
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Illustration of Our Automobile Financial Leasing IoV Service

Beidou System Landing Access IoV Service

By following Road Transportation Automobile Dynamic Supervision Management
Measures* (《道路運輸車輛動態監督管理辦法》), all commercial automobiles newly
manufactured by Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile and Shaanxi Commercial Automobile have
pre-installed GPS/Beidou System compatible supervision terminals or similar equipment and
all the collected data as required by law is transmitted to the cargo transportation platform of
Ministry of Transportation for record. In addition to that, different provincial transportation
supervision authorities may also require that the aforementioned collected data in relation to
the automobiles driving in the relevant province, generally including those automobiles
needing Road Transport Licence* (道路運輸許可), shall also be transmitted to the accredited
provincial supervision service platforms for record. Such platforms will inspect the collected
data as required by law and issue Beidou System Inspection Certificates, by obtaining which
the automobile owners can proceed to apply for Road Operation Permit and go through annual
review. Our Beidou System landing access IoV service assists to transmit the required collected
data of commercial automobiles manufactured by Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile and
Shaanxi Commercial Automobile to the various accredited provincial supervision service
platforms and facilitates the issuance of Beidou System Inspection Certificates. We obtained
the operator qualification of Road Transportation Automobile Dynamic Supervision in Shaanxi
Province* (陝西省道路運輸車輛動態監控) in 2014.

Illustration of Our Beidou System Landing Access IoV Service
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Big Data Application IoV Service

Our big data application IoV service is mainly provided to enterprises which need
medium and heavy commercial automobile IoV big data support, including:

• commercial automobile manufacturers and core spare parts suppliers, to whom we
provide customised systems for data collection, data analysis and data application in
order to realise data tracking and analysis covering the cycle of product design,
product manufacturing, product sales, product operation and post-sales services in
relation to the relevant automobiles and core spare parts, which effectively improves
the qualities and competitiveness of these products;

• supply chain and logistics companies, to whom we provide automobile-freight
matching, automobile performance analysis, efficiency and consumption analysis,
way bill checking and settlement, which assists supply chain and logistics
companies to reduce costs and enhance efficiency; and

• third party service providers, such as ETC service providers and natural gas card
service providers, to whom we provide data service in relation to automobile
parking, operation route, area traffic volume in order to enable such providers to
offer services meeting the needs of clients.

During Track Record Period, our big data application IoV service customers mainly
comprised of commercial automobile engine manufacturer and axle manufacturer, including (i)
Xi’an Cummins Engine Company Limited* (西安康明斯發動機有限公司) and Cummins
(China) Investment Co., Ltd. (康明斯(中國)投資有限公司), which are a leading manufacturers
of heavy duty diesel-driven engine by utilising the relevant technologies from the leading
engine manufacturer Cummins Engine Company, and (ii) Shaanxi Hande Axle Co., Ltd* (陝西
漢德車橋有限公司), which is a large-scale automobile axle enterprise specialising in the
research and manufacturing of axles for trucks, passenger automobiles and engineering
automobiles with an existing annual production capacity of approximately 1.0 million pieces
of axles. We provided service in relation to development and daily operations of data analysis
platform software for such customers, such as SC-Cloud Data Analysis Platform* (陝康雲數據
分析平台) for Xi’an Cummins Engine Company Limited* (西安康明斯發動機有限公司). By
utilising such platform software, the commercial automobile engine manufacturer and axle
manufacturer can monitor the real-time operations of their products, understand the driving
behaviour of their customers, handle the malfunctioning incidents timely. The operational
statistics collected through the platform enable the manufacturers to undertake in-depth
analysis and optimise its design, manufacturing process and service offerings. The
development and operation of such data analysis platform software were fully and
independently undertaken by us.
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Illustration of Our Big Data Application IoV Service

Dump Truck Supervision IoV Service

We assist certain municipal authorities and dump truck companies to develop intelligent
management platforms in order to supervise the operation of relevant dump trucks operating
in these cities. After accessing our intelligent management platform, the user of our dump truck
supervision IoV service can monitor the real-time operational conditions of the dump trucks
and check if such trucks are being operated pursuant to the applicable regulations, in particular
those relating to speed limit, waste fall-out and driving on the designated route. The platform
will promptly inform the relevant municipal authorities of any violation of applicable laws in
relation to operation of a dump truck once detected. As such, our dump truck supervision IoV
service has greatly enhanced the efficiency of dump truck supervision and enabled the relevant
municipal authorities to take timely action in response to any violation of applicable
regulations. For instance, we develop the dump truck 4G video surveillance management
platform for Xianyang City in Shaanxi Province, which is the first dump truck 4G video
surveillance system adopted in Shaanxi Province. Through utilising this platform, Xianyang
municipal authorities are able to conduct real-time supervision over all the dump truck
operating in the city area. In addition, it also effectively improves driving safety through blind
sport monitoring. This platform enabled Xianyang to be included as an excellent case of Digital
Urban Management* (數字化城管).

Illustration of Our Dump Truck Supervision IoV Service
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Our dump truck supervision IoV service covered 12 areas in China with approximately
15.9 thousand dump trucks under supervision as at 31 December 2021. The map below
illustrates the geographic coverage of our dump truck supervision IoV services as at
31 December 2021:

Xi’an City, 
Shaanxi

Hanzhong City, 
Shaanxi

Nanbu County, 
Nanchong City, 
Sichuan

Urban area of 
Xianyang City, 

Shaanxi

Datong City, 
Shanxi

Handan City, 
Hebei

Qintang District, 
Guigang City, 
Guangxi Zhuang 
Autonomous Region

Liquan District of 
Xianyang City, 
Shaanxi

Xingping City, 
Shaanxi

Fuping County, 
Weinan City, 
Shaanxi

Longyao County, 
Baoding City, 
Hebei

Laian County, 
Chuzhou City, 
Anhui

Environmental Protection Supervision IoV Service

To facilitate the implementation of the relevant requirements under Heavy Duty Diesel
Automobile Exhaust Emission Limits and Measurement Methods (China Phase Six)* (GB
17691-2018) (《重型柴油汽車污染物排放限值及測量方法(中國第六階段)》 (GB
17691-2018), we provide environmental protection supervision IoV service which comprises
four main categories with details as follows:

• all the data in relation to exhaust emission collected by pre-installed environmental
protection supervision terminals or similar equipment for commercial automobile in
operation with loading capacity of 3.5 tonnes or above are transmitted in real-time
to certain designated provincial environmental protection platforms of the provinces
in which the trucks operate;

• development and operation of environmental protection supervision platforms for
municipal authorities, and receipt and storage of the data collected by pre-installed
environmental protection supervision terminals or similar equipment for municipal
authorities;
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• development of enterprise-level environmental protection platform for certain
commercial automobile modification factories, such as factories for addition of
carrying box or freezer, in order to facilitate the submission of relevant
environmental protection information to the supervising authorities for real-time
supervision; and

• installation of environmental protection supervision terminals or similar equipment
for commercial automobiles manufactured pursuant to the previous automobile
emission standards.

As at 31 December 2021, our environmental protection supervision IoV service covered
30 provinces and four municipalities in China.

Illustration of Our Environmental Protection Supervision IoV Service

Transportation Fleet Management IoV Service

We also provide transportation fleet management IoV service to supply chain and
logistics company and owner or chief of transportation fleet. The user of our transportation
fleet management IoV service can monitor the real-time operational conditions, in particular
location, route, mileage and oil consumption conditions, of all the automobiles in the
transportation fleet in order to facilitate fleet scheduling, automobile mechanical
troubleshooting and automobile maintenance. We can also generate detailed report setting out
oil consumption comparison, route comparison, speed comparison, gear position comparison
and loading comparison and providing our statistical analysis of the most economical operation
range for transportation fleet. Our transportation fleet management IoV service covers
commercial automobiles of different brands and models.
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Illustration of Our Transportation Fleet Management IoV Service

Quality Control and ISO Standards

Our Directors believe that our business, financial conditions and operating results depend
on our ability to pursue quality excellence. As such, we have adopted both the quality
management system of ISO 9001:2015 and the environment management system of ISO
14001:2015 in 2018, both of which are internationally recognised and utilised by institutions
in various industries to demonstrate the ability to consistently provide products and services
that meet customer and regulatory requirements. Through the adoption of the well-regarded
quality management system under ISO 9001:2015 and environment management system of ISO
14001:2015, we have established a strong governance structure, working duty allocation,
management procedures, operation supervision and quality policies, which have in turn
enabled us to formulate highly-quality IoV and data service procedures focusing on the needs
of our customers and service outcome.

Workflow of Our IoV and Data Service

The following flowchart illustrates the key stages in the workflow of our IoV and related
technologies application solution business:

Project
Planning

Project
Initiation

Project
Implementation

Completion of
Project

Project
Acceptance

Check
or

Operation of
Application

Solution

• Project planning. At project planning stage, our customers submit business needs
and/or our project planning department and marketing department provide feedback.
Then our product manager will conduct analysis on the market needs. Our marketing
department will conduct market feasibility study and our research and development
team will conduct technical feasibility study. Our marketing department will arrange
customers to sign service agreements with us.
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• Project initiation. At project initiation stage, our project planning department or
marketing department will apply for internal project initiation, after which our
product management department will review the project initiation. After passing the
evaluation, our product management department will instruct to commence project
implementation, or it will inform the project initiator of the comments in order to
make necessary improvements for re-evaluation.

• Project implementation. At project implementation stage, our research and
development team will formulate project development plan. We will undertake
design of the relevant system and then the subsequent development. Upon
completion of the development, our testing engineers will undertake system testing,
after passing which we will proceed to bring the application online and enter into
online trial operation.

• Project acceptance check. At project acceptance check stage, our project managers
will arrange project acceptance check. Project managers will then compile customer
feedback and draft project check report. If the relevant projects have successfully
passed project acceptance check, project managers will proceed with filing,
otherwise they will re-arrange project acceptance check after implementation of the
necessary rectification work for the projects.

• Completion of Project or Operation of Application Solution. The relevant
application solutions will enter into operation stage upon finishing project
acceptance check. We will formulate business operation flow and collect feedback
to facilitate timely update and improvement.

Research and Development Capabilities

As (i) the first developer of MD5 automobile remote automobile locking function and the
three-level embedded software for automobile-carried terminal products in China, and (ii) the
first adopter of truck-dedicated navigation technology in China, according to the Frost &
Sullivan Report, we have constantly demonstrated our strong capabilities in the research and
development of the IoV technologies in China. In particular, the underlying MD5 core
algorithm embedded in our remote automobile lock function is an industry-leading advanced
algorithm ensuring the secured interchange between automobile engine and our intelligent IoV
terminal product which in turn effectively prevent road traffic accidents and safeguarding the
remote automobile locking from being tampered. As at 31 December 2021, the intellectual
property rights owned by Tianxingjian included 13 patents and 69 copyrights and Tianxingjian
was in the process of applying for 19 patents. The key technologies developed by us include:

• An invention of remote automobile locking based on MD5 core algorithm, which
efficiently enhances the security and stability of remote automobile locking and
unlocking;

• An invention of IoV big data high quality compressed storage method and its
system, which efficiently reduce the spending on storage resources; and

• An invention of IoV big data distributed execution framework, which solves the
incompatibility between the increase of the amount of IoV data and mainstream
technology framework and internal business processing capability.
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We have also actively involved in industry-university-research cooperation with leading
external research institutes and enterprises in order to enhance our research and development
capabilities. Tianxingjian had collaborated with the School of Management of Xi’an Jiaotong
University to set up Shaanxi Commercial Automobile IoV Engineering Technology Research
Centre* (陝西商用車車聯網工程技術研究中心), which is a professional research centre under
Key Laboratories of Ministry of Education and a creative platform for commercial automobile
IoV business model innovation, technology development and optimisation of management
system. In addition, as at the Latest Practicable Date, Tianxingjian was in cooperation with
Chang’an University in relation to certain IoV research and development programmes,
including (i) a project on efficient logistics statistics analysis and service under the Belt and
Road Initiative, and (ii) a project on adversarial factors’ impact on driving reaction and driving
safety within the context of heavy commercial automobile transportation, both of which are
under Shaanxi Province Key Research Programme. In addition, Tianxingjian was also in
cooperation with a third party enterprise on comprehensive analysis of the action and intention
of drivers based on automobile data in order to optimise and upgrade intelligent IoV terminal,
which is also under Shaanxi Province Key Research Programme.

As at 31 December 2021, Tianxingjian has a dedicated research and development team
which comprises 108 professional, accounting for approximately 71.5% of the total research
and development staff of our Group and 56.6% of the total employees of Tianxingjian. During
the selection, we consider a wide range of qualities of the candidates, including general
background, education background, working experience and professional knowledge. All the
members of the research and development team possess IoV, software or automobile-related
background. As at 31 December 2021, among all the members, individuals with bachelors’
degrees account for 69.3% of all the whole team and those with masters’ degree or above
account for 10.6% of the whole team. In addition, individuals with work experience of five to
ten years account for 43.4% of the whole team and those with work experience for more than
ten years account for 34.9% of the whole team.

For the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, Tianxingjian incurred research
and development expenses in the sum of approximately RMB20.2 million, RMB25.8 million
and RMB30.5 million, respectively, accounting for majority of our total research and
development expenses during the relevant periods.

Over the next three year, we will continue to invest in the improvement and advancement
of our research and development facilities in order to promote technical innovation. For further
details, please refer to the section headed “Future Plans and [REDACTED]” in this document.

Pricing Policy

We outsourced the manufacturing of our intelligent IoV products to certain reputable
independent third party suppliers in the industry. The prices of the intelligent IoV products we
sell to our customers are fixed through arm length’s negotiations between the customers and
us on annual basis. Such prices are affected by the cost fluctuation of the relevant
manufacturing raw materials and the market conditions. We generally settle the sales prices in
accordance with the agreements we entered into with the relevant customers. We usually grant
a credit term of around 90 days, starting from the receipt of the invoice by our customers. We
are generally responsible for the delivery of goods to our customers and bear the risks of
damages and losses before the delivery of goods. In general, the lead time required for goods
to be delivered to our customers is one day. In addition, the supply prices of intelligent IoV
products are generally agreed through our annual arm length’s negotiations with the suppliers
by considering the prevailing market rates and we generally settle the purchase prices in
accordance with the agreements we entered into with the relevant suppliers. Our suppliers
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usually grant a credit term of around 30 to 90 days, starting from our receipt of the invoice
issued by the suppliers. Suppliers are generally responsible for the delivery of goods to us and
bear the risks of damages and losses before the delivery of goods. In general, the lead time
required for goods to be delivered to us ranges from seven to ten days.

Our pricing for IoV and related technologies application solution business is determined
by reference to (i) the prevailing market price, or (ii) the relevant costs with a profit margin,
after considering the development strategies, marketing policies and the market competition
conditions. For IoV solutions provided as industry solutions, we require our customer to pay
deposit in advance, which will be deducted as the customer starts to receive our service. For
other IoV solutions which are provided as data service solutions, we will enter into service
agreements with the customers, which set out the payment arrangement after arm length’s
negotiations. We usually grant a credit term of around 30 to 90 days, starting from the receipt
of the invoice and acknowledgement of the work performed, to our customers.

SALES AND CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT

We are committed to cultivating long-term customer relationships by providing quality
customer service and support, which we believe is the key to enhance adhesiveness of
customers. In light of this, we provide routine trainings for our marketing consultants,
customer relationship managers and other staff on practicable skills and philosophy of
customer relationship. In addition, we have adopted a customer complaint policy which
governs complaints received by us. Our customer relationship managers are responsible for
handling the relevant complaints from customers. During the Track Record Period, we did not
receive any material complaints from our customers.

We also actively formulate different types of marketing plans and direct marketing efforts
to reach our targeted customers. We undertake sales and marketing campaigns through personal
visits by our marketing consultants to different types of potential customers of our various
business sectors. We also actively liaise with these targeted customers by telephone, email
communications and event invitations. In addition, we advertise through various media
channels, including public information platforms and We-media platforms, and through
participating high-profile industry meetings and information exchange meetings. Moreover, we
participate in the commercial automobile manufacturer’s marketing campaigns, including new
model launches and sponsorships events. In relation to our integrated logistics and supply
chain service, we have also adopted in-depth customer exploration measures. For details,
please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Logistics and Supply Chain Service Sector — Supply
Chain Business — Automobile Manufacturing Supply Chain Service — Our Customers and
Key Terms of the Agreements with Customers” in this section.

CUSTOMERS AND SALES

For detailed information of the customer portfolio and key terms of customer agreements
of our various businesses, please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Logistics and Supply
Chain Service Sector”, “— Supply Chain Financial Service Sector” and “— IoV and Data
Service Sector” in this section.

During the Track Record Period, we principally made sales of products or provision of
services through direct sales to end-customers. All of our product sales and provision of service
were undertaken in China during the Track Record Period.
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During the Track Record Period, our major customers mainly include participants of the
commercial automobile industry chain, such as commercial automobile manufacturers, spare
part suppliers, commercial automobile sales dealers, logistics companies, commercial
automobile and aftermarket product end-users and governmental or industry regulatory bodies.
Revenue from our five largest customers of our Group in aggregate were approximately
RMB1,088.5 million, RMB1,250.5 million and RMB974.8 million, for the years ended
31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively, representing 37.7%, 38.4% and 31.2% of our
total revenue for the same periods.

Revenue from our largest customer were approximately RMB688.1 million, RMB873.3
million and RMB688.6 million, for the years ended 31 December 2019, 2020 and 2021,
respectively, representing 23.8%, 26.8% and 22.0% of our total revenue for the same periods.
The credit terms offered to our five largest customers ranged from nil to three months during
the Track Record Period and payment from them were usually made through bank transfer
and/or note settlement. We had maintained business relationships with our five largest
customers for one year to 16 years during the Track Record Period. The following tables set
forth certain information of our five largest customers of our Group during the Track Record
Period:

For the Year Ended 31 December 2019

Rank Customers Revenue

Percentage
of Total
Revenue Business Profile

(RMB’000) (%)

1 Shaanxi Automobile
Holding and its
associates

688,090 23.8 Commercial automobile
manufacturer

2 Changshan Giantruck
Supply Chain
Management Co.,
Ltd. (常山眾卡運力
供應鏈管理有限公
司)

283,490 9.8 Logistics and transportation
service company

3 Henan Juton Vehicle
Co., Ltd. (河南駿
通車輛有限公司)

53,765 1.9 Manufacturer of trailers and
commercial automobile sales
dealer

4 Henan Shanqi Heavy
Duty Automobile
Sales Co., Ltd. (河
南陝汽重卡汽車銷
售有限公司)

35,348 1.2 Commercial automobile sales
dealer

5 Customer B 27,848 1.0 Logistics and transportation
service company

Total: 1,088,541 37.7
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For the Year Ended 31 December 2020

Rank Customers Revenue

Percentage
of Total
Revenue Business Profile

(RMB’000) (%)

1 Shaanxi Automobile
Holding and its
associates

873,260 26.8 Commercial automobile
manufacturer

2 Changshan Giantruck
Supply Chain
Management Co.,
Ltd. (常山眾卡運力
供應鏈管理有限公
司)

172,074 5.3 Logistics and transportation
service company

3 Henan Juton Vehicle
Co., Ltd. (河南駿
通車輛有限公司)

93,914 2.9 Manufacturer of trailers and
commercial automobile sales
dealer

4 Xinjiang Tiantong
Modern Logistics
Company Limited
(新疆天通現代物流
有限責任公司)

61,021 1.9 Commercial automobile sales
dealer

5 Suzhou Pengshun
Automobile Sales
Service Co., Ltd.
(蘇州鵬順汽車銷售
服務有限公司)

50,206 1.5 Commercial automobile sales
business service provider

Total: 1,250,475 38.4

For the Year Ended 31 December 2021

Rank Customers Revenue

Percentage
of Total
Revenue Business Profile

(RMB’000) (%)

1 Shaanxi Automobile
Holding and its
associates

688,557 22.0 Commercial automobile
manufacturer

2 Customer A 123,303 3.9 Logistics and transportation
service company
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Rank Customers Revenue

Percentage
of Total
Revenue Business Profile

(RMB’000) (%)
3 Artux Jianbao Mine

Selection Co., Ltd.
(阿圖什建寶選礦有
限公司)

75,107 2.4 Logistics and transportation
service company

4 Yili Lirong Supply
Chain Management
Co., Ltd. (伊犁利
融供應鏈管理有限
公司)

48,711 1.6 Logistics and transportation
service company

5 Ningxia Baofeng
Energy Group Co.,
Ltd. and its
subsidiaries (寧夏
寶豐能源集團股份
有限公司及其子公
司)

39,152 1.3 Coal mining and washing
business operator

Total: 974,830 31.2

Our largest customer during the Track Record Period was our connected persons, namely
Shaanxi Automobile Holding and certain of its associates. Save for the aforementioned
connected persons, none of our Directors, their associates or any of our current Shareholders
(who, to the knowledge of our Directors, own more than 5.0% of our share capital) has any
interest in any of our five largest customers that are required to be disclosed under the Listing
Rules. Please refer to the section headed “Relationship with Controlling Shareholders —
Independence from Our Controlling Shareholders — Operational Independence — Industry
norm and mutually beneficial and complementary relationship” in this document for additional
information regarding the transactions between us and the aforementioned connected persons.

SUPPLIERS AND PURCHASES

For detailed information of the supplier portfolio and key terms of supplier agreements
of our various businesses, please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Logistics and Supply
Chain Service Sector”, “— Supply Chain Financial Service Sector” and “— IoV and Data
Service Sector” in this section. All of our purchases were made in China during the Track
Record Period.

During the Track Record Period, our suppliers mainly include commercial automobile
manufacturers, carrier and transportation fleet for logistics and supply chain services,
aftermarket product suppliers and intelligent IoV product manufacturers. Transaction amount
from our five largest suppliers of our Group in aggregate were approximately RMB958.9
million, RMB1,065.0 million and RMB873.4 million, for the years ended 31 December 2019,
2020 and 2021, respectively, representing 40.7%, 40.7% and 37.1% of our total purchase for
the same periods. Transaction amount from our largest supplier were approximately RMB583.5
million, RMB580.1 million and RMB479.2 million, for the years ended 31 December 2019,
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2020 and 2021, respectively, representing 24.8%, 22.2% and 20.4% of our total purchase for
the same periods. The credit terms offered by our five largest suppliers ranged from nil to three
months during the Track Record Period and payment to them were usually made through bank
transfer and/or note settlement. We had maintained business relationships with our five largest
suppliers for one year to eight years during the Track Record Period. The following tables set
forth certain information of our five largest suppliers of our Group during the Track Record
Period:

For the Year Ended 31 December 2019

Rank Suppliers
Transaction

Amount

Percentage
of Total

Purchases Business Profile

(RMB’000) (%)

1 Shaanxi Automobile
Holding and its
associates

583,500 24.8 Commercial automobile
manufacturer

2 Supplier A 129,805 5.5 Manufacturer of intelligent
IoV products

3 Supplier BNote (1) 121,030 5.1 Provider of automobile
manufacturing supply chain
service

4 Supplier C 80,140 3.4 Provider of automobile
logistics service

5 Supplier D 44,418 1.9 Provider of automobile
logistics service

Total: 958,893 40.7

Note:

(1) Supplier B is an individual who provides automobile manufacturing supply chain service, in particular inbound
logistics service, to our Group. Supplier B had acted as the fleet manager of Tonghui, who took charge of the
management of the transportation fleet and the relevant drivers, since the incorporation of Tonghui up to
September 2020. Supplier B has no longer served as an employee of Tonghui since October 2020.

Supplier B started to provide automobile manufacturing supply chain service to our Group from January 2013.
Such arrangement arose out of the following considerations: (i) to reduce personnel costs incurred by us and
to improve transportation management efficiency under our automobile manufacturing supply chain business,
we explored an operational model of contracting part of the inbound logistics services internally to Supplier
B, who would be accountable for and incentivised to provide such services to us for his own profit and loss
instead of earning a fixed salary; and (ii) Supplier B has rich experience and satisfactory performance in fleet
management, especially in maintaining conditions of transportation fleets, prevention of safety incidents and
facilitating smooth operation of commercial automobile manufacturing. The service provided by Supplier B
meets our need of stable inbound logistics service and assisted the relevant commercial automobile
manufacturers to undertake their manufacturing work. For further details, please refer to the section headed
“Business — Logistics and Supply Chain Service Sector — Supply Chain Business — Automobile
Manufacturing Supply Chain Service” in this document. As advised by Frost & Sullivan, (i) the engagement
of individuals as providers of automobile manufacturing supply chain service is reasonable in the commercial
automobile service industry, and (ii) more than 90.0% of carriers in the PRC logistic industry are
self-employed individual fleet owners. Although some of the individual fleet owners register a company for
their business, such business still operates under a self-employed model. Our engagement of Supplier B as a
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provider of automobile manufacturing supply chain service was largely due to (i) Supplier B’s service
capabilities and business resources in terms of automobile manufacturing supply chain service, which were
developed by Supplier B through intense market competitions and (ii) the collaborative relationship we
established with Supplier B during his past employment with us.

We entered into internal subcontracting agreement with Supplier B, which was on normal commercial terms
no less favourable to us than terms available from service providers who are independent third parties, or even
better in the sense that our requests for logistics services had been regarded as Supplier B’s priority to ensure
stable operation of our automobile manufacturing supply chain business, which was in the interests of our
Company and the Shareholders as a whole. Whilst there had been no potential or actual conflict of interests
of material sense between Supplier B’s dual roles as the fleet manager and automobile manufacturing supply
chain service provider of Tonghui, we have an internal control policy to prevent any conflict arising from such
arrangement, which comprises the following measures: (i) we implement strict control and management system
to ensure that the terms of such internal subcontracting arrangement are fair, reasonable and on arm’s length
basis that are no less favourable than terms available from independent third parties; (ii) any discrepancy
between the pricing policy of such subcontracting arrangement with employees and those with independent
third parties is legitimate and justified with reasonable basis; and (iii) similar to agreements we entered into
with independent third parties, any internal subcontracting agreement shall be reviewed and approved by
relevant departments of our Group before execution. As advised by our PRC Legal Advisers, our Directors
believe that there had been no potential legal risk, payment, labour and tax issues of material sense arising
from such arrangement with Supplier B.

Due to the needs from rapid business expansion, Supplier B established Supplier E under the laws of the PRC
and acted as the legal representative of Supplier E, where Supplier E has commenced to provide automobile
manufacturing supply chain service since October 2020. As such, Supplier B terminated his provision of
service to our Group as an individual and all the relevant service has been provided by Supplier E instead since
October 2020.

Save for the disclosure above, Supplier B has no other past or present relationships (including without
limitation to family, business, employment, trust, financing or otherwise) with our Group, our shareholders,
directors or senior management, or any of their respective associates. In addition, as of the Latest Practicable
Date, Supplier B has not held any shares in the Company and/or its subsidiaries.

For the Year Ended 31 December 2020

Rank Suppliers
Transaction

Amount

Percentage
of Total

Purchases Business Profile

(RMB’000) (%)

1 Shaanxi Automobile
Holding and its
associates

580,113 22.2 Commercial automobile
manufacturer

2 Supplier A 173,333 6.6 Manufacturer of intelligent
IoV products

3 Supplier BNote (1) and
Supplier ENote (2)

135,752 5.2 Provider of automobile
manufacturing supply chain
service

4 Supplier C 118,216 4.5 Provider of automobile
logistics service

5 Supplier F 57,578 2.2 Provider of automobile
logistics service

Total: 1,064,992 40.7
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For the Year Ended 31 December 2021

Rank Suppliers
Transaction

Amount

Percentage
of Total

Purchases Business Profile

(RMB’000) (%)

1 Shaanxi Automobile
Holding and its
associates

479,187 20.4 Commercial automobile
manufacturer

2 Supplier A 137,249 5.8 Manufacturer of intelligent
IoV products

3 Supplier ENote (2) 115,002 4.9 Provider of automobile
manufacturing supply chain
service

4 Supplier C 86,945 3.7 Provider of automobile
logistics service

5 Supplier G 55,057 2.3 Provider of automobile
logistics service

Total: 873,440 37.1

Note:

(2) For further details, please see note (1) to the information of our five largest suppliers of our Group for the year
ended 31 December 2019. For the year ended 31 December 2020, the transaction amount of our Group with
(i) Supplier B amounted to approximately RMB77.9 million, representing approximately 3.0% of our total
purchases, and (ii) Supplier E amounted to approximately RMB57.8 million, representing approximately 2.2%
of our total purchases, respectively.

In addition, Supplier E has a registered capital of RMB20.0 million and owns a transportation fleet with
approximately 90 commercial automobiles and approximately 150 drivers for provision of automobile
manufacturing supply chain service. In addition, Supplier E engages external third party logistics service
providers, which enables Supplier E to deploy transportation capacity of approximately 300 additional
commercial automobiles. During the Track Record Period, (i) the aggregate purchase amount from Supplier B
and Supplier E (where applicable) amounted to approximately RMB314.3 million, RMB329.1 million and
RMB304.4 million, respectively, and (ii) based on our knowledge, the revenue derived from our Group
accounted for approximately 38.5%, 41.3% and 37.8%, respectively, of the revenue of Supplier B and Supplier
E (where applicable) for the corresponding years. At present, Supplier E is actively providing automobile
manufacturing supply chain service to a wider scope of customers other than our Group.

Our largest supplier during the Track Record Period was our connected persons, namely
Shaanxi Automobile Holding and certain of its associates. Save for the aforementioned
connected persons, none of our Directors, their associates or any of our current Shareholders
(who, to the knowledge of our Directors, own more than 5.0% of our share capital) has any
interest in any of our five largest suppliers that are required to be disclosed under the Listing
Rules. Please refer to the section headed “Relationship with Controlling Shareholders —
Independence from Our Controlling Shareholders — Operational Independence — Industry
norm and mutually beneficial and complementary relationship” in this document for additional
information regarding the transactions between us and our the aforementioned connected
persons. During the Track Record Period, we did not experience any shortage or delay in
supply from our suppliers which had material impact to our business.
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OVERLAPPING CUSTOMERS-SUPPLIERS

During the Track Record Period, to the best knowledge and belief of our Directors,
four entities are our major customers and our suppliers, and vice versa (the
“Customer(s)-Supplier(s)”). The Customers-Suppliers are commercial automobile
manufacturers, including Shaanxi Heavy Duty Automobile and Shaanxi Commercial
Automobile, manufacturer of intelligent IoV terminal products, logistics and supply chain
service provider and commercial automobile sales dealer.

We are a service provider and a key market player in the commercial automobile service
industry in China, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. As such, we provide a broad range
of business offerings to, and receive various services and products from, the same major
participants of the commercial automobile industry chain in China, including Shaanxi
Automobile Holding and certain of its associates, which is our connected person. Certain such
transactions would constitute continuing connected transactions upon [REDACTED]. For
details of the relevant connected transactions, please refer to the section headed “Connected
Transactions — Non-Exempt Continuing Connected Transactions” in this document.

During the Track Record Period, the number of our Customers-Suppliers that we
transacted with amounted to two, three, one and one, respectively. The table below sets forth
the total sales and total purchases attributable to our Customers-Suppliers during the Track
Record Period:

For the year ended 31 December 2019

Sales to Customers-Suppliers
Purchase from

Customers-Suppliers

Revenue

Percentage
of our

total revenue

Gross profit
derived from

the relevant
transactionsNote (1)

Transaction
Amount

Percentage
of our

total purchases

(RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (RMB’000) (%)

Shaanxi Automobile and its
associates

Note (2)

42,459 1.5 5,408 572,910 24.3
Customer-Supplier ANote (3) 3,128 0.1 829 132,958 5.7
Customer-Supplier BNote (4) 13,346 0.5 519 6,765 0.3

Total 58,933 2.1 6,756 712,633 30.3

Notes:

(1) Gross profit is calculated based on the gross profit margin of the relevant subsidiary transacting with a
Customer-Supplier in the case that the cost cannot be allocated to such Customer-Supplier.

(2) During the Track Record Period, (i) we provided (a) commercial automobile-related goods, (b) supply chain
services (including transportation, distribution, logistics and warehousing services), and (c) data-related
services to Shaanxi Automobile Holding and/or its associates, and (ii) we procured commercial automobiles,
commercial automobile spare parts and others from Shaanxi Automobile Holding and/or its associates. For
further details, please refer to the section headed “Connected Transactions – Non-exempt Continuing
Connected Transactions” in this document.
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(3) Customer-Supplier A is a third party manufacturer of intelligent IoV products located at Hangzhou City in
Zhejiang Province.

During the Track Record Period, (i) we were entrusted by Customer-Supplier A to provide certain maintenance
services on its behalf, including the services for repair and replacement in relation to the relevant intelligent
IoV products provided by Customer-Supplier A. Such service was (a) ancillary in nature, and (b) provided to
Customer-Supplier A only, and not to any non-Overlapping Customers/Suppliers, due to the long-term sound
business relationship between Customer-Supplier A and the Group, and (ii) we procured intelligent IoV
products from Customer-Supplier A. For further details, please refer to the section headed “Business – IoV and
Data Service Sector – Our Intelligent IoV Products Sales Business – Our Suppliers and Key Terms of Our
Agreements with Suppliers” in this document.

(4) Customer-Supplier B is a supply chain management service company located at Xi’an City in Shaanxi
Province.

During the Track Record Period, (i) we provided commercial automobiles to Customer-Supplier B, and (ii) we
procured supply chain services from Customer-Supplier B.

For the year ended 31 December 2020

Sales to Customers-Suppliers
Purchase from

Customers-Suppliers

Revenue

Percentage
of our

total revenue

Gross profit
derived from

the relevant
transactionsNote (1)

Transaction
Amount

Percentage
of our

total purchases

(RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (RMB’000) (%)

Shaanxi Automobile Holding and
its associates 194,456 6.0 39,494 579,487 22.2

For the year ended 31 December 2021

Sales to Customers-Suppliers
Purchase from

Customers-Suppliers

Revenue

Percentage
of our

total revenue

Gross profit
derived from

the relevant
transactionsNote (1)

Transaction
Amount

Percentage
of our

total purchases

(RMB’000) (%) (RMB’000) (RMB’000) (%)

Shaanxi Automobile Holding and
its associates 478,354 15.3 90,305 462,342 19.7

Customer-Supplier CNote (5) 23,696 0.8 276 28,114 1.2
Customer-Supplier DNote (6) 37,987 1.2 5,929 17,877 0.8
Total 540,037 17.3 96,510 508,333 21.7

Notes:

(5) Customer-Supplier C is a supply chain management service company located at Kashgar City in Xinjiang.

During the Track Record Period, (i) we provided commercial automobiles to Customer-Supplier C, and (ii) we
procured supply chain services from Customer-Supplier C.
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(6) Customer-Supplier D is an independent manufacturer of trailers and commercial automobile sales dealer
located at Sanmenxia City in Henan Province.

During the Track Record Period, (i) we provide commercial automobiles, aftermarket products and financial
leasing service to Customer-Supplier D, and (ii) we procured aftermarket business support service from
Customer-Supplier D.

Negotiations of the terms of our sales and purchases from our Customers-Suppliers were
conducted on individual basis and the sales and purchases were neither inter-connected nor
inter-conditional with each other. Our Directors confirmed that, during the Track Record
Period, the products we purchased from our Customer-Suppliers and/or their related companies
were not the same as those products we previously sold to our Customers-Suppliers. The terms
of transactions with our Customers-Suppliers are similar to those transactions with our other
customers and suppliers.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

We actively monitor our inventories of (i) commercial automobiles, (ii) intelligent IoV
terminal products, and (iii) spare parts, including tyres and lubricant, sold by our various
business sectors to ensure cost efficiency, quality control and timely distribution. Please refer
to the section headed “Financial Information — Liquidity and Capital Resources —
Inventories” in this document for more information.

Our inventory management staff conduct routine monthly inventory check and our
inventory management staff and financial department staff collectively conduct quarterly
inventory check. We also arrange inventory check on a more detailed and in-depth basis every
six months. In addition, we also utilise our inventories management system and applications to
monitor the actual conditions, locations and photos of the inventories and generate real-time
management report for review. We try to ensure that our inventories are maintained at an
optimised level, being a minimum inventory level to meet our customers’ demands for one to
three months and a maximum inventory level not exceeding customers’ demands for six
months. Based on our commercial arrangements with our suppliers, upon we place
orders,commercial automobile manufacturers usually can deliver the new automobiles we need
within 30 working days, aftermarket product suppliers can deliver the products within three to
ten working days and intelligent IoV product manufacturers can deliver the products within
five to 15 working days.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

We have invested extensive resources in developing and implementing various
information technology systems tailored for our business functions, including the office
automation system for internal office usage and management functions, the standardised
accounting system for our financial management and the inventory management system for our
inventory management. We have also deployed multiple information technology systems
allowing us to track and record key operation data and asset information, which allows us to
integrate our various business sectors for efficient internal communications and centralised
management.

In addition, we periodically upgrade hardware and software components of our
information technology systems to cater to the needs of our business. We expect our
information technology systems to assume more management functions, including advanced
customer data processing and online employee trainings, in the near future, we will continue
to collaborate with professional third party information technology service providers to further
upgrade and integrate our information technology systems to enhance efficiency of our
business functions and achieve real-time information exchange.
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For details of certain information technologies adopted by our business sectors and other
relevant information, please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Logistics and Supply Chain
Service Sector — Supply Chain Business — Automobile Manufacturing Supply Chain Service
— Information Technology System of Our Automobile Manufacturing Supply Chain Service”
and “— IoV and Data Service Sector — Research and Development Capabilities” in this
section.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

We conduct our business under the trade names of “德銀”, “德銀天下”, “Deewin” and
“DEYIN”. We have registered “ ”, “ ”, “ ”, “ ”,
“ ” and “ ” as well as other relevant logos as trademarks in the PRC. As
at the Latest Practicable Date, we were also applying to register certain trademarks in the PRC.
For details in relation to our intellectual property rights, please refer to the section headed
“Appendix VI — Statutory and General Information — B. Further Information about Our
Business — 2. Intellectual Property Rights of Our Group” in this document.

In particular, intellectual property rights play an important role in relation to our
provision of IoV and data service. As at 31 December 2021, Tianxingjian owned 13 patents and
69 copyrights. In addition, Tianxingjian is in the process of applying for 19 patents.

On [●], we entered into a trademark licensing framework agreement with Shaanxi
Automobile, pursuant to which Shaanxi Automobile agreed to, for a term commencing on the
[REDACTED] and ending on 31 December 2024, grant us a non-exclusive licence for the use
of the licensed trademarks on a royalty-free basis within the scope specified therein. For
details, please refer to the section headed “Connected Transactions — Fully Exempted
Continuing Connected Transactions — Trademark Licensing Framework Agreement” in this
document.

In order to defend our intellectual property rights and the intellectual rights that we are
licensed to use, we monitor whether there is any infringement of our brand by conducting
internet searches including the website of the National Intellectual Property Administration,
PRC.

During the Track Record Period and up to the Latest Practicable Date, we were not
involved in any material dispute or litigation relating to infringement of trademarks and patents
nor, to the best of our knowledge, did we infringe any trademarks and patents belonging to
other parties.
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LICENCES, PERMITS AND APPROVALS

The table below sets forth the relevant details of our major licences, permits and
approvals. We expect no legal impediment to renew these major licences, permits and
approvals upon expiration.

Licences/Permits/
Approvals Holders Grant Date

Expiration
Date

Road Transport Licence*
(道路運輸許可)

Shaanxi Tonghui Automobile
Logistics Co., Ltd.* (陝西通匯汽
車物流有限公司)

8 April 2020 7 April 2024

Qishan Branch of Shaanxi Tonghui
Automobile Logistics Co., Ltd.*
(陝西通匯汽車物流有限公司岐山
分公司)

17 April 2019 16 April 2023

Beijing Deewin Fargo Supply Chain
Management Co., Ltd.* (北京德
銀遠行供應鏈管理有限公司)

26 October
2020

25 October
2024

Henan Deewin Supply Chain
Management Co., Ltd.* (河南德
銀供應鏈管理有限公司)

26 January
2022

25 January
2026

Baotou Branch of Inner Mongolia
Fargo Supply Chain Management
Co., Ltd.* (內蒙古遠行供應鏈管
理有限公司包頭分公司)

10 December
2018

4 January 2023

Shanxi Deewin Fargo Supply Chain
Management Co., Ltd.* (山西德
銀遠行供應鏈管理有限公司)

9 February
2022

8 February
2026

Shanghai Fargo Logistics Service
Co., Ltd.* (上海遠行物流服務有
限公司)

8 January 2021 7 January 2025

Xinjiang Fargo Supply Chain
Management Co., Ltd.* (新疆遠
行供應鏈管理有限公司)

27 December
2019

20 December
2023

Shaanxi Zhongfu Internet of Things
Technology Service Co., Ltd.*
(陝西中富物聯科技服務有限公司)

8 November
2019

7 November
2023

Shaanxi Huazhen Logistics Co.,
Ltd.* (陝西華臻物流有限公司)

23 March 2022 22 March 2026

Road Transport Licence
(including online freight*
operation) (道路運輸許可
(含網絡貨運))

Shaanxi Fargo Supply Chain
Management Co., Ltd.* (陝西遠
行供應鏈管理有限公司)

10 February
2022

31 December
2023

Value-added
Telecommunications
Business Licence*
(增值電信業務經營許可)

Shaanxi Tianxingjian Internet of
Vehicle Information Technology
Co., Ltd.* (陝西天行健車聯網信
息技術有限公司)

17 December
2020

17 December
2025

Shaanxi Fargo Supply Chain
Management Co., Ltd.* (陝西遠
行供應鏈管理有限公司)

2 July 2020 2 July 2025
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Licences/Permits/
Approvals Holders Grant Date

Expiration
Date

Shanghai Fargo Logistics Service
Co., Ltd.* (上海遠行物流服務有
限公司)

31 July 2020 31 July 2025

High and New Technology
Enterprise Certificate*
(高新技術企業證書)

Shaanxi Tianxingjian Internet of
Vehicle Information Technology
Co., Ltd.* (陝西天行健車聯網信
息技術有限公司)

1 December
2020

30 November
2023

Customs Declaration Unit
Registration* (海關報關單
位註冊登記)

Shanghai Fargo Supply Chain
Management (Group) Co., Ltd.*
(上海遠行供應鏈管理(集團)有限
公司)

26 December
2014

–

Registered Road Transport
Automobile Dynamic
Supervision Socialised
Satellite Positioning
System Supervision
Platform Service
Provider* (已備案道路運
輸車輛動態監控社會化衛
星定位系統監控平台服務
商)

Shaanxi Tianxingjian Internet of
Vehicle Information Technology
Co., Ltd.* (陝西天行健車聯網信
息技術有限公司)

22 December
2014

–

Self-service Inspection
Reporting Enterprise
Registration* (自理報檢企
業備案)

Shanghai Fargo Supply Chain
Management (Group) Co., Ltd.*
(上海遠行供應鏈管理(集團)有限
公司)

9 December
2014

–

Foreign Trade Business
Eligibility Registration*
(對外貿易經營資格備案)

Shanghai Fargo Supply Chain
Management (Group) Co., Ltd.*
(上海遠行供應鏈管理(集團)有限
公司)

4 December
2014

–

Financial Leasing Trial
Enterprise*
(融資租賃試點企業)

Deewin Financial Leasing Co.,
Ltd.* (德銀融資租賃有限公司)

13 December
2011

–

Labour Dispatch Approval*
(勞務派遣許可)

Shaanxi Tonghui Automobile
Logistics Co., Ltd.* (陝西通匯汽
車物流有限公司)

17 November
2021

16 November
2024
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Pursuant to the Notice on Issues Relating to Undertaking Financial Leasing Business
Issued by MOFCOM and SAT* (Shang Jian Fa [2004] No. 560) (《商務部國家稅務總局關於
從事融資租賃業務有關問題的通知》(商建發[2004]560號)) (“Financial Leasing Notice”), the
registered capital of domestic leasing enterprise established between 1 September 2001 and 31
December 2003 shall be no less than RMB170.0 million. For further details, please refer to the
section headed “Regulatory Overview — Regulations regarding the Supply Chain Financial
Service” in this document. As advised by our PRC Legal Advisers, (i) the aforementioned
minimal registered capital requirement under Financial Leasing Notice applies only to leasing
enterprises established between 1 September 2001 and 31 December 2003, and (ii) Deewin
Financial Leasing was approved to be established in 2011 and not subject to the
aforementioned minimal registered capital requirement under Financial Leasing Notice.
However, even in the case that the aforementioned minimal registered capital requirement
under Financial Leasing Notice would apply to Deewin Financial leasing, such requirement
had been fully complied with upon the establishment of Deewin Financial Leasing. Our
Deewin Financial Leasing was established on 24 November 2011 with an initial registered
capital of RMB180.0 million and had a registered capital of RMB1,550.0 million as at 31
December 2020.

Further, pursuant to the Notice on Promulgation of the Interim Measures for the
Supervision and Administration of Commercial Factoring Companies in Shanghai* (《關於印
發<上海商業保理公司監督管理暫行辦法>的通知》) issued by the Shanghai Municipal
Financial Regulatory Bureau (“Shanghai Factoring Measures”), for application for
establishment of a commercial factoring company in Shanghai and launch of commercial
factoring business on a pilot basis, the registered capital shall not be less than RMB50.0
million (or equivalent foreign currency) and all capital contributions shall be made in monetary
funds. For further details, Please refer to the section headed “Regulatory Overview —
Regulations regarding Local Financial Regulation” in this document. As advised by our PRC
Legal Advisers, Shanghai Factoring Measures is applicable to factoring companies newly set
up after January 2021 and is for reference only in relation to Deewin Factoring. Our Deewin
Factoring was established in Shanghai on 17 September 2013 with an initial registered capital
of RMB50.0 million and had a registered capital of RMB200.0 million as at 31 December
2020.

In addition, we also proactively undertake stringent liquidity management for both our
financial leasing business and factoring business. For details, please refer to the sections
headed “Business — Supply Chain Financial Service Sector — Financial Leasing Business —
Liquidity Management” and “Business — Supply Chain Financial Service Sector — Factoring
Business — Liquidity Management” in this document.

Our Directors, as advised by our PRC Legal Advisers, confirmed that during the Track
Record Period and up to the Latest Practicable Date, (i) we have obtained all requisite licences,
permits and approvals from the relevant government authorities that are material for our
business operations in the PRC, (ii) these licences, permits and approvals were still valid, (iii)
there were no material circumstances which would lead to the revocation, cancellation or
invalidation of such licences, permits and approvals, (iv) we have complied with all the
material minimum capital requirements (where applicable) for our financial leasing business
and factoring business, and (v) there were no legal impediments for us carrying on our business
operations.
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EMPLOYEES

We view our employees as critical to our success and we are committed to recruiting,
training and retaining skilled and experienced talents throughout our operations. We intend to
achieve this goal by offering competitive remuneration packages as well as focusing on
training and career development.

As at 31 December 2021, we had a total of 1,868 full-time employees. The following table
sets forth the total number of our full-time employees by functions as at 31 December 2021:

Functions
Number of
Employees % of Total

Sales and Marketing 161 8.6
Accounting and Finance 90 4.8
Administration and Human Resources 71 3.8
General Management 43 2.3
Business Operation 125 6.7
Risk Management and Control 68 3.6
Technology and Development 151 8.1
Frontline Operation 1,159 62.1

Total 1,868 100.0

We believe that we maintain good relations with our employees. In line with customary
industry practice in China, our employees were represented by labour union. During the Track
Record Period, we did not experience any strikes, work stoppages or significant labour
disputes, nor did we experience any significant difficulties in recruiting or retaining qualified
personnel. We believe that we have also maintained a stable workforce and high level of
employee loyalty.

We offer competitive salary packages to attract talents and also conduct regular review of
employee salaries and benefits to make sure our offerings are above market level. We also
participate in various employee benefit plans that are organised by municipal and provincial
governments and make contributions as required by the relevant PRC laws and regulations. We
dedicate significant resources to personnel recruitment, promotion and training. We recruit
employees through internal channels, such as internal referrals by our employees, and external
channels such as the online platform, headhunter and recruitment process outsourcing. We
place significant importance on internal promotion as a means to offer long-term career paths
and performance incentives for our employees. We have also fostered our talent development
system formulating a talent cultivation plan for mid-level and higher management personnel,
which we believe has strongly supported our business development.

WORK SAFETY MATTERS

We have adopted relevant systems in recording and handling accidents during our
business operations and provide work safety trainings to our employees on annual basis. If
there is an accident, our employees would be required to report to the designated person for
further actions. We will also keep proper records of such accidents. In addition, we have
adopted the occupational safety measures as required under the PRC laws.
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We have obtained all the material work safety approvals permits, approvals and
registrations necessary to conduct our business. Our operations are subject to regulations and
periodic examinations by local work safety authorities.

We are not subject to significant work safety risks. As advised by our PRC Legal
Advisers, during the Track Record Period and up to the Latest Practicable Date, (i) we were
in compliance with all applicable work safety laws and regulations in all material respects, (ii)
we had not had any material incidents of work-related injuries or casualties, (iii) we had not
been subject to any claims for personal or property damages and compensation to our
employees which are material to our business operations, and (iv) no material administration
sanctions or penalties has been imposed upon us for the violation of work safety laws and
regulations. We have not incurred and do not expect to incur material costs in connection with
the compliance with work safety laws and regulations.

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE MATTERS

ESG-related Matters and Management

Our Directors recognise the importance of our Group’s responsibility with regard to
environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) matters and believe that other than being
responsible for the interests of our Shareholders and maximising profits, our Company must
also assume responsibility for the society in order to achieve a cohesive and sustainable
relationship between our Company, the economy and the society. In addition, the establishment
and implementation of sound ESG principles and practices will help increase the investment
value of our Company and provide long-term returns to our Shareholders. If our Group
breaches any ESG-related laws and regulations, it may adversely affect the reputation of our
Group and hence our creditability. It may affect our business performances and reduce the
competitiveness of our Group to new investors. Our business opportunities may also be
negatively impacted.

Our senior management has the overall responsibility to identify and evaluate our Group’s
ESG-related matters, and establish and review the ESG targets and measures of our Group. In
particular, we commit to full compliance with the Stock Exchange’s reporting requirements on
ESG following the [REDACTED]. We will formulate ESG policies following the
[REDACTED] which set out, among others, (i) the appropriate risk governance on ESG
matters, (ii) ESG strategy formation procedures, (iii) ESG risk management and monitoring,
and (iv) the identification of key performance indicators (“KPI(s)”) and the relevant
measurements. The ESG policies will be established in accordance with the standards of
Appendix 27 to the Listing Rules.

In particular, when setting targets for each KPI, we will take into account the respective
historical levels during the Track Record Period, and have considered our future business
expansion with a view to balancing business growth and the need of ESG to achieve sustainable
development. The relevant material KPIs will be reviewed regularly to ensure that they remain
appropriate to the needs of our Group.

Our senior management will also monitor our business activities from the perspective of
implementation of the ESG policies. We will conduct regular assessment in relation to the
current and potential ESG matters faced by us in our business. We will then adopt specific steps
to tackle the potential matters and minimise any risks inherent in our business operations. We
will also engage independent third parties to evaluate the risks and review our Group’s existing
targets and measures for the necessary improvement to be implemented.
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Environmental Opportunities and Our Environmental Protection Practice

Protecting the environment is now a priority for companies and governments. Their
converging interests, driven by increased global awareness of climate change, technological
advances and health concerns, are underpinning a global drive to operation business on a
eco-friendly and clean basis. We are committed to environmental protection and strive to carry
out our business in an environmental-friendly manner. We implement internal environmental
protection policy which targets to monitor the environmental impact of our business
operations, demonstrate our commitment to operate our business with no significant and
adverse impact on the environment and ensure that our operations are in compliance with the
relevant environmental requirements pursuant to the laws of the PRC.

Minimising the consumption of resources of electricity and water is one of the key
considerations in our business operations. We advocate the concept of greener office and make
constant improvements in order to reduce energy and water consumption. In particular, we
encourage our employees to reduce energy consumption, including the use of energy efficient
electrical appliances in the office, and comply with electricity-saving initiatives, such as
switching off the lights in public areas during non-working hours. In addition, we place great
importance to water resource management and minimise water consumption by using
water-saving appliances, which improve the efficiency in the use of water and reduce operating
costs. In any event that the relevant actual consumption level exceeds the estimated level, we
will report to the senior management and take action in order to mitigate any negative
environmental-related impact and initiate preventive action. Furthermore, we also actively
promote recycling office supplies, reducing travel by using emails and video conferences and
prohibiting smoking in the office building.

Upon the [REDACTED], our Board will set targets for each material environmental KPI
at the beginning of each financial year in accordance with the disclosure requirement of
Appendix 27 to the Listing Rules and other relevant rules and regulations. The relevant ESG
targets on material KPIs will be reviewed on an annual basis to ensure that they remain relevant
and appropriate to the needs of our operations. Our Board will oversee the performance of our
Group in achieving the ESG targets and objectives and investigate the reasons for any
deviation. Our Board will revise our ESG strategy as appropriate when significant variance
from the target is identified.
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Our Environmental Protection Performance

To promote our sustainable development, our environmental protection performances
were monitored by us in various aspects, including the efficiency in the use of resources, such
as water and energy consumption. During the Track Record Period, we exerted efforts in
advocating and implementing water conservation and energy-efficiency policies. The table
below sets forth an quantitative analysis of our environmental protection performance during
the Track Record Period:

Year ended 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Water consumption
Total water consumption

(thousand m3) 19.8 18.4 13.9
Water consumption intensity

(m3 per million RMB revenue) 6.8 5.6 4.4

Electricity consumption
Total electricity consumption

(million kilowatt) 2.7 3.1 2.8
Electricity consumption intensity

(thousand kilowatt per million
RMB revenue) 0.9 0.9 0.9

Natural gas consumption
Total natural gas consumption

(thousand m3) 1.5 1.2 1.6
Natural gas consumption intensity

(m3 per million RMB revenue) 0.5 0.4 0.5

Our Environmental Compliance Status

Our business is subject to certain environmental laws and regulations in the PRC. These
environmental laws mostly relate to the conformity of our operating procedures with
environmental standards.

We have obtained all the material environmental approvals permits, approvals and
registrations necessary to conduct our business. Our operations are subject to regulations and
periodic examinations by local environmental authorities.

Taking into account of our business model, we believe that (i) we do not generate material
environmental hazards and do not otherwise cause significant adverse effect on the
environment in the course of conducting our business, and (ii) we are not subject to significant
risks relating environment. As advised by our PRC Legal Advisers, during the Track Record
Period and up to the Latest Practicable Date, (i) we were in compliance with all applicable
environmental laws and regulations in all material respects, (ii) we had not had any material
environmental incidents, (iii) we had not been subject to any claims for environmental damages
and compensation which are material to our business operations, and (iv) no material
administration sanctions or penalties has been imposed upon us for the violation of
environmental laws and regulations. We have not incurred and do not expect to incur material
costs in connection with the compliance with environmental laws and regulations.
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COMPETITION

We are a service provider and a key market player in the commercial automobile service
industry in China and one of the few value-added service providers in the industry that can
provide integrated and comprehensive solutions covering the commercial automobile industry
chain, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. We believe the key to our success include our
strong relationships with the commercial automobile manufacturers, network coverage, service
quality, diversification of service offerings, market reputation and financial strength.

The overall commercial automobile logistics and supply chain service industry in China
is highly fragmented with total number of players amounting to approximately 1,000 in 2020,
while most of which are small to medium enterprises. The supply chain service providers
compete with each other on their financial strength, business relationships with their
customers, scale of the logistics network, operational efficiency and advancement of the
technology equipped. In 2021, we accounted for 1.1% and 9.5% market share in China and that
in Western China by revenue, respectively, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. In
addition, Tonghui ranked first among the commercial automobile logistics and supply chain
service enterprises in Western China in terms of revenue in 2021, the total market size of which
amounted to approximately RMB15.3 billion, representing approximately 11.9% of the overall
commercial automobile logistics and supply chain service industry in China, according to the
Frost & Sullivan Report. For details on the competitive landscape of our logistics and supply
chain service sector, please refer to the section headed “Industry Overview — Overview of
China’s Commercial Automobile Logistics and Supply Chain Service Industry — Competitive
Landscape in Commercial Automobile Logistics and Supply Chain Service Industry” in this
document.

The market concentration rate of the commercial automobile financial leasing industry is
relatively low and the top five commercial automobile financial leasing companies, in terms of
the number of newly leased commercial automobiles, account for about 26.8% of the market
share in 2021, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. The commercial automobile financial
leasing companies normally compete with each other on commercial automobile dealership
network, financial and capital strength, flexibility of leasing service plan and quality of
service. According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, Deewin Financial Leasing ranked fourth
among all the commercial automobile manufacturer-connected financial leasing enterprises in
the PRC in terms of the number of newly leased commercial automobiles in 2021. For details
on the competitive landscape of our financial leasing business under supply chain financial
service sector, please refer to the section headed “Industry Overview — Overview of China’s
Commercial Automobile Financial Leasing Industry — Competitive Landscape of the
Commercial Automobile Financial Leasing Industry in this document.

The commercial factoring market in China is highly competitive and fragmented with a
large number of participants and no prominent leading company, according to the Frost &
Sullivan Report. As compared with other third-party commercial factoring companies, Deewin
Factoring is able to acquire stable customers and business resources in the commercial
automobile factoring market, with its strong connection with the commercial automobile
manufacturers, to maintain competitiveness in the market, according to the Frost & Sullivan
Report. For details of competitive landscape of our factoring business under supply chain
financial services sector, please refer to the section headed “Industry Overview — Overview
of Market of Commercial Factoring for Commercial Automobile in China — Commercial
Factoring Market Size”.
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The commercial automobile manufacturer-connected IoV service industry in China is
highly concentrated with the top five service providers accounting for 92.3% of the market
share in 2021, according to the Frost & Sullivan Report. Among all the major market players,
we are the first-mover in the commercial automobile IoV industry, according to the Frost &
Sullivan Report. As a result, as measured by the number of heavy commercial automobiles
accessing IoV platform, Tianxingjian’s business performance stands out from all the
aforementioned players with a market share of 23.3% in 2021, which ranked first among all the
commercial automobile manufacturer-connected IoV enterprises in China, according to the
Frost & Sullivan Report. In addition, we ranked third among the commercial automobile IoV
enterprises in China in terms of the number of commercial automobiles accessing IoV platform
in 2021, according to the same source. For details on the competitive landscape of our IoV and
data service sector, please refer to the section headed “Industry Overview — Overview of
China’s Commercial Automobile IoV Market — Competitive Landscape of Commercial
Automobile IoV Industry” in this document.

PROPERTIES

We occupy certain properties in the PRC for our business operations. As at the Latest
Practicable Date, (i) we owned one parcel of land with an aggregate site area of approximately
28.6 thousand square metres in Fuping County, Shaanxi Province, and (ii) we owned four
buildings with an aggregate gross floor area (“GFA”) of approximately 3.3 thousand square
metres. In addition, as at the Latest Practicable Date, (i) we had leased five parcels of land with
an aggregate site area of approximately 70.5 thousand square metres, and (ii) we had leased an
aggregate GFA of approximately 128.7 thousand square metres. We use the properties that we
occupy for non-property activities as defined under Rule 5.01(2) of the Listing Rules, and they
primarily include the premises of our stores, warehouses and offices.

According to Rule 5.01(A) of the Listing Rules and section 6(2) of the Companies
Ordinance (Exemption of Companies and Prospectuses from Compliance with Provisions)
Notice (Chapter 32L of the Laws of Hong Kong), this document is exempted from compliance
with the requirements of section 342(1)(b) of the Companies Ordinance in relation to paragraph
34(2) of the Third Schedule to the Companies Ordinance, which require a valuation report with
respect to all of our Group’s interests in land or buildings. This is because as at 31 December
2021, each of our properties had a carrying amount that was less than 15.0% of our
consolidated total assets.

Because our operations are not concentrated on one or a small number of properties, our
Directors do not consider any of the properties that we occupy to be material. This conclusion
is further supported by their belief that none of our properties have any unique qualities or
facilities that would prevent us from replacing them at a commercially reasonable cost if we
were required to do so. For risks relating to properties, please refer to the section headed “Risk
Factors — We may not be able to use certain properties leased by us because of defects
affecting our leasehold interests” in this document.

Our Owned Properties

As at the Latest Practicable Date, (i) we had owned one parcel of land with an aggregate
site area of approximately 28.6 thousand square metres in Fuping County, Shaanxi Province,
and (ii) we had owned four buildings with an aggregate GFA of approximately 3.3 thousand
square metres in Xi’an and Shanghai. Our owned properties are primarily used for the daily
business operation. We have obtained the relevant land use right certificates and building
ownership certificates in relation to all the properties owned by us.
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Our Leased Properties

Land

As at the Latest Practicable Date, we had leased five parcels of land with an aggregate
site area of approximately 70.5 thousand square metres in Xi’an and Qishan County, Shaanxi
Province which are primarily used for warehousing.

For one parcel of land with site area of approximately 3.0 thousand square metres located
in Xi’an we leased, the lessor could not provide the relevant land use right certificate. The
non-compliance incident was mainly due to the unfamiliarity with the regulatory requirements
by our personnel. Our PRC Legal Advisers are of the view that it is not possible to confirm if
the interests under the relevant lease would be protected under the PRC laws. If the relevant
lease was challenged by any interested third party, we might not be able to lease the relevant
parcel of land. However we are entitled to claim against the lessor pursuant to the relevant
lease and the relevant PRC laws and regulations.

During the Track Record Period, we had not been involved in any dispute or legal
proceeding or been subject to any fine in relation to the aforementioned non-compliance
incident. In addition, if the leased land cannot be used by us, we are of the view that we can
relocate to other comparable properties, if necessary, without any material adverse effect on
our operations and financial conditions.

Buildings

As at the Latest Practicable Date, we had leased 36 buildings with an aggregate GFA of
approximately 153.7 thousand square metres in regions including Xi’an, Shanghai, Beijing,
Zhengzhou, Wuhan, Taiyuan, Urumqi, Qishan County, Shaanxi Province, Baotou City, Inner
Mongolia and Wuhai City, Inner Mongolia which are primarily used for warehousing,
commercial purpose and our office. The lease agreements have various terms from one year to
ten years.

Details of our leased buildings are set out as below:

• one building we leased with an aggregate GFA of approximately 380 square metres,
representing approximately 0.2% of the aggregate GFA of the buildings we leased,
had obtained the building ownership certificates and the corresponding land use
right certificates (where required), and the usage of these buildings was consistent
with the planned usage. Our PRC Legal Advisers are of the view that we can legally
use these buildings.

• For the remaining 35 buildings we leased with aggregate GFA of approximately
153.4 thousand square metres, representing approximately 99.8% of the aggregate
GFA of the buildings we leased, they are subject to following types of defects:

(i) three buildings we leased with an aggregate GFA of approximately 1.7
thousand square metres, representing approximately 1.1% of the aggregate
GFA of the buildings we leased, the lessors could not provide the relevant
building ownership certificates. These buildings were used for our office and
warehousing;
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(ii) 16 buildings we leased with an aggregate GFA of approximately 102.3
thousand square metres, representing approximately 66.5% of the aggregate
GFA of the buildings we leased, the relevant leases have not been registered
with the competent governmental authorities. These buildings were used for
our office and warehousing; and

(iii) 16 buildings we leased with an aggregate GFA of approximately 49.4 thousand
square metres, representing approximately 32.1% of the aggregate GFA of the
buildings we leased, the lessors could not provide the relevant building
ownership certificates and the relevant leases have not been registered with the
competent governmental authorities. These buildings were used for our office
and warehousing.

The aforementioned non-compliance incidents were mainly due to the unfamiliarity with
the regulatory requirements by our personnel.

According to our PRC Legal Adviser, (i) in relation to lessors’ failure to provide the
relevant building ownership certificate, it is not possible to confirm if the interests under the
relevant leases would be protected under the PRC laws. If the relevant leases were challenged
by any interested third party, we might not be able to lease the relevant buildings. However we
are entitled to claim against the lessors pursuant to the relevant leases and the relevant PRC
laws and regulations, and (ii) in relation to failure to register leases with the relevant competent
governmental authorities, the registration is not a mandatory condition for the validity of the
lease agreements and the absence of such registration will not affect the legality of the lease
agreements or impede our use of the relevant properties. The competent governmental
authorities may order parties to the lease agreements to complete the registration within a
certain time limit and impose a fine ranging from RMB1.0 thousand to RMB10.0 thousand for
each unregistered lease if the relevant parties fail to do so.

During the Track Record Period, we had not been involved in any dispute or legal
proceeding or been subject to any fine in relation to the aforementioned non-compliance
incident. In addition, if the leased building cannot be used by us, we are of the view that we
can relocate to other comparable properties, if necessary, without any material adverse effect
on our operations and financial conditions.

During the Track Record Period, we had worked with all the landlords for registration of
the relevant leases with the competent governmental authorities and we had not received any
notification from the competent governmental authorities or been penalised by any competent
governmental authorities. Our Directors confirm that our business, financial condition, results
of operations and prospects would not be materially affected by any potential fines or penalties
that may be imposed by the competent governmental authorities for non-registration of the
lease agreements.

Our Directors also confirmed that the safety conditions of the properties we owned or
leased are secured. There is no difference of land cost or rental that we would have to pay in
the event that the relevant properties did not have defective titles. We will request our legal
advisers to review the lease agreements and advise us on the relevant risks with respect to our
leased properties and to ensure that we have adequate rights to claim against the relevant
lessors in the event of any defects arising from our leased properties.
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INSURANCE

We carry insurance covering risks including loss of and damages to our properties,
including various fixed assets and inventories at our warehouses and sales halls. We also carry
insurance for (i) our transportation fleet (including the engines of the transportation
automobiles) and the goods we deliver during provision of supply chain services, and (ii)
commercial automobiles under our supply chain financial service as required by the applicable
laws and regulations. In addition, we maintain employer’s liability insurance and public
liability insurance for our daily business operations. We generally do not carry any business
interruptions or litigation insurance. We consider our insurance coverage to be adequate and in
line with the industry norm in China. During the Track Record Period and up to the Latest
Practicable Date, we did not make any material insurance claims. However, should any
significant uninsured damages to any of our properties, inventories, goods we deliver, services
we provide or other assets or liabilities claims against us occur, our business, financial
condition and results of operations may be adversely affected. For details regarding the
relevant risks, please refer to the section headed “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to Our
Business — Even though we have taken out insurance policy, our insurance coverage may be
inadequate to protect us from all potential losses” in this document.

LEGAL PROCEEDINGS

We are not a party to, and we are not aware of any legal, arbitral or administrative
proceedings, pending or threatened, which, in the opinion of our Directors, is likely to have a
material and adverse effect on our business, financial conditions or results of operations. We
may from time to time become a party to various legal, arbitral or administrative proceedings
arising in the ordinary course of our business.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

During the Track Record Period and up to the Latest Practicable Date, we had not been
and were not involved in any material non-compliance incidents that have led to fines,
enforcement actions or other penalties that could, individually or in the aggregate, have a
material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations.

Our PRC Legal Advisers have confirmed that during the Track Record Period and up to
the Latest Practicable Date, we have complied with all applicable PRC laws, regulations and
rules in all material respects.

RISK MANAGEMENT

Our management has designed and implemented risk management policies to address
various potential risks we have identified in relation to our operations, including financial risks
and corporate governance risks. Our risk management policy sets forth procedures to identify,
analyse, mitigate and monitor the relevant risks. We are dedicated to establishing a
comprehensive risk management system which operates effectively and is suitable for our
long-term business development.
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Financial Risk Management

We have adopted financial risk management policies, including internal audit policies and
financial analysis policies, in order to closely monitor the financial status of our business and
timely locate any potential risks arising from cash flow, capital adequacy and credit default.
The financial risk management policies are carried out by our financial department, the
members of which have expertise in the areas of accounting and financial management and
have received trainings for the implementation of such policies.

Debt Management

In terms of debt management, we have adopted the following measures to monitor and
manage the level of debt:

(1) in the fourth quarter of each year, we will make reasonable forecasts and analysis of
next year’s business volume and financing capabilities of our Group, and formulate
annual business and capital budgets as well as planning for financing methods. We
also strictly control our level of leverage on risky assets, fully analyse credit risk
factors and ensure that our debt level falls within a reasonable range that complies
with applicable industry and regulatory requirements;

(2) in carrying out our daily business activities, we aim to achieve refined debt
management and control through preparation of monthly funding plans and real-time
monitoring of debt maturity profile;

(3) we expand the scale of credit lines granted to our Group through securing multiple
funding channels from various financial institutions, so that our Group has sufficient
funds to develop our business and to ensure timely repayment of loans. We also
adjust our long-term and short-term debt structure through increasing the issuance
size of asset-backed securities and asset-backed notes, so that our liquidity level can
be maintained by optimising our asset portfolio structure;

(4) our Board reviews and approves the Group’s external financing proposals and
documents, supervises our Group’s various risk control measures, monitors the level
of debt exposure and handles any major changes thereof. In particular:

(i) Mr. Liu Lulu, a member of our senior management team who has extensive
financial management experiences, is responsible for supervising our Group’s
capital risks and ensuring that our working capital is adequate. Please refer to
the section headed “Director, Supervisors and Senior Management” in this
document for further details of his relevant experience; and

(ii) we have formulated various internal policies and control measures, including
“Measures for the Administration of Funding from Financial Institutions” (金
融機構融資管理辦法), “Interim Measures for Borrowing Administration” (資
金拆借往來管理暫行辦法), “Interim Measures for the Administration of
Unified Borrowing and Repaying” (統借統還暫行管理辦法), “Measures for the
Administration of Payment Approval” (資金支付審批管理辦法), “Fund
Management System” (資金管理制度) and “Financial Operation Management
System” (融資業務管理制度), etc.), to govern the borrowing activities within
our Group, following which the responsibilities of relevant departments and
the approval, execution and payment processes can be managed effectively.
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As our business expands, we will further manage our Group’s level of debt and address
the potential issue of liquidity mismatch by adopting the following strategies:

(1) conducting business in line with the Group’s overall development plan, corporate
financing capabilities and market conditions in a targeted manner;

(2) setting up a credit risk prevention team internally in accordance with the needs of
our Group. The credit risk prevention team comprises personnel from our finance
department, business operation department, accounting department and risk and
compliance departments and, through coordinating with these departments, it is
primarily responsible for (i) monitoring the financial indebtedness of our Group on
real-time basis, (ii) reviewing investment, budgeting and financing plans across
various departments within our Group regularly to improve the accuracy and
reasonableness of our overall fund management, (iii) restricting provision of
external loans and guarantees and preventing any misappropriation of funds, and
(iv) strengthening the recovery of receivables through stringent assessment and
enforcement measures;

(3) controlling the level of asset-debt ratio and risk capital leverage strictly;

(4) preparing monthly rolling budget to closely monitor our indebtedness and fully
analyse credit risk factors to control the overall debt;

(5) building up financing capabilities that match with business planning, strengthening
budget control and supervision, and using special funds for special purposes;

(6) matching our existing debt level with the invested fund in our financial leasing and
factoring businesses to ensure that the business scale of our financial services sector
remains relatively stable;

(7) strictly implementing internal control processes to ensure that risks arising from our
new business are controllable whilst avoiding accumulation of overdue receivables
and inventory stocks to facilitate our capital flow;

(8) introducing capital from banks and financial institutions to innovate our financial
leasing business; and

(9) accessing the international capital markets and raising equity funds to ensure our
capital adequacy and to support our Group’s future sustainable growth.

Through the strict implementation of the above debt management measures and strategies,
our Directors believe that our level of debt will remain relatively stable or even steadily
decline. Please also refer to the paragraphs headed “— Financial Leasing Business — Our Debt
Management” and “— Factoring Business — Our Debt Management” in this section for our
debt management measures in respect of our financial leasing and factoring businesses.

During the Track Record Period and up to the Latest Practicable Date, our lenders had not
claimed default against us and we had not breached any of the relevant lending provisions.
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Liquidity Risk Management

In terms of liquidity risk management, we have adopted the following measures:

(i) in respect of our Company, we (i) maintain sufficient cash and sources of funding
through committed credit facility and enjoy funding flexibility by maintaining
committed credit lines; and (ii) monitor rolling forecasts of our Group’s liquidity
reserve (comprising undrawn banking facilities) and cash and cash equivalents on
the basis of expected cash flows. Please refer to the section headed “Financial
Information — Qualitative and Quantitative Disclosure about Financial Risks —
Liquidity Risk” in this document for further details; and

(ii) in respect of our financial leasing business and factoring business, please refer to the
paragraphs headed “— Risk Management for Financial Leasing Business and
Factoring Business — Liquidity Risk Management” in this section for further
details.

Assets Quality and Provisioning Policies

In terms of assets quality, we have adopted the following measures for our non-
performing assets that are consistent with the industry practice:

1. On each balance sheet date, we measure the expected credit losses of financial
instruments at different stages: (i) if the credit risk of a financial instrument has not
increased significantly since its initial recognition, such instrument is included in Stage
1, at which we measure the loss provision based on the expected credit loss in the next
12 months; (ii) if the credit risk of a financial instrument has increased significantly since
its initial recognition but such instrument is not yet deemed to be credit-impaired, such
instrument is moved to Stage 2, at which the lifetime expected credit loss needs to be
measured; and (iii) if a financial instrument is credit-impaired, such instrument is then
moved to Stage 3, at which the lifetime expected credit loss needs to be measured.

2. Depending on whether there has been a significant increase in credit risk and whether
credit impairment has occurred, we measure provisions for impairment losses of different
financial assets either based on the expected credit loss in the next 12 months or through
its lifetime. The key parameters of expected credit loss measurement include probability
of default, loss given default and exposure at default. Based on the current internal rating
system for risk management purposes and the requirements of new financial instrument
standards, we will consider various historical data (such as ratings of counterparty, type
of collateral and guarantee, repayment methods, etc.) as well as forward-looking statistics
and establish models to estimate probability of default, loss given default and exposure
at default.

3. In particular, when one or more of the following criteria are satisfied, we determine that
the credit risk of such financial instrument has increased significantly: (i) the principal or
interest payment is overdue for more than 30 days; (ii) the occurrence of major adverse
events, such as litigation, has a negative impact on the debtor’s ability to repay. When a
financial asset is impaired, we deem it as in default. We considers a financial instrument
to be credit-impaired when one or more of the following criteria have been met (i)
principal or interest is more than 90 days past due ; (ii) issuer or obligor is in significant
financial difficulty, or has already been insolvent; (iii) it is becoming probable that the
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borrower will enter bankruptcy; (iv) an active market for that financial asset has
disappeared because of financial difficulties of issuers; (v) other objective evidence
indicating impairment of the financial asset.

The following table sets forth the amount of and movements in non-performing assets
(loans receivable at stage 3) during the Track Record Period:

Amount

(RMB’000)

Amount as at 1 January 2019 203,839
Increase in the year 146,290
Decrease in the year (48,869)

Amount as at 31 December 2019 301,260

Amount as at 1 January 2020 301,260
Increase in the year 220,594
Decrease in the year (61,940)

Amount as at 31 December 2020 459,914

Amount as at 1 January 2021 459,914
Increase in the year 224,123
Decrease in the year (229,288)

Amount as at 31 December 2021 454,749

The following table sets forth the number of the corresponding loans involved in
non-performing assets, the original value of non-performing assets, the estimated recoverable
amount from non-performing assets and the provision for bad debt during the Track Record
Period:

Year Ended and As at 31 December

2019 2020 2021

Number of the corresponding loans
involved in non-performing assets
(loans receivable at stage 3) 265 738(1) 787(2)

Original value of non-performing assets
(loans receivable at stage 3)
(RMB in thousand) 301,260 459,914 454,749

Estimated recoverable amount from
non-performing assets (loans
receivable at stage 3) (RMB in
thousand)(3) 141,542 223,412 154,214

Provision for bad debts (RMB in
thousand) 159,718 236,501 300,535

Notes:

(1) The number of customers involved in respect of our non-performing assets for the year of 2020
increased significantly as a result of the sharp increase in domestic price of natural gas by the end of
the fourth quarter of 2020 due to the bad weather in Northwest China that was occasional, which led
to the rising automobile operating costs incurred by our customers, and further resulted in a short-term
increase of 468 customers with overdue payments related to our financial leasing services. Save as
disclosed herein, the relevant number of customers remained stable for the year of 2020.
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(2) The number of customers involved in respect of our non-performing assets for the year ended
31 December 2021 increased as a result of the lower business operation efficiency caused by the
increased price of oil as well as the occurrence of power rationing during the latter half of 2021, which
led to the deterioration of the financial and credit conditions of certain lessees of our leased automobiles
under our financial leasing business. Save as disclosed herein, the relevant number of customers
remained stable during for the year ended 31 December 2021.

(3) The recoverable amounts from non-performing assets were estimated mainly on the basis of the
underlying security (including guarantee) relating to such non-performing assets.

We have extended the terms of repayment for several loans in conducting our financial
leasing business during the Track Record Period. Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, our financial
leasing business had, for the period of 12 February 2020 to 31 March 2020, provided temporary
repayment deferment options to our customers, including without limitation to customers
located in Hubei Province who were provided with repayment deferment option of not more
than three months from due date. For those customers located in places other than Hubei
Province, they were provided with repayment deferment option of not more than two months
from due date. During the deferment period, our customers were only required to pay the
interest and not the principal. In addition, our customer who were enjoying repayment
deferment would not be subject to our risk monitoring of overdue payment.

The table below sets forth the number of financial lease agreements and the amount of
rents involved in our respective extended periods of deferment offered:

Periods of deferment

Number of
financial lease

agreements

Approximate
percentage in the
total number of
financial lease

agreements
Amount of

rents involved

Approximate
percentage in the
total amount of

rent balance

(RMB’000)

One month 828 3.73% 21,328.0 5.02%
Two months 144 0.65% 7,736.4 1.82%
Three months 13 0.05% 568.3 0.13%

Total 985 4.44% 29,632.7 6.98%

Upon the expiration of the repayment deferment options, the majority of the relevant
customers (which accounted for approximately 99.0% of the total number of such customers)
had settled their outstanding deferred payments and resumed their normal repayment schedule
in accordance with the financial leasing agreements. Therefore, the provision of the repayment
deferment options did not have material adverse effect on our Group’s operations.

We did not extend the maturity terms of our loans or disposed of any non-performing
assets during the Track Record Period and up to the Latest Practicable Date.
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Corporate Governance Measures

We will fully comply with the Listing Rules after the [REDACTED], including but not
limited to the corporate governance code set out in Appendix 14 of the Listing Rules. Our audit
committee under the Board is responsible for overseeing the overall risk management practice
and closely works with the senior management to evaluate the implementation and
effectiveness of our risk management policies. We make timely adjustment to our risk
management policies in response to the rapid development of our operations. For details of the
composition of the audit committee and the professional qualifications and industry experience
of its members, please refer to the sections headed “Directors, Supervisors and Senior
Management — Board Committees — Audit Committee” and “Directors, Supervisors and
Senior Management” in this document.

For details in relation to the risk management systems set up for our business operations,
in particular for provision of our financial leasing service and factoring service under supply
chain financial service sector, please refer to the paragraphs headed “— Supply Chain
Financial Service Sector — Risk Management for Financial Leasing and Factoring Businesses”
in this section.

INTERNAL CONTROL MEASURES

In preparation for the [REDACTED], we engaged an independent third party consultant
(the “Internal Control Consultant”) to perform a review over selected areas of our internal
controls over financial reporting in December 2020 (the “Internal Control Review”). The
scope of the Internal Control Review performed by the Internal Control Consultant was agreed
between us, the Sponsor and the Internal Control Consultant. The selected areas of our internal
controls over financial reporting that were reviewed by the Internal Control Consultant
included entity level controls and business process level controls, including revenue and
receivables, purchases and payables, inventory management, human resources and
remunerations management, fixed assets, cash and treasury management, financial reporting
and disclosure controls, general controls of information technology and taxation.

The Internal Control Consultant performed the follow up reviews in February to March
2021 to review the status of the management actions taken by us to address the findings of the
Internal Control Review (the “Follow-up Review”). The Internal Control Consultant did not
have any further recommendation in the Follow-up Review.

The Internal Control Review and the Follow-up Review were conducted based on
information provided by us and no assurance or opinion on internal controls was expressed by
the Internal Control Consultant. Accordingly, we have modified and adopted new internal
control policies and procedures based on the recommendation of the Internal Control
Consultant and we will continuously monitor and improve our management procedures to
ensure the effective operation of those internal controls are in line with the growth of our
business and good corporate governance practice.
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In order to continuously improve the standards of our internal control, we intend to adopt
or have adopted the following measures:

(i) We will engage an external legal advisor upon [REDACTED] to provide timely
legal advices to our Board and other relevant personnel on the applicable laws, rules
and regulations concerning our operations;

(ii) We have appointed China Securities (International) Corporate Finance Company
Limited as our compliance adviser upon the [REDACTED] pursuant to Rule 3A.19
of the Listing Rules to ensure that, among other things, we are properly guided and
advised as to the compliance with the Listing Rules;

(iii) We have appointed three independent non-executive Directors to provide
independent view, monitoring and advice to our Group;

(iv) We have established an audit committee, a remuneration committee and a
nomination committee primarily consisting of independent non-executive Directors
to continuously provide an independent review of the effectiveness of the financial
reporting process, internal control and risk management system of our Group and
oversee the audit process and performs other duties and responsibilities as assigned
by the Board; and

(v) Our Directors have attended training conducted by the Hong Kong legal advisers on
the ongoing obligations, duties and responsibilities of directors of [REDACTED]
under certain applicable laws and regulations, including the Listing Rules.

Our Directors are of the view that we have taken all reasonable steps to establish a proper
internal control system as recommended by our Internal Control Consultant. As such, our
Directors are of the view, that our enhanced internal control measures are adequate and
effective. Nothing has come to the attention of the Sole Sponsor to cause the Sole Sponsor to
believe that the aforementioned measures are not adequate and effective.
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